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invofves gathering real-world signals—like magnetic-flux, density, and fluorescen
processing them, and driving devices that perform real-world tasks. And Harris is
the true specialist in this field, combining the technologies of analog, mixed
signal, DSP, and power semiconductors. Today, Harris has the expertise to
supply advanced semiconductors for any instru men t
at i
on app li cation you
can imagine So how can we help you? Call 1-800_4_HARRIS, E. 1121.
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Penton Publishing's Camera Department started
recycling chemicals from film wastewater 25 years
ago...long before the ecologically-smart idea was
widely recognized.
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For almost as many years, the Penton Press
Division has been recycling scrap paper, obsolete
inventory, and printing press waste materials. In
1991, Penton Press will recycle some 5500 tons of
paper, 9tons of aluminum plates, and 3tons of scrap
film negatives. Furthermore, the Press Division has
invested $500,000 in air pollution control equipment.
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Boston: Lawrence Curran, Manager
508-441-1113
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Electronic's Index: Mark Parr

Company-wide, the recycling spirit has spread from
Cleveland headquarters to offices throughout the
country. Penton employees are enthusiastic
participants in expanding programs to re-use paper,
aluminum cans, and other waste materials.
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Your lAtitó/Buy Decision
Just Got A Lot Easier!
BURR-BROWN'S
OEM
MICRO TERMINALS
SATISFY ALL YOUR
OPERATOR
INTERFACE/
CONTROL PANEL
NEEDS -INCLUDING
PRICING THArS SO
LOW YOU NO LONGER
NEED TO EVEN
CONSIDER BUILDING
YOUR OWN!

CostEffective
Solutions
These devices will save
you valuable design,
tooling, and development costs and time so
you can concentrate on
your product designs. Plus,
their low pricing makes
them very easy to costjustify. From $195, with
generous quantity
discounts.

Industry's
Widest
Selection
Burr-Brown brings you
fourteen models from
which to choose ...
from
the most basic device to

multifunction
microterminals to rugged,
industrial units. Plus
multiple customization
options designed
specifically with the OEM
in mind. Whatever your
requirements, we have
models to fit your
particular needs.

Years of
Experience
For over a decade,
Burr-Brown has been
supplying quality,
high-performance
microterminals,
worldwide. For
applications such as
control systems,
instrumentation,
communications, test &
monitoring, machine
setup, medical, and
many, many more.

For a copy of our new
brochure, or information
about demonstration
units, write Burr-Brown
Corp., P.O. Box 11400,
Tucson, AZ 85734. Or, call
Toll-Free 1-800-548-6132.

Burr-Brown OEM Microterminal allows operator to interface to a
precision laser.

BURR-BROWN ®
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UP

FRONT
MR. SMITH GOES TO WASHINGTON
F

rom the birth of the industry, electronics company leaders have wrapped themselves in the garb
of the rugged individualist: Bill Hewlett and David Packard; David Samoff of RCA fame; Arthur
Collins, who made the best radios in the world; and early tube pioneer Lee deForrest. These men
ii
believed that any problem could be engineered away, given the right resources, and it was with
this problem-solving paradigm that they approached the U.S. government in seeking help for their industry. "Electronics companies worked as scrappy outsiders, descending on Washington with acause,
achieving their goal, and then returning home afterwards," says Ken Hagerty, who runs the consulting
company Public Affairs Services Inc. in the nation's capital. For example, the late John Fluke Sr.,
founder of the John Fluke Mfg. Co. in Everett, Wash., originated the idea of an investment tax credit
with the American Electronics Association. Silicon Valley executive Ed Zschau took the idea to Washington, where he succeeded in turning it into the Investment Incentive Act of 1978.
These executives viewed Washington as anice place to visit but no place to live. "High-tech executives don't have the temperament for becoming aspecial-interest group,"
Hagerty contends. This is partly because the industry, except for
telecommunications, is largely unregulated. Regulated industries invest in the political process. They all have lobbyists continually
educating Congress and the White House about industry needs.
'And these special-interest groups are better at bringing home
the bacon than scrappy executives who come with acause and
then leave," Hagerty says.
At no time in the evolution of the electronics industry is the
need for education more important than now. The U.S. industry is engaged in afierce competitive struggle against companies whose national governments have targeted high technology
as ameans of achieving economic advantage in world markets. If
the U.S. is to remain in its preeminent position, industry executives
are going to have to roll up their sleeves and become politically active. In Silicon Valley, Ed Zschau represents this new thinking.
Zschau ran for, and won, the California 12th Congressional District
seat, where he served for two years. After an unsuccessful
bid to unseat Sen. Alan Cranston, he returned to San
Jose, Calif., where he is president of Censtor Corp.
Zschau believes that the industry must be
involved in the political process long term.
It needs to realize that the elegant logic of
the physical world, with its mathematically
rigid laws, does not apply in Washington.
Good reasons do not make good politics. Laws are made by men and
women, and there are no rigorous
standards by which to gauge their acts.
What is done today can be undone tomorrow. Unlike the physical world, the
political world requires constant finetuning—and the industry needs to get
with it. IJ

JONAH McLEOD
EDITOR
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Now you can perform MST-traceable, spectrally-based
IAS I.
photometric and colorimetric measurements anywhere,
anytime. With the battery-powered Photo Research"
PR:650 SpectraColorimeter: You no longer need to settle
for the inaccuracy of filter instruments just for the convenience of cost-effective portability.
This hand-held portable offers AutoSyné," aunique
feature which automatically locks to, and measures, refresh frequency. Pritcharestyle
spot viewing and measuring optics are also included.
Aplug-in Integrated Circuit Memory Card holds the complete and easy-to-use
program software for the internal microcomputer--and there is enough space for over 150
measurements. Fast-Charge Nicad batteries, Energy-Saving Auto Shut-Off, an RS-232
interface permitting remote control from ahost computer, plus numerous other features
make it the most flexible and versatile colorimeter on the market.
Proven SpectraScaddiode-array technology
captures the entire visible spectrum from 380 to 780 nm —
simultaneously. With the press of abutton. And awide
variety of accessories are also available to choose from.
Call us and discover how
affordable, easy and accurate
spectrally-based light and color
The PR-650.
measurement can be.
Light Measurement

ACCURATEs
LIGHT.

Backlit sup. rtwist LCD display

on the Move.

PHOTO RESEARCH®

The Light Measurement People*

Division of icoi.i.mowt.amer
9330 DeSoto Avenue, PO. Box 2192, Chatsworth, CA 91313-2192 USA
(818) 341-5151 FAX: (818) 341-7070 TLX: 69-1427 Cable: SPECTRA
International Sales Representatives: AUSTRAllA HADLAND PHOTONICS Ph: (03) 560-2366 BELGIUM ANALIS SA Ph: (81) 225085 CANADA OPTIKON
CORPORATION Ph: (519) 885-2551 FRANCE INSTRUMAT S.A. Ph: (I) 69-28-27-34 GERMANY OPTEEMA ENGINEERING GmbH Ph: (2) 126-7352 HOLLAND
INTECHMIJ B.V. Ph: (20) 56-96-611 INDIA PHOTONICS INTERNATIONAL Ph: (812) 363-573 ISRAEL ANKOR Ph: (03) 676-4242 ITALY PHOTO SYSTEMS SAS
Ph: (29) 532-1363 or (29) 532-1366 JAPAN KYOKKO TRADING COMPANY Ph: (3) 3586-5251 SPAIN INSTRUMATIC ESPANOLA SA Ph: (0 555-8112 SWEDEN
SAVEN AB Ph: (8)630 93 00 SWITZERLAND MAC TECH SA Ph: (21) 28-9177 U.K. MICRON TECHNIQUES LTD. Ph: (202) 841-261
All trademarks are property of Kollmorgen. Patents Pending.

Circle 219 -Please have salesman call
Circle 220 -Please send literature
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You have to build a
to build just
The new Tek IDS Series
More than amillion Tektronix oscillo-

dates and measurements that inhibit

scopes have all been leading up to this:

most other digitizing scopes. Its real-

the most powerful, versatile, and intuiSlopped.

tive instruments ever developed for the

1076k Aukurilthens
k--T

mainstream of test and measurement.
The new TDS 500 Series is the culmi-

,
.

nation of everything Tek has learned in
the design, manufacture and use of digitiz-
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ing oscilloscopes. It's an achievement
made possible only by the unique integra-

time DSP lets you perform single-shot

tion of acquisition functions and combina-

averaging and extend resolution to 12

tional trigger logic onto asingle board.

bits. The TDS Series arms you with up to

Only by the development of a
milestone multiprocessor
architecture.
Only by the addition of Tek's TriStar"
Digital Signal Processor (DSP).
Only by Tek's capacity for taking
the hard work out of high performance.
The TDS Series performs, live, up-

,,•* v.,

four full-featured channels. 500 MHz
‘,

bandwidth. Up to 1GS/s sampiing and 4ns peak detect.
Up to 50K record

And if you think oscilloscopes aren't
as easy to use and comprehend as they

lengths. Time interval,
2ns glitch, runt, pattern and

Slopped.

state triggers. With acquisition sensitivity and fast overdrive recovery bringing
greater waveform detail within your grasp.
hl

Copyright ©1991, Tektronix. Inc. All rights reserved.
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million oscilloscopes
one like this.
Ours, WK

Postity,

djar,
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could be, you owe yourself ademo of

powerful instruments from the

the TDS. Its simplified front panel.

world's leading supplier of digitizing

VGA-quality display resolution, on-line

and analog oscilloscopes. To get afirst-

help text, innovative icons that instantly

hand feel for why performance like this

differentiate menu functions — all add up

only comes along about once in amillion

to ascope that makes the user's manual
more aformality than anecessity.

The TDS Series signals the start of a
new generation of friendlier, more

scopes, contact your Tek sales engineer
or call

1-800-426-2200.

One company measures up.

Tektronix®
COMMITIFD TO EXCELLENCE
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IN MEMORY MOD
CROSSOVER HAS
You've heard the old
saying, "we'll cross that
bridge when we come to it."
Well, we have.
Cost crossover today
makes 4-meg DRAMs
more economical per bit
than 1-meg DRAMs. And
given all the benefits in
reliability and board real
estate, that's good news.

rs

MEMORY MODULES

COST
PER
BIT

441EG
CROSSOVER

'88

89

'90

'91

'92

.=•7.

People are lining up to
take advantage of it.
One specific advantage
is in memory modules.
Samsung 4-meg-based
modules are

actually

more cost-effective today
than their 1-meg-based
counterparts.
All the modules listed
here have reliability specs
based on 600 temperature
cycles (0-125°C) and 500
hours (85°C, 85% RH).
Available features include
70, 80, and 100 ns access

ULES,COST-PER-BIT
UST BEEN COMPLETED.
times, fast page mode,
low-power versions, gold
lead finish, and customerspecific labeling.
SAMSUNG MEMORY MODULES
BASED ON 4-MEG DRAMs
Megabyte.,

Part Number

Organa'atiOn

KMM581000AN

1M x 8

KMM591000AN

1M x 9

4

KMM584000A

4M x 8

4

KMM594000A

4

KMM5321000A

IM x 32

4

KMM5331000A

1M x 33

4

KMM5361000A

1M x 36

KMM5322000A

2M x 32

8

KMM5332000A

2M x 33

8

KMM5362000A

2M x 36

4M x 9

Samsung is one of the
world's leading manufacturers of both DRAMs
and memory modules.
Our outstanding quality,
reliability, and availability
have helped us gain this
leading position.
For data sheets on
our 4-meg DRAMs and
4-meg-based

modules,

call 1-800-423-7364 or
(408) 954-7229 today. Or
write to Memory Module
Marketing Samsung Semiconductor, 3725 No. First
St., San Jose, CA 95134.

C8SAMSUNG
Technology that worko for life.
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LETTER FROM

MADRID

SPAIN INVESTS HEAVILY IN COMPUTERS AND AN ISO \PHONE SYSTEM

ALAND OF UNLIMITED ENERGY

Spain is making up for lost time, particularly by investing sizable sums to imIt's 4a.m. on an ordinary weekday prove the telecommunications network
in Madrid, and on the highways and information-technology facilities for
leading into Spain's capital traffic is the bureaucracy. For example, the govjammed. That's just one manifestation of ernment is converting the entire telethe enormous fund of energy that the phone system to ISDN, the eagerly
Spanish seem to enjoy, one that other awaited integrated services digital network. More than half will be done by
countries can't match.
Spanish energy is reflected in the na- the end of 1991, and the transformation
tion's economy. The country simply should be complete within five years.
"The areas in which service is alhasn't stopped moving ahead since
1986, the year that Spain became a ready greatly improved," says Pedro
member of the European Community. It Lain, deputy managing director of
has enjoyed explosive economic AT&T España, "are those of the sogrowth, with agross national product called Golden Triangle—Madrid,
that jumps 6% to 10% ayear. Even the Barcelona, and Valencia. These are the
government's efforts to cool down what big economic hubs. But reforming an
it perceives as an overheated economy entire system so quickly is agigantic
have come to nothing, blasted away by project; it's like building [a huge ocean
lined" AT&T is supplying Spain's nathe fury of such energy.
Many say that much of the heat was tional telecom provider, Telefonica de
generated, but pent up, throughout the España, with intelligent networking,
years that the dictator General Francisco switches, and software. Line demand is
Franco ruled the country with an iron higher every year, according to analysts.
Private telecom providers are also
fist, but did little to stimulate the economy or develop the infrastructure. Now, doing well. Local-area-network sales are
the democratic monarchy running just beginning to take off, but the counBY ANDREW ROSENBAUM

try's outdated telecommunications regulations, requiring private companies to
use Telefonica's lines and switches, is
slowing growth for wide-area networks.
"The EC is pressing the Spanish government to change this basic telecommunications legislation," says AT&T's
Lain. Many observers believe the government will soon have to comply,
opening value-added telecom services.
One byproduct of the booming telecom
sales is a concurrent increase in the
Spanish demand for test and measurement equipment.
On the semiconductor front, the
Spanish market is nothing to write
home about. That is the case even
though AT&T Co., taking advantage of
low labor costs, manufactures application-specific ICs in Spain for export to
European customers. "There is little
consumer electronics manufacturing,
and just afledgling computer industry,"
explains one IBM Corp. executive.
But computers are adifferent story.
Although manufacture of the machines
is just beginning, the Spanish have been
buying them in ever-increasing num-

IT'S AGREAT PLACE TO WORK (BUT NOT TO SLEEP)

he says. All in all, it would appear, Spain is not abad place
to be involved in electronics.
But before you start hunting for your passport, consider that it's common for an engineer to work a9a.m.-to-8
p.m. shift, dine from 10 p.m.
to midnight, and wrap up the
day with friends in the downtown tapas bars until dawn.
Then it's back in the office a
few hours later at 9o' clock
sharp. Says one weary
woman executive who
worked for an American
company in Spain: "I just
couldn't bear having business
dinners. They just go on and

Ohas reaped the benene group that really

fit of all the industrial activity
that is going on in Spain is
Spanish engineers. They are
well paid, and tend to move
rapidly from one company to
another. 'There is definitely a
shortage," says Carlos Vivas, a
manager with HewlettPackard España. "We're hiring them in the first year of
master's training."
Not surprisingly in light of
the ISDN thrust, Vivas says
that telecommunications engineers in particular are raking it in. "They float from one
company to another, wherever they can get the best deal,"
ELECTRONICS •SEPTEMBER 1991
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We make it stick.
When quality depends on
calibration, depend on HP.
If the quality of your product
depends on the quality of your
measurements, you have to be
absolutely sure of the calibration of your test equipment
And the best way to do that is
with HP Calibration Services.
We'll help you develop asolid
calibration program that fits
your production requirements
and calibration cycles, and
complies with all the standards
you have to meet
You'll have the security of
knowing that Hewlett-Packard
stands behind you, with complete, thorough data reports,
tracking procedures, and certification to help you pass audits
with ease. Calibrations are
performed at customer service
centers in over 40 countries.
We can also provide them at
your site. And we move fast The
HP ExpressCal program reduces
downtime by completing
most scheduled calibrations
in 24 hours.
So, for calibration you can
depend on, call 1-800-835-4747.
Ask for Ext. 418, and find out
how HP can help you put a
complete calibration program
firmly in place.

There is abetter way.

ri
g

HEWLETT
PACKARD

©1991, Hewlett-Packard Company WCS9110
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Beam Index CRTs:
The bright choice in colour displays!
Thomson hbes Electroniques!
Beam Index displays are the full-colour CRTs that outshine all other choices.
A single electron gun. No mask. Easily ruggedized.
BI-CRTs give unsurpassed brightness and contrast
with excellent colour registration. The result is uncompromised visibility -even in direct sunlight. That extra
visibility is vital in the split-second environment of
today's modern combat planes.
Thomson BI-CRTs are built to withstand punishing,

high-vibration conditions. And they're extremely
compact for maximum visualization in minimum space.
Available in a6" x6" format and in your display size,
they are the economical solution for retrofit programmes as well as your future projects.
BI-CRTs from Thomson. The advantages are easy
to see!

THOMSON TUBES
ELECTRONIQUES
CIRCLE 200
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F. France: BOULOGNE-BILLANCOURT
"Tel.: (33-1) 49 09 28 28
Fax: (33-1) 46 04 §209
Italia: ROMA
Tel.: (39-6) 639 02 48
Fax: (39-6) 639 02 07

Asia: SINGAPORE
Tel.: (65) 227 83 20
Fax: (65) 227 80 96
Japan: TOKYO
Tel.: (81-3) 3264 63 46
Fax: (81-3) 3264 66 96

Brasil: SAO-PAULO
Tel.: (55-11) 542 47 22
Fax: (55-11) 61 50 18
Sverige: TYR ESO
Tel.: (46-8) 742 02 10
Fax: (46-8) 742 80 20

Deutschland: MÜNCHEN
Tel.: (49-89) 78 79-0
Fax: (49-89) 78 79-145

España: MADRID
Tel.: (34-1) 519 45 20
Fax: (34-1) 519 44 77

United Kingdom: BASINGSTOKE
Tel.: (44-256) 84 33 23
Fax: (44-256) 84 29 71

India: NEW DEHLI
Tel.: (91-11) 644 7883
Fax: (91-11) 645 3357

U.S.A.: TOTOWA, NJ
Tel.: (1-201) 812-9000
Fax: (1-201) 812-9050
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has forced the compabers. The big companies to invest heavily
nies tend to do their
in more sophisticated
buying from IBM,
computer equipment,
which still has the
Rioux says.
largest market share in
"Interestingly
the country. But PCs
enough," says Rioux,
and workstations from
"Spain is buying proawide variety of makportionally more [Intel
ers are selling like the
80486-based computproverbial hotcalçes.
ers] than any other
Spain has few
country in Europe.
companies that would
They go from lower
make the Fortune 500
levels right up to the
list, but there are about
top." Benefiting from
a half million small
the trend in addition
companies with less
to Hewlett-Packard
than 100 employees
and IBM is Ing. C.
each. They represent
Olivetti & Co. SpA,
significant sales opporthe big Italian comtunities as they migrate
puter manufacturer.
from office systems to
Among domestic
PC networks. One
companies, one Spanish expert in marstimulus for such amove is the decision
keting has been particularly aggressive
to adopt a Unix standard. In fact, the
in slicing apiece of the PC pie for itself.
government has chosen to move to
Unix for all of its public procuieinent, so The department store owner El Cone
Ingles, Spain's largest company, has its
now many Spanish companies are folown computer manufacturing aim, the
lowing the example.
Barcelona-based Investronica. El Corte
"Government procurement accounts
Ingles bought Investronica five years
for about 10% of information-technoloago, when Investronica was a failing
gy sales in Spain," says Manuel Lazaro,
computer-distribution operation. The
vice director of information technology
marketing experts turned it into a PC
for the Ministry of Industry.
manufacturer, directly focused on
"Spain went from old-style office auCAD/CAM.
tomation directly to networked PCs,"
"Because El Coite Ingles is in the
adds Carlos Vivas, a manager with
clothing business, it was well-placed to
Hewlett-Packard España.
supply the needs of other manufacturAnother driving force behind the
groundswell in PC purchasing is comers," says Jaime la Figuera, a manager
with Investronica in Madrid. Investroniputer-aided design and manufacturing.
ca would not supply sales or shipment
Small textile companies are flourishing
figures, but analysts estimate that it does
in Spain, and they are making increasing
use of CAD, demanding increasingly several hundred million dollars worth of
business annually.
better systems. 'These companies used
The real problem the Spanish market
to use cheaper PCs," explains Dataquest
Inc. analyst François Rioux. "In fact, a faces is the absence of lonally produced
software. Almost 95% of the programs
few years ago, Amstrad sold almost as
used are brought in from the outside.
many machines in Spain as IBM."
'This is areal market of opportunity in
But the continuing demand for better quality in the textiles they produce
Spain," adds Rioux. 01

OW, IT
SEEMS,
THE DEMOCRATIC
110\ARCHY THAT
SUCCEEDED
FRANCO IS
MAKING UP FOR
LOST TIME

Money-back guarantee
To the editor: Ienjoyed your article
"Does your company pass or fail service?" (May, p. 48). The subject is near
and dear to my heart as the self-proclaimed rebel of revolutionizing customer service. Socket Express was
founded and continues to be successful
based upon the fact that customer service is first, quality and price assumed,

with amoney-hack guarantee.
Our company continues to grow at a
healthy 35% this year after doubled
sales each year since 1987. This year we
anticipate shipping over $8 million
worth of standard and custom sockets
with amoney-back guarantee.
Edward Farley, president
Socket Expess Inc.
New Brunswick NJ.
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DC-DC Converter
Transformers
and Power
Inductors
These units have gull wing construction which is compatible with tube
fed automatic placement equipment
or pick and place manufacturing
techniques. Transformers can be
used for self-saturating or linear
switching applications. The Inductors are ideal for noise, spike and
power filtering applications in Power
Supplies, DC-DC Converters and
Switching Regulators.
• Operation over ambient
temperature range from
—55"C to +105'C
• All units are magnetically
shielded
• All units exceed the requirements of MIL-T-27 (+130 C)
• Transformers have input
voltages of SV, 12V, 24V and
48V. Output voltages to 300V.
• Transformers can be used for
self-saturating or linear
switching applications
• Schematics and parts list
provided with transformers
• Inductors to 20mH with DC
currents to 23 amps
• Inductors have split windings

Delivery—

stock to
one week

PICO

Electronics, Inc

•

453 N. MacOuesten Pkwy. Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10552

Call Toll Free 800-431-1064
IN NEW YORK CALL 914-699-5514
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MEET THE CHIPS
BEHIND THE DRIVES
I Cs are the lifeblood of
computer technology,
and now a new breed of
chips is spawning a whole
new class of disk drives—the
petite, fast-growing 1.8-in.
units. Physically, the new
drives are about half the size
of the 2.5-in, units that are
just coming out in large volumes. Dataquest Inc. in San
Jose, Calif, believes 1.84n.
drives will rack up an astounding 133% compound
annual growth rate by 1995.
Integral Peripherals Inc. in
Boulder, Colo., is the first to
ship 1.8-in. units (see p. 20).
These tiny drives are built
around such chips as the Z8
microcontroller from Zilog,

HANDHELD PCs
(Seen as 1.8-in, drive market,
in thousands of units)

the HDC from National
Semiconductor, and support
devices from Oak Technology. Zilog Inc.'s Z86C94 combines the Campbell, Calif.,
company's Z8 8-bit microcontroller with a 16-bit DSP
and analog-to-digital and
digital-to-analog converters.
Priced under $10, it packs all
the compute clout needed
for acritical task: controlling
the disk head.
Any slight mechanical
wobble can throw a read/
write head off track without a
closed-loop servo system to
monitor head position and
detect drift. These computations would overwhelm the
drive's microcontroller hence

1991

1992

Nov that the ball preVellt-

on installing fiber-optic cable
in the local-subscriber service loop. Delivering still images, graphics, and even
video will mean significantly
higher revenues—and prof-

DISPLAY MAKERS FIND AN R&D ALLY IN MCC
Aimed with a $7.5 million
federal grant, a small new
consortium of fiat-panel display makers is linking up
with alarge, well-established
one. The "precompetitive research" project of the Advanced Display Manufacturers of America will be
administered by the Microelectronics and Computer
Technology Corp., Austin,
Texas. ADMA, which has recently been embroiled in a
dicey trade dispute [Electronics, August 1991, p. 16], was
awarded the money last

spring from the new U.S. Advanced Technology Program.
The link with ADMA marks
the first time MCC will manage the work of athird-party
consortium, says Bill Stotesberry of MCC. The aim is to
"increase [MCC's] relationship with small, innovative
companies," he says. From
ADMA's side, "The best longterm solution is to get an organization with the credibility and infrastructure of MCC
[involved]," says Jim Hurd,
CEO at Planar Systems Inc. in
Beaverton, Ore. CI

1994

1995

SOURCE DATAQUEST INC.

The upcoming handheld and pen-based PCs need
tiny disk drives, sparking hot market growth.

the addition of the DSP.
With the microcontroller almost totally dedicated to
servo handling, another chip
must provide disk control.

ALL-FIBER PHONE SERVICE GETS CLOSER—AND EASIER TO IMPLEMENT
ing Bell operating companies
from becoming informationservices providers has been
lifted (see p. 48), look for the
BOCs to push much harder

1993

its—lbr the Bell companies.
But they need fiber to support the high bit rates these
services demand.
A likely transmission standard is the Synchronous Optical Network, or Sonet. Agile
computer and communications companies are liable to
share in the bounty by providing products with Sonet
interfaces over the next few
years. And while it used to
be that designing a622-MHz
subsystem such as a Sonet
interface was the bailiwick of
only agifted few, aCanadian
company has quite suddenly
evened the playing field.
Pacific Microelectronics
Centre Ltd., Burnaby, B.C.,
has implemented a plugand-play Sonet interface on a
182-pin multichip module.
The SLIM-12 contains two
GaAs ICs, two ECL ICs, and
four CMOS ICs that handle
the Sonet protocol. 1=11
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Oak Technology of Sunnyvale, Calif., offers the 011018,
which performs the task of
moving data from disk to host
computer via PC AT bus. 01

OS/2: WHAT ALONG
STRANGE TRIP IT'S BEEN

In the wake of a dispute
with IBM Corp. over which
version of the OS/2 operating
system will win the desktop,
Microsoft Corp. appears to be
abandoning its version, 0512
3.0. The Redmond, Wash.,
software giant probably will
not market aproduct with that
name, leaving IBM to forge
ahead with OS/2 2.0. Microsoft is betting the farm on
Windows 3.0, perhaps even
folding MS-DOS into it [Elechortig August 1991, p. 44].
Microsoft says it "will continue to provide a migration
path" for OS/2 customers, but
since "IBM is not committed
to OS/2 3.0, we don't want to
develop amigration kit without their support," because it
may not mn all OS/2 applications unchanged. ]

Hi gh Performance Power
at Low Cost
AL.

.80/W
.70/W
$ .60/W
.50/W
$ .40/W
.3D/W
$ .20/W
$ .10/W
$ .00/W
100 W

400 W

If you thought component-level
power was too expensive for your
high volume, cost sensitive
applications. .. we've got good
news. Vicor's new EconoMod'
family of component-level power
converters offers the size and
performance advantages of Vicor's
megahertz power technology at
prices as low as 33e per Watt in
OEM quantities. Available in over
180 popular combinations of
input voltage, output voltage and
output power, and sharing Vicor's
"industry standard" encapsulated
package, every EconoMod and

600 W

WOW

Min W

compatible Power Booster' features
the high power density, high
efficiency, "instant expandability"
and component-level flexibility
that make traditional power
supplies obsolete. From 50 Watts to
kiloWatts. .EconoMod brings the
benefits of contemporary power
solutions to cost sensitive
applications.

„,/

23 Frontage Road, Andover, MA 01810
Tel.: 800-735-6200, 508-470-2900•Fax: 508-475-6715
Vicor GmbH, Tel.: 49-8031-42083•Fax: 49-8031-45736

Component Solutions For Your Power System
CIRCLE 175

THIS IS AMP TODAY

AMP and A?dPLLMITE are trademarks of AMP Incorporated.

Designers in the small form factor
arena have alot on their minds
when it comes to selecting connectors
for today's emerging standards:
compatibility, reliability, availability.
And solid engineering support where
they need it—anyplace in the world.
That's why so many are choosing
AMP and the AMPLIMITE .050
Series of high-density interboard and
shielded I/O connectors.
The .050 Series is compatible with
SCSI-2, IPI-2, HIPPI, and EIA

High-density shielded I/O and interboard connections.
RS-232 standards—standards that
AMP helped define in the first place.
Engineering distinctions: smoothed
tuning fork contacts, high-temp
polymer housings, true footprint
position and packaging for robotic
application, and awide range of
hardware and mounting options.

And AMP is there to help you,
with design-level engineering and
support worldwide, manufacturing
capacity second to none, and the highspeed application tooling you need to
meet any production requirements.
For more information on the
AMPLIMITE .050 Series high-

CIRCLE 203

density connectors, call our Product
Information Center toll-free at
1-800-522-6752 (fax 717-561-6110).
In Canada call 416-475-6222. AMP
Incorporated, Harrisburg, PA
17105-3608.

AIM F.

PRODUCTS

THE 1
I ntegral Peripherals Inc.'s
1.8-in, hard drives look
like agood bet to usher in a
new generation of subminiature computer and communications products.
The Boulder, Colo., company's 20- and 40-Mbyte
models need one-fourth the
volume of alow-profile 3.5in. drive. They deliver significant systems-design advantages, including low profile,
ruggedness, and low power.
By designing the system so
drive electronics can be separated from the head/disk assembly, Integral lets OEMs
put the disk controller on the
motherboard and place the
head/disk assembly adjacent

TO WATCH

HARD DRIVES HAVE LANDED

The 1.8-In, hard drives from Integral are small enough for
palmtops and rugged enough for some industrial uses.

to it. This results in amaximum height of 10 mm for
the 20-Mbyte Mustang model
1820 and 12 mm for the 40
Mbyte Stingray model 1842.
The drives consume less
than 1 W overall. A sleep
mode allows them to be
"spun down" to a speed
where they consume .015 W.
Since the read/write heads
do not touch the media during spin down, there is no
danger of wear or data loss.
The drives recover from
sleep mode in about 1s.
The drives, which can withstand 200-G shock force in
nonoperating mode, will be
available in volume in the
fourth quarter. PI

BIM

AT&T'S SOLID-STATE

SIGNETICS DROPS POWER NEEDS FOR CELLULAR

Portable communications
equipment such as cellular
phones can shrink even more
The days of using elecusing anew generation of fm
tromechanical relays in a receivers hour Signetics DMhost of communications and sion of North American Philips.
computer equipment may be
Packaged in the 20-pin
numbered now that AT&T SSOP format, the NE606 and
Microelectronics has fielded NE607 take up one-third the
its new LFI1500 line of solid- space of conventional sysstate relays.
tems in SOL packages, says
The relays, which are avail- the Sunnyvale, Calif., compaable in all common configu- ny. The devices each reprerations, provide input/output sent a one-chip solution in
isolation of 3,750 V. They fm-mixer/IF systems. They
boast high reliability and can reduce power consumption
also integrate the DMOS from the 5.8 rnA in competswitch, plus aphoto detector ing solutions to 3A mA, and
and logic on asingle chip. CI they lower voltage requirements to 3V.

RELAYS INCLUDE LOGIC

Both chips include avariety
of fm-mixer/IF functions, including a mixer/oscillator,
two operational amplifiers, IF
amplifiers, alimiter amplifier,
a voltage regulator, and a
quadrature detector. The
NE607 adds areceive-signalstrength indicator, which
plays an essential role in
locking the IF frequency. It
can also be used with the
limiter output pin to act as a
frequency-shift-keying demodulator.
Available in SSOP, DIP, and
SOL packages, the NE606 is
priced at $3.57 each in 100unit quantities; the NE607 is
priced at $3.68. Ui

DATA GENERAL'S LATEST AVIION SERVERS HANDLE 75 TRANSACTIONS/S
The most powerful entries
among several new models
in Data General Corp.'s Aviion workstation server line
are said by the company to
provide performance that's
35% better than acompeting
server from IBM Corp.

The reduced-instructionset-computing Aviion 5225/
6225 servers from the Westboro, Mass., company are
intended for high-end database-processing applications. The machines deliver
75 transactions/s and serve

as -11- users.
Aconfiguration offering 64
Mbytes of main memory, 1
Gbyte of SCSI hard-disk storage, and 525 Mbytes of tape
capacity sells for $43,500,
and is available 45 days after
ordering. El
a› many
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LENS IMPROVES
THERMAL IMAGES

Low-cost thermal imaging
is taking adecisive step toward handling smaller packages, including multichip
modules.
C,ompix Inc. has enhanced
its PC-based System 6000
with a 7.7X magnification
lens that delivers 2-mil resolution, compared with the
17-mil resolution of the
Tigard, Ore., company's
basic infrared camera [Electronic. ,
July 1990, p. 211
The thermal image of the
board or device that appears
on the PC's monitor can be
color-coded with up to 256
colors representing temperatures between 17 and 150°C.
It takes approximately 30 sto
capture an image.
The basic package still
costs $18,500. Adding the
7.7X lens raises the price to
$28,500. Retrofitting the lens
costs $13,000 or less. ID

Finally aSPARC chip set that comes equipped
with everything you need for the Sun.
Now, from the Advanced Products Division of
Fujitsu Microelectronics — something new

you outshine the competition.
ROW

Plus, to get you to market faster, we offer

MR8felfil

under the Sun. ASPARC °chip set that offers the

three distinct hardware designs: Busless, Sbus

world's most advanced, cost-effective solutions

and VME bus. What's more, from our alliance

for Sun-compatible workstation designs and

with INTERACTIVE Systems Corporation— the

specialized, compute-intensive applications.

IIlj11',1.1

Including voice response, medical imaging and

And with comprehensive documentation
and training, you'll find your place in the

Our new SPARC chip set is packed
need to differentiate your systems from
Sun and yesterday's Sun clones. Such as
higher integration. More system flexibility

co
FUeSU

Sun more quickly
So equip yourself with everything
you need to develop the highest performance SPARC-based systems. Call us at
1-800-523-0034. And discover why our new

Clock speeds of up to 40 MHz. And
graphics options. All at aprice to help

ume source— comes

the latest SunOS' 4.1.1 ported to each design.

pattern recognition systems.
with all of the advanced features you

premier independent

Delketing the Creative' Adaantage.

SPARC chip set is the perfect Sun set.

FUJITSU MICROELECTRONICS. INC., Advanced Products Division. 77 Rio Robles, San Jose, CA 95134-1807. Ph: 408-456-1161 Fax: 408-943-9293.
FUJITSU MICROELECTRONICS ASIA PTE LTD. (Head Office, Singapore): Ph: 65-336-1600 Fax: 65-336-1609. HONG KONG SALES OFC: Ph: 852-723-0393 Fax: 852-721-6555.
TAIPEI SALES OM Ph: 886-2-757-6548 Fax: 886-2-757-6571. JAPAN SALES OFC: Ph. 81-3-3216-3211 Fax: 81-3-3216-9771. KML CORP (Rep.. Korea): Ph: 82-2-588-2011 Fax: 82-2-588-2017.
PACIFIC MICROELECTRONICS, ITY LTD., (Rep., Australia): Ph: 61-2-481-0065 Fax: 61-2-484-4460.
FUJITSU MIKROELEKTRONIK GmbH (Dreieich-Buchschlag, (ermany): Ph: 06103-6900 Fax: 06103-690122.
SPARC is aregistered trademark of SPARC International. UNIX is aregistered trademark of UNIX System Laboratories, Inc. SunOS is atrademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc.
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OFF
Put E
Our TAKING ORGANIZED ACTION...
T
List
On
Your
List
Our list can help you do the
other things you have on your
list. Such as buy a car. ..
estimate social security. ..
start the diet. ..check out
investments...
Our list is the Consumer Information Catalog. It's free and lists
more than 200 free and low-cost
government booklets on employment, health, safety, nutrition,
housing, Federal benefits, and
lots of ways you can save money.
So to shorten your list, send
for the free Consumer
Information Catalog. It's the thing
to do.
Just send us your name and
address. Write:
Consumer
Information Center
Department LL
Pueblo, Colorado 81009
A public service
of this publication
and the Consumer
Information Center
of the U.S. General
Services Administration

he U.S. has been reluctant to de- ambivalently and inconsistently applied.
Given the external competition,
velop and implement policies for
specific manufacturing industries in part some U.S. industries ultimately will not
because of appropriate concern about survive and, in an efficiency sense,
the exaggeration of mistakes that occurs should not. The determination of which
when actions are taken collectively. But industries are in this category—and
in pan this reluctance has been based which are not—is a dynamic process
on amisconception about the nature of subject to what we do as anation in
markets. Just as in sports the best results their behalf. If we do it well—witness
arise from abalance of competition and the history of computers, aircraft, or
cooperation—competition between biotechnology, all of which got asignifteams and cooperation among team- icant early boost via government-fundmates—so too do markets require such ed research—the nation gains.
Industry policy does not necessarily
abalance. Maintaining the right balance
of competition and cooperation in the mean protection, the relaxing of social
NFL is complicated enough. Within the standards, price collusion, or any of the
other negative results that
contemporary U.S. doappear when an interest
mestic economy it's a
group gets its unimpeded
constantly changing and
way, though it can mean
difficult challenge, and
all of these. Given the
with respect to the world
right process, the public
economy now growing
interest can be representrapidly around us, it's
ed effectively—not permore difficult still.
fectly, but effectively—in
More than the rhetoric
determining a course of
of recent years would
collective action to adsuggest, though, particivance a key part of our
pants in the complex
global economy need ef- MAUREEN STEINBRUNER economic infrastructure.
The argument over
fective government in
order to function. Sometimes that will whether other countries have industry
mean more government, sometimes policies that are effective is just plain silly.
less. The right mix depends on the tech- Of course they do. These policies work
nology, organization, and structure of best, it appears, when they are prospecthe specific industries or subsectors in tive (that is, developmental or rehabilitaquestion. Manufacturing is a critical tive, rather than status quo-oriented);
arena in which changes in the global when they incorporate good feedback
competitive environment call for more mechanisms; when they do not impede
attention to how we are doing as ana- the essential workings of decentralization
tion. Unfortunately, during the past 20 and competition; and, most importantly,
years government has largely fiddled when they take account of the interests
while whole segments of key manufac- of the nation as awhole, and not just
turing industries have, metaphorically, those of the people who control the resources of that industry.
burned to the ground.
It is clear that looking for governAs is well known, the consumer
electronics, auto, steel, and semiconduc- ment help after the horse is out of the
tor industries have all been through hard barn is not the best way to go. Most pritimes, with consumer electronics pretty vate business leaders want nothing to
much vanishing from the domestic man- do with the government until they are
ufacturing scene. Under the peculiar but well into the soup, at which point it is
popular theory that it is best when a usually too late to do anything construcdemocratic government does not gov- tive except rescue the survivors, if there
ern, organized action to address the are any, and bury the dead.—Maunen
S. Skinbruner, executive vice president,
problems of these industries in trouble
Centerfor National Policy, Washington
either has come very late, or has been
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High Voltage

...OR SEEKING APANACEA?
M dustries are whining about the
any

of America's high-tech in-

status of their competitive position vis-avis Japan and others. They feel that the
government has not done enough to
boost their pool of available capital by
providing subsidies. As a result, some
Washington policymakers are promoting
a"new" way to deal with the "problem"
and calling it "managed trade."
Most of these policymakers claim to
be free-trade advocates at heart They
argue, however, that U.S. trading partners do not play by the same free-market rules, and thus, the government
should actively manage trade via various government-business
partnerships and import
restrictions. What advocates of such policies do
not realize is that the
problem with U.S. competitiveness lies not with
our trading partners, but
right here at home.
Managed trade and industrial policies include
quotas and other limits
BRYAN T.
on imports, demands for
guaranteed shares of
sales in another country's market, demands that other countries institute economic policies that favor imports, government subsidies for selected industries,
export subsidies, and national industrial
planning. Yet these policies are far from
being apanacea for US. trade woes.
Managed-trade advocates argue that
Japan and other Asian countries have
built their economic empires on government planning. Nothing could be
further from the truth. Various industries in the Far Fast are indeed successful—the question is how much success
has resulted from government policies,
and how much from progrowth fiscal
and monetary policies, and sound private-sector competitive strategies.
The success of "Japan Inc." has more
to do with sound macroeconomic policy than with government "managers."
Japan's economic growth has occurred
in spite of government meddling in the
economy—not because of it In fact,
where the government has actively en-

gaged in the economy, the results have
been mostly negative. These policies
impose costs on the Japanese economy
that have chipped away at the standard
of living, giving the average American a
much more affluent lifestyle than the average Japanese. The average per-capita
GDP, using purchasing-power parity
from 1985 to 1988, was $19,850 in the
U.S. and $13,650 in Japan. This measurement indicates that the average
American has a substantially higher
quality of life than his Japanese counterpart, about $6,200 higher.
Managed trade and industrial policies simply let governments swallow
up capital from the private sector and redistribute it to governmenttargeted industries. Not
only is it questionable
whether governments can
pick "winners," but more
often the political nature of
such decisions results in
the picking of losers. So
how are competitive industries produced? The
heart of the answer lies in
JOHNSON
the condition of acountry's
macroeconomic environment
For competitive industries to thrive,
a macroeconomic environment must
be competitive. To achieve this, the
U.S. should avoid anew layer of government policy and focus on removing
the shackles of government regulations
that have for too long made American
businesses lazy and unproductive. The
focus should be lowering the capitalgains tax, allowing U.S. banks to expand branches over state lines and to
engage in both commercial and investment banking, reducing U.S. trade barriers to allow more competition, and reforming the antitrust laws to allow for
joint reseach and production ventures.
Any attempts to use the government
to "manage" the economy will result in
reduced living standards for Americans,
and negligible if any positive effects on
U.S. competitiveness.—Biyan TJohnson, policy analyst in international economic affails, the Heritage Foundation,
Washington
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DC-DC

Converters
ACTUAL
SIZE

x.4" Ht.
10002C Output
• New Series AV56 Standard Models
• 100 VDC to 1000 VDC
Output
• Ultra-miniature Size
Weight: 4Grams
0.1 Cubic Inch Volume
•Standard Input Voltages
5, 12, 24 and 28 Volts DC
• Operating Temperature
Standard: -25°C to +70C
Optional: -55°C to +85°C
• MIL-STD-883
Screening Available
•Isolated: Input to Output
up to 1500 VDC
PICO also manufactures over 800
regulated and isolated DC-DC
Converters and AC-DC Power
Supplies and over 2500 standard
ultra-miniature Transformers and
Inductors.

Delivery—
stock to
one week

PICO

Electronics, Inc.
453 N MacOuesten Pkwy. Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10552

Call Toll Free 800-431-1064
IN NEW YORK CALL

914-699-5514
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How Orbit's Fores
Out of IC Dew

THIS IS NOT LEGALTENDER FOR ALL DEBTS,
PUBUC AND PRIVATE,AND IS REDEEMABLE IN
LAWFU LMONEY AT TH EUNITED STATES TREASURY.
OR AT ANY FEDERAL RESERVE BANK.
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ight Takes the Bite
[opment Costs.
Foresight Makes Silicon Affordable.

Ready. Set. Fab.

Lower your ASIC development costs
with Foresight, the multi-project wafer
service with guaranteed quick
turnaround.

Foresight runs start every two weeks,
so you can meet even the tightest deadlines— whatever your design rules.

Foresight is Available:
In 36 different CMOS Processes
With feature sizes down to 1.2
microns
CCD Processes
Take the Bite Out of Mixed Signal
IC Design.
Partition your analog/digital ASICs —
and separately design and verify critical
segments through fabrication—with
Tiny Chips. You'll dramatically reduce
NRE costs and move confidently and
quickly from prototypes into
production.

Foresight Run Schedule: 1991
Apr 10, 24

May 8, 22

Jun 5, 19

Jul 3, 17, 31

Aug 14,28

Sep 11,25

Oct 9, 23

Nov 6, 20

Dec 4, 18

Save Time and Money.
Call Orbit Semiconductor for the
information you need to get started.
Contact Technical Marketing, Orbit
Semiconductor, 1230 Bordeaux Dr.,
Sunnyvale, CA 94089. Or call (408)
744-1800 or (800) 331-4617. In CA
(800) 647-0222. Fax (408) 747-1263.

SEMICONDUCTOR, INC.
A subsidiary of Orbit Instrument Corporation.

What others promise, we guarantee.
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Actual output
20 WATTS

Hi PC

Actually meets
MIL-STD-2000
MIL-STD-810C
MIL-S-9010
MIL-STD-461C
MIL-STD-704D
NAVMAT GUIDELINES

Mil/Pac- high-density military power supplies.
Now you can order Abbott's full mil-qualified compact
power supplies in both DC and AC input models.
Mil/Pacs come in 20W, 35W and 50W configurations, with
single (5, 12, 15, 24, or 28V) or dual (-±12V; ±15V) outputs.
DC-to-DC models accept input from 14V to 32V. AC-to-DC
models accept 103.4 to 126.5V rms, 47-440 Hz single phase.
All Mil/Pacs operate at temperature extremes from

—55°C to +100°C. All are designed with afield-proven
topology that has been verified by rigorous environmental
stress screening.
Mil/Pacs are available with or without MIL-STD-2000.
Either way, the specs are worth reading. Just write us at
2727 South La Cienega BI., Los Angeles, CA 90034. Or call
(213) 936-8185.

akeott
WHEN RELIABILITY IS IMPERATIVE
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want to be able to swap tapes. Since
HP created DDS in the first place, the
company believes that gives it the prerogative to provide the compression algorithm. However, Stac contends that
the market has already widely adopted
its algorithm, asolution Stac claims is
less expensive and provides better
compression than HP's.
Clow says there are more
of compression algorithms for
disk and tape drives, and its al- STANDARDS than 2million users of the Stac
gorithms have been widely accepted on algorithm, which is sold under the
both products. Already at least two of brand name Stacker Ii. It is used as the
HP's competitors in the DDS market are compression algorithm on most quarshipping drives using Stac's Stacker ter-inch cartridge (QIC) tape drives.
compression chips. This understand- There are amillion users in this categoably led Stac to believe it was well ry, another million using Stacker 12 for
diskette backup, and an additional
ahead in the game.
That impression was reinforced by 50,000 Stacker implementations on
Stac's perception that HP was having DOS and Macintosh hard drives.
HP, meanwhile, has been shipping
difficulty implementing its DAT data
compressor, DCLZ, in silicon. (12 stands the algorithm on half-inch open-reel
for Lempel and Ziv, researchers at the drives for a few years. Total volume,
former Sperry Univac who defined sub- however, is on the order of afew thouclasses of algorithms.) But in April, at a sand units. When HP announced it
meeting of the DDSM Forum, HP intro- would offer adevelopment of the algoduced revision C of its DCLZ chip— rithm as the compression standard for
named Mystic—and suggested that it be DDS, almost all the DDS manufacturers
indicated they would support it. Howadopted as astandard.
That was tantamount to moving the ever, a couple of them bucked the
goalposts in the middle of the game, in trend. One, WangDAT of Costa Mesa,
the view of Garry Clow, president of Calif., has been shipping Stac compresStac. Now the two firms are vying to see sion for six months; another, Gigatrend
which one will set the standard for com- of Carlsbad, Calif., is also staying with
pression algorithms on DAT tape. HP Stac compression.
Stac contends that its algorithm has
claims it invented the market for DATbased digital data storage and holds the the performance edge. The company
lion's share. The company shipped cites results published last month by the
National Software Testing laboratories,
41.2% of the 48,543 units sold in 1990,
according to Marshall Barton, OEM which show Stac's algorithm producing
market development manager for HP's more than 20% better compression than
DAT operation. But none of those the HP implementation on program,
drives included data compression, an graphics, and data file types.
This performance advantage—comomission that must be repaired for HP
to deepen its market penetration. And a bined with the fact that Stac has shipped
standard is vital because DAT users millions of units, including silicon de-

GIANT HP AND LITTLE STAG CROSS SWORDS
OVER ADATA-SQUEEZI\ GSTA\DARD FOR DAT

THE COMPRESSION WARS
BY JONAH MCLEOD

A row is developing in one core\ ner of the data-storage market.
It revolves around setting a standard,
and the importance of who wins is likely to grow along with the market.
It all started because computer makers and users have been quick to seize
on digital audio tape, or DAT, as ideal
for storing very large amounts of
archived data in avery small package.
The normal capacity is 2gigabytes; add
some data compression and it can be
increased fourfold.
And there's the rub. Just how that
compression will be applied has
sparked afierce battle to set the standard for DAT's compression algorithms.
The contenders are Hewlett-Packard
Co., the multibillion-dollar Palo Alto,
C2lif., Goliath, and a Carlsbad, C2lif.,
David called Stac Electronics.
HP and Japan's Sony Corp. defined
the digital data storage (DDS) format for
DAT and the two formed the Digital
Data Storage Manufacturers Group to license it. The format has been submitted
to the American National Standards Institute's X3B5 committee for consideration as astandard, and it appears to be
ashoo-in.
However, the original format was
submitted without a definition for the
compression algorithm, and that's
where Stac comes in. Stac is asupplier

EVOLUTION OF THE DAT STORAGE STANDARD
June 1990
First draft,
Digital Data Storage
60m standard, goes to
ECMA and then to ISO

December 1990

June 1991

DDS 90mcprorsal
goes to E M

ECMA OKs
60m standard

SOURCE: HEWLETT-PACKARD CO.
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July/Sept. 1991

March 1992

Work proceeds
on 90m standard

ISO expected
to OK both
60m and 90m
versions

meet Six Sigma
Can it do trug

Before the A500 started testing Motorola's mixedthe Teradyne A500 test system supports our
Six Sigma initiative and our competitive
leadership challenge."
Director of Marketing

"Motorola has adopted aSix Sigma initiative
which focuses attention on approaching zerodefect performance in everything we do, including our test systems. Our purchase of

Motorola knows you can't have aSix
Sigma process unless you can test
to Six Sigma standards. That's why
Motorola's MUS Digital-Analog
Integrated Circuits Division chose
the Teradyne A500 Analog VLSI
Test System. Because, in addition
to proving the A500 could handle the

IMAGE is atrademark of Teradyne, Inc.

Motorola and(M)are registered trademarks ofMotorola, Inc.

complex technical requirements of
Motorola's advanced ISDN interfaces, we also demonstrated that
we could perform to Motorola's
stringent quality levels.
"Can it do scan testing? Digitize highfrequency waveforms? Do true mixed-mode
testing? Does it have aflexible architecture?
Can you give us the support for aSix Sigma
process? Applications expertise? Complete
documentation? The right tools? In each
case, Teradyne answered yes."
Manager, Advanced Test Technology

standards?

o
•

CAN IT DIGITIZE HIGH-FREQUENCY WAVEFOR

signal technology Teradyne had to pass afew tests.
With the A500, Motorola had the
ability to digitize waveforms at
20 MHz, plus the high pin count
necessary to guarantee that their
ISDN U-Interface worked the way
it was supposed to.
Best of all, the A500's full tester
simulation and powerful IMAGETm
software provided the design flexibility and rapid debugging Motorola
needed to deliver defect-free parts
on time.

"The A500 gave us the resources we needed,
in one place, to be able to have afunctioning
test program very quickly —at least two to
three times faster than any other test system.
This type ofsupport is just what we need
to get our complex circuits, such as the
U-Interface transceiver, to the marketplace
ahead of the competition."
Operations Manager

To Motorola, delivering Six Sigma
quality is not just apromise. It's away
of doing business. And it's atest that
must be passed by suppliers as well.
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To see how our A500 family of test
systems can help you deliver quality,
call Beth Sulak at (617) 482-2700,
ext. 2746.
Or call your nearest Teradyne
sales office, or write: Teradyne,
Inc., 321 Harrison Ave., Boston,
MA 02118.
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vices, that implement its algorithm—
should have put Stac in the driver's seat
in defining the DDS compression standard. But that hasn't happened, says
Clow. He daims HP is using its marketing might and its control of the DDS
Manufacturers Group to push its standard ahead of Stac's commercially available alternative.
HP pooh-poohs the performance
differences between the two algorithms
as determined by the National Software
Testing Labs. "Stac has mistaken the results," Barton says. "NSTL carried out its
benchmark tests on the earlier compression algorithm we used for our quarterinch drives, HPLZ. What we are proposing is arevised version, optimized for
use with DDS drives." This is known as
DCLZ, and according to independent
testing that HP commissioned, it beats
Stac's chip on all counts. It compresses
binary files by 1.5 to 1, word-processor
text by 2.4 to 1, and commercial database files by 21.1 to 1, claims Barton.
`The compression ratio is not in itself
indicative of adrive's performance," he
says. "Data throughput rate is often
more important than the compression

LEISTER

ratio alone, where high sustainable
throughput is necessary to keep the
I/O overhead at aminimum."
arton
npoints out that both Stac
and points
specifications
stipulate aburst rate of 5Mbytes/s, but
"this can be sustained for 32 Kbytes
with Stac and 100 Kbytes with the HP
DCLZ chip." Stac's 32 Kbytes, he says,
"is the high end of the specification and
is only possible with large amounts of
[random-access memory]. The advantage of DCLZ is that larger amounts of
data can be sent for it to compress at
its leisure' while freeing up the bus for
other activity." The chip also has features that Barton claims make development of firmware more tractable. By
contrast, he says, "[Stac's] development
potential is severely restricted."
Despite three revisions, Barton says,
the Mystic DCLZ chip is now astable, finished product and has been shipping in
volume since April. "It sells for $25 to $30
apiece depending on quantity," he says.
Whatever the technical merits of the
two chips, for end users and drive manufacturers alike, the clinching factor is

Contact-free soldering
and de-soldering

going to be HP's "cast-iron guarantee"
to indemnify all buyers of its Mystic chip
against claims for further royalties by the
owners of any patents relating to the
Lempel-Zev-Welch compression algorithm. The LZW version was developed
and patented by Terry Welch at Sperry;
the original 12 algorithm used by Stac
was not patented. Balton comments that
the guarantee extends to any semiconductor fum second-sourcing the chip. "And
that includes Stac Electronics," he says.
The industry, meanwhile, seems to
be dimbing aboard the HP bandwagon.
The DDSM forum at its spring meeting
"took the opportunity to endorse the
DCLZ compression algorithm," says
Michael W. Harris, marketing director of
Ardat Inc., Costa Mesa, and aleading
forum member. Manufacturers backing
the standard included Archive, Sony,
Wangtech, and WangDAT, which is
supporting both standards. "Based on
the July delivery schedule of the
[newest revision of the] HP-Mystic chip,
DDSM group members expect to be
able to deliver DDC-DC units to the
market by September," Harris says. 101
Additional reporting by Peter Fletcher

PRESERVATION

of SMD, DIP and pin grid components and connectors in a matter of seconds with the Leister-Labor "S"
hot-air tool. Electronic control of temperature and air
supply, ESD safe. Over 400 special nozzles available.

PLAN ON IT

1:2Z51

411 fre)
MOUNT VERNON THEATRE, WASHINGTON, DC

Write:
National Trust
for Historic Preservation
Department PA
1785 Massachusetts Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Ask for free brochure UW 160
Brian R. White Co. Inc., 313 Henry Station Road
Ukiah, CA 95482
phone: (707) 462-9795
Farmingdale, NJ 07727

phone: (908) 938-2700
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Vicor Knows the INs and
of Military Power Systems

Standard Power Components
MI-IAM Input Filter

Whether you need compliance to MIL-STD-461 or
MIL-STD-704A or MIL-STD-1275A on the Input,
or the noise performance of alinear on the Output,
Vicor has acomponent-level module to address
the Ins and Outs of military power systems.

• MIL-STD-1275A

Designed to work with our MI Series of military

CE01. CE03, CS01, CS02
• 250W Output (From the IAM)

DC-DC Converters, the MI-LAM Input Attenuator

• 2.31 x2.4'W x0.5H

Module affords full protection from the
spikes, transients and surges of MIL-STD-704A
and MIL-STD-1275A. It also allows the DC input
lines to comply to the conducted interference
requirements of MIL-STD-461C.
The MI-JAM can drive any number of converters up
to amaximum 200 Watts of load power. 28 and 270
Vdc versions are available.

Spike, Transient &EMI Protection
• MIL-STD-704A
• MIL-STD-461:

MI-Series Converters
Fully Isolated DC-DC Converters
• MIL-STD-810 Qualified
• 28, 155 &270 Vin
11 80% Efficiency
▪ 2to 95 Vdc Out

The MI-RAM Ripple Attenuator Module can be
used on the output of any MI Series converter with

• High MTBF

an output from 5to 50 Vdc and load current to 10A.
It will reduce output noise and ripple to less than

111 2.31 x2.4'W x0.5"H; 10, 25, 50W

• 4.61 x2.4W x0.5"H; 50, 75,100W

3mV p-p.
Both filters are packaged in Vicor's standard
half size module format of 2.3"L x2.4"W x0.5"H.
Give your military power system the Vicor
Power Component advantage.

MI-RAM Output Filter
111 Output Noise <3mV p-p
B 5to 50 Vdc
• 350mV Insertion Loss
II Up to 10A Load Current
• 2.31 x2.4W x0.5H
Component Solutions For Your Power System
23 Frontage Road, Andover, MA 01810
TEL: (508) 470-2900 • FAX: (508) 475-6715
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THE COVIPA\Y'S LOSS OF PROFITS AND PEOPLE
APPEARS TO BE CAREFULLY ORCHESTRATED

DEC'S CULTURE SHIFTS
BY LAWRENCE CURRAN
sDigital Equipment Corp. changing its culture by shrinking its
work force to alevel that it believes is
required to do business in the 1990s?
Some computer industry analysts believe that is the case, pointing to anew
corporate indination to
COMPUTERS dowsize even as it
grows through acquisition.
The evidence: perhaps buoyed by
increased revenues in a slow market,
the Maynard, Mass., computer giant
took a huge $1.1 billion charge—a
charge that might accommodate far
more than the maximum of 10,000 layoffs the company has indicated could
take place. Plus, last year it acquired the
Kienzle Division of Mannesmann AG in
Villingen, Germany, now called DigitalKienzle. That operation contributed to
revenue, and DEC hopes to gain even
more stiungth if its planned purchase of
the Information Systems Division of
Philips Electronics NV in the Netherlands takes place Oct. 1, as expected.
Against this background, the company swallowed hard and reported the
first annual loss in its 33-year history.
The $1.1 billion charge in its fiscal 1991
fourth quarter resulted in a quarterly
loss of $871.3 million and $617.4 million
for the year. But revenue grew 17% in
the fourth quarter—from $3.37 billion to
$3.94 billion. Revenue growth for the
year was 7.5%—from $12.9 billion to
$13.9 billion.
In announcing the financial results,
founder and president Kenneth Olsen,
long adamantly opposed to layoffs, may
have signaled a grudging but realistic
change in philosophy. He cited the
need for aleaner operation because of
the ever-increasing efficiencies computer manufacturers realize from technology improvements, especially in semiconductors. Translation: DEC's ongoing
move to augment proprietary product
lines with microprocessor-based open
systems has drastically cut margins as
well as the need for people.

DEC has eliminated some 9,000 employees in the last 18 months via early
retirement, attrition, and some layoffs.
While some analysts estimate the $1.1
billion charge will cover the costs of cutting another 10,000, at least one says the
money could accommodate double that
number. Tom Willmott, vice president
at the Aberdeen Group, aBoston-based
market researcher, says he was "enormously surprised at the magnitude of
the charge."
Willmott points out that Wang Laboratories Inc., the Lowell, Mass., computer firm, recently set aside $250 million to
cover the layoffs of 4,000 employees.
He thinks DEC has buried additional
money in the charge for retraining of select employees, and to provide some
large severance packages "for senior executives who are pan of the problem
and not part of the solution. DEC has
built up an enormous bureaucracy in its
matrix management structure," he says.
Terry Shannon, until recently director of the DEC Advisory Service at International Data Corp., the Framingham,
Mass., market-research firm, says he
isn't concerned about the charge against
earnings. He figures that DEC decided
to take abig hit in what was arelatively
slow year, despite the revenue growth.
"Last year wasn't one of DEC's banner years," Shannon says. "They probably figured 'why not take our lumps
now and get set up for fiscal 1992?" He
says this is the second year in a row
DEC "has bit the bullet; this was aMagnum bullet, they still have more money
in the bank than Ido," he quips.

suggest some major shifts are taking
place at the company. Aberdeen's Willmott sees DEC becoming much more of
asoftware and services company.
Willmott points out that DEC's push
into software and services is paying off,
contributing $500 million more in revenues in 1991 than in 1990. "But they
didn't have the right mix of people for a
software and services company. They
can cut almost 35% of their traditional
work force. That's abig shock, but it's a
reality," Willmott says. `The fact that
they took such alarge charge indicates
that they recognize the need for anew
employee mix as their mission changes
for the '90s," he condudes.

DC's Shannon also recognizes
I DEC's push into software, pointing
out that the company "is damn serious
about Unix," the operating system that
has become synonymous with open
systems. Shannon says the Advanced
Computing Environment consortium's
initiative, which encompasses personal
computers and workstations using MSDOS, OS/2, and Unix, could be aboon.
That's because the company's Ultrix
version of Unix is the basis for the ACE
unified Unix, marketed by the Santa
Cruz Operation, Santa Cruz, Calif., as
Open Desktop [Electronics, May 1991,
p. 27]. If the ACE initiative succeeds,
"every one of those boxes out the door
[of every ACE member company] is a
candidate for Ultrix," he says.
Further, Shannon expects DEC to
come up with an Ultrix valiant, now
code-named OWC, to be used with
high-end computers for commercial applications, which DEC "regards as an
untapped Ultrix-product market."
Unix also plays apart in the recent
acquisitions by DEC, which heretofore
has grown almost exclusively internally.
Both the Mannesman and Philips computer product lines have Unix operating
systems, and both buys give DEC better
reach into Europe.
DEC's Kirk says the main attractions
or his part, DEC spokesman Dal- for the Philips purchase, at a cost of
las Kirk says of the downsizing:
$250 million to $300 million, were the
'The hard part is that we don't know if customer bases in retail banking and in
it's too much or too little. We've taken a other small-to-medium-size businesses,
very hard look at the next few years and as well as the application-software suptook our best shot at it [the $1.1 billion]
port for the banking systems. Philips's
for the next one to two years. But if we focus has been on front-end banking,
have to do it again, we will."
such as automatic-teller systems. DEC
Sober acknowledgements like those has been active in the back-office part
of Olsen and Kirk, along with the ap- of banking, so amarnage between the
parent desire for targeted acquisitions, two seems like anatural," says Kirk.
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Master Designer 5.0,
the shortest distance
from concept to reality.
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the international network of expert
P-CAD Value Added Resellers.

menus. And automatic periodic file save
with user-definable time increments.
Master Designer 5.0 is the shortest
distance from PCB design concept to
reality And the fastest, most productive
and reliable way to get your designs to
market using an IBM®or compatible PC.
And now Master Designer 5.0 has
been enhanced with more than 100 new
features, requested by PCB master design
engineers like you.
New features, more productivity.
Master Designer 5.0 shortens the
entire design cycle with new features like
extended memory for 4-times larger
designs. Automatic real-time on-line
design rule checking. User configurable

First with 19,000 PCB designers.
You can rely on Master Designer
5.0 for the quality and dependability
that has made it the choice of more
than 19,000 PCB designers worldwide.
Master Designer 5.0 gives you the
interactive support of Master Layoutto handle surface mount, analog, and
digital technology. The flexibility of
Master Schematic; fully automated
optional Rip-n-Route, and our optional
Master Placer Not to mention the plus
of aconsistent menu-driven interface.
With Master Designer 5.0, you're
backed by CADAM, the world's leading
CAD/CAM/CAE software supplier, and

Your finished designs are alot
closer than you think and so is
your free P-CAD Demo Disk.
Here's how to get all the details
on Master Designer 5.0, and shorten
the distance between your next great
concept and reality. Just call P-CAD
toll-free today and
we'll send your
free Master
Designer 5.0
Demo Disk
absolutely free.

1-800-255-5710
World Class PCB CAD Productivity

p•cad ®
PRODUCTS FROM CADAM, AN IBM COMPANY

I
BM is aregistered trademark of International Btsiness Machines Corp. P-CAD is aregistered trademark and Master Designer, Master Layout, Master Schematic, and Master Placer are trademarlts of Personal CAD Systems, Inc.
P-CADKADANI, 1935 N. Buena Vista St., Burbank, CA 91504. ©1991 CADAM INC.
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DATEL Redefines
The Digital Panel Meter
DPM The Component
DATEL's new DMS-30PC Series is amilestone in
Digital Panel Meter technology. The only fully
functional, factory calibrated, 31/2 digit, Hybrid
Voltmeter available anywhere. For extreme
accuracy, critical reliability, and ultra-low price
in asub-miniature, modular package,
the DMS-30 is your only choice.
MODULAR DESIGN
. Fully encapsulated

WORLD'S SMALLEST
• Low profile design
. Full size display 0.56"
• 0.94"h x2.18w x0.57"d

• Simple plug-in design
• Integrated Filter/Bezel

q11

HIGHEST QUALITY
STOCK DELIVERY
• 0.05% accuracy
• One year warranty
• Made in USA

CHOICE OF COLORS

EVALUATION BOARD

• Red

• 4-20mA current loop

• Green

$29 ea

with gain/offset adjust

• Yellow

• Battery powered (9V, 12V)

• Amber

• Max. 250VDC input

• Orange
• Blue

Qty. 100s

CHOICE OF INPUT RANGES
• ±200mV/±2VDC/±20VDC
LOW PRICE

LOW POWER DRAIN
• As low as 15mA/5VDC powered

• As low as $29 ea. (qty. 100s)
• Quantity discounts

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
• Laser trimmed
• Built on ceramic
• Hybrid design
RUGGED RELIABILITY
• 1million hours MTBF
• Shock/vibration proof

1;_i.F_I FJ

• Dust/dirt proof
ACTUAL SIZE
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For details call or write DATEL, Inc.
11 Cabot Boulevard, Mansfield, MA 02048
Tel (508)339-3000, FAX (508)339-6356
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INNOVATION and EXCELLENCE

EUROPEAN

OBSERVER

DID SOMEBODY SAY SLUMP?
T

'There may be a worldwide slump in PC
sales—but not in Germany.
According to an analysis by
the U.S.-based market-research company Dataquest
Inc., the global crisis in the
personal computer business
has not affected the German
market for such systems—or
at least it hasn't as yet.
During the first quarter of
this year, nearly 378,000 PCs
were sold in Germany,
which is 16% more than during the same period last year.
This increase was far higher
than the rises recorded for
the UK and France, where
the quarter-to-quarter increases checked in at only
2% and 5%, respectively.
But the future looks less
rosy. Dataquest forecasts
slower PC sales in Europe
overall, and that should affect
Germany as well. Though
the European market increased around 12% last
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SOURCE: DATAQUES,

German PC sales are showing surprising strength in this
year of global doldrums, rising 16% in the first quarter.

year, the use in 1991 will be
only half that—on the order
of 6%.
Still, Dataquest is not overly
pessimistic, given its prediction for 1994 of 10.3 million
PCs sold in Europe—about 8

million for professional and
business use and 2.3 million
for home and consumer applications. Providing a big
sales push will be the increasingly popular laptop
and notebook systems. 01

UK STARTUP FIRES UP INTEL'S 860XP SUPERCHIP FOR VIRTUAL REALITY
An English parallel-processing startup, Division Ltd.
of Chipping Sodbury, daims
to be among the fast computer makers to design the
latest version of Intel Corp.'s
i860XP superchip into its
products. The company specializes in so-called virtual
reality machines, which generate real-time dynamic 3-d
images that are viewed
through miniature color
LCDs closely fitted over a
user's eyes. Use of a data
glove that allows simulated
electronic objects to be handled creates the illusion that
the user is inside the graphic
scene and interacting with it.
'The i860XP will provide
the extra edge we need for
our parallel processor," says

Division's chief executive,
Charles Grimsdale. Each
Intel chip will be used with a
Transputer parallel processor made by Inmos Ltd.
"The i860XP has all the float-

ing-point processing power
we need for rendering complex objects in real time,
while the Transputer is ideal
for its communications capabilities," Grimsdale says. 01

PHILIPS'S NEW AUDIO
TECHNOLOGY IS READY

The Philips Consumer
Electronics Division has confirmed that Matsushita Electric Industrial Co. Ltd. will
function as a colicensor of
the Digital Compact Cassette
audio technology the two
companies jointly developed. And now that the two
firms—not to mention much
of the music-publishing industry—have set system
specifications, the Dutch and
Japanese companies are
ready to start licensing the
technology. Philips, based in
Eindhoven, the Netherlands,
has an ambitious goal for
DCC: it wants to see the technology become as popular
as the ubiquitous analog
compact cassette.
Philips's first DCC product
range will be introduced during the first half of next year,
the company says. Prerecorded digital cassettes
should be on the market at
the same time. The system is
backwards-compatible; that
is, customers can play back
their current analog tape collections on DCC players. The
DCC technique uses precision adaptive sub-band coding, which achieves sound
recording with a dynamic
range of up to 18 bits. Li

re ,

HOW TO SUCCEED IN BUSINESS BY SELLING OFF THE BUSINESS
Even as mobile-communications startups in the UK
are beginning to wonder
how they might make more
money, old hand Racal Telecom plc has been teaching
them some tricks.
In less than ayear and a
half, the company managed
to turn a400% profit by selling ahalf share in its manufacturing subsidiary, Orbitel

Mobile Communications Ltd.
Racal started the manufacturing company in 1987 in a
50-50 partnership with
Plessey Co. plc to design,
develop, and produce digital
cellular telephone equipment. When Plessey was
taken over in ahostile bid by
Siemens AG of Germany
and the British GEC pic,
Racal invoked its right of fast
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refusal on the half of Orbitel
it didn't already own. So in
mid-1989, GEC-Siemens in
effect got Plessey's money
back—all $14.3 million of it.
But in the final act, as justpublished company results
show, Racal sold that half
share to the Swedish telecom vendor L.M. Ericsson
last January. The sale price:
$76.5 million. 1D
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SANYO WANTS PART1ERS TO HELP DEVELOP
AN INNOVATIVE PORTFOLIO OF LASER DIODES

Allying with U.S. companies is not
new to Sanyo. Several years ago, it
teamed up with a large computer
maker to develop ahard-disk controller
using Sanyo's advanced hybrid-chip
technology. The resulting chip is avery
successful product that is still being
used seven years later. Short-term development projects usually result in
BY JACK SHANDLE
wavelength of 631-run-jshort-lived
products,
the shortest ever—and OPTOELECTRONI
which is not Sanyo's goal.
'We like to have a small number of
hat happens when aJapanese optical output of 2mW. Their small size
company develops new core and low power will provide stiff com- long-term relationships rather than a
technologies but lacks the knack of petition for the 632.8-nm gas lasers now large number of customers doing offimagining entirely new systems based used in bar-code readers, for example.
the-shelf sales," says Goto. As aresult,
on their advanced capabilites? If the Another visible-light unit, the 635-nm,
10 U.S. companies account for 83% of
company is Sanyo Electric Co., it looks 33-mW diode, can be used in erasable Sanyo's U.S. chip sales. Sanyo wants exfor U.S. partners. In fact, Akifumi Goto's optical disc drives to provide much clusive-product customers to pay for
primary mission in the U.S. is to find in- higher data densities than the 780- and tooling costs, however.
novative companies willing to form al- 830-nm devices now in use. One possiWith Sanyo's laser diodes, exclusivity
liances with an $11 billion manufactur- ble application would be as avideo disc might be a particularly attractive busiing giant. "Our partners do not have to for high-definition TV.
ness option for aU.S. company with an
be large, they just have to have good
But displacing devices in existing ap- innovative use for Sanyo's four-beam,
ideas," says Goto, who is executive vice plications is only half the story. "A U.S.
830-nm laser diode. Each element of the
president of Sanyo Semiconductor company could have agood idea and device has 100 mW optical output, and
Corp. in Allendale, NJ.
not even be thinking in terms of using with the incorporation of integrated siliThe most exciting technologies to laser diodes," says Goto. `We are look- con photodiodes, each can be conemerge from Sanyo's research and deing for innovative ideas." Image pro- trolled independently, says Yamaguchi.
velopment center in Osaka are opto- cessing is one area where the new tech- Two possible uses are an optical-disc
electronic components, particularly its nologies could make abig impact.
drive using the four beams indepenportfolio of laser diodes. The center has
Although the technological future is dently to read and write faster, and a
developed four leading-edge technolo- unknown, Japan is excited about opto- drive that features real-time recording
gies, says Takeo Yamaguchi, manager electronics. An industry group there has and erasing.
of the lab's optoelectronics arm: visible- estimated total Japanese production—
Meanwhile, Sanyo's high-power
light laser diodes; four-beam laser systems, equipment, and compo- laser diodes suggest awhole new menu
diodes; high-power laser diodes; and nents—at $114.6 billion by the end of of applications. One of them might be
surface-emitting laser diodes.
this decade. That is up radically from free-space communications, says YamThe visible-light devices boast a $17.7 billion actual production in 1989.
aguchi. Two devices, both boasting
100-mW outputs, have been developed.
One has an 830-nm wavelength and
would be used where high speed is a
concern. The other has an 870-nm
wavelength and would be used where
1989 (production)
smaller size and high efficiency are the
$17.7 Billion
primary criteria.
Perhaps the fourth generic technology—Sanyo's surface-emitting laser
diode—has an even more exciting future. Since it has been fabricated in a
Optoelectronic
two-dimensional, 3-by-3 array, the 780systems
mn device could form the core techOptoelectronic
nology of an optical computer somecomponents
time in the future. The technology
challenges
here would include creating
Optoelectronic
an operating system. Representative deequipment
vices in some of the four core technologies are already in production or soon
SOURCE: OPTOELECTRONICS INDUSTRY AND
2000 (forecast)
will be. The high-power laser diodes
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION OF JAPAN
$114.6 Billion
are in mass production now. Li
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This microcomputer software lets you
program using natural mathematical
notation
Wouldn't it be nice if you could solve your mathematical problems by simply typing them into
your PC just as you would write them down on
paper? With TKSolverPLUS you can do just
that.
• You just enter the set of equations you
want to solve using natural math symbols,
• Define the variables you know,
• Specify the units of measurement you
want,
• Press the solve key.
Then see your solutions in tabular form or plot the results on the screen or printer.
TK can do reverse calculations, or goal seeking! This powerful feature is best explained with this simple
example.

Suppose you're buying a$15500 car and you want to compute your loan payments. You're paying $3500
down and planning a4-year, 12 1
2 % loan. You enter the equations below, plug in the values and find your
/
monthly payment is $318.96.

price — down = loan
payment = loan *(rate/(1 — (1 + rate)" — term))
But suppose you'd rather pay $350 per month and shorten the term of the loan. Just enter your preferred
payment and tell TK to solve for the new loan term — without you having to rearrange the equations.
Or perhaps you'd like to shop for anew interest rate. TK's iterative solver will compute the interest rate you
need to pay off the loan in 31/2 years paying $350 per month.

This ability to backsolve makes TK incredibly easy to use and saves you countless hours of programming
time.
Of course not everyone wants to compute loan payments. But the benefits are the same no matter what
type of problems you have to solve ...business, engineering, statistics, or science.

Solve dozens of linear, non-linear or differential equations simultaneously •backsolving •if,
then, else rules •iterative solving •complex numbers •automatic plotting •Automatic unit
conversion •over 300 built-in functions and I
ibrary routines •math co-processor support •store
equation models for later retrieval and use •not copy protected.

TKSolverPlus disks and full documentation
$395
Satisfaction Guaranteed! Or return the program within 30 days
for full credit or refund.

Chargecard users order toll-free 800-321-7003
(in Ohio 216/696-7000)

System Requirements: IBM PC line or 100% compatibles; 384K min memory; DOS 2.0 or higher; CGA,
EGA, or Hercules graphics

Penton Education Division
1100 Superior Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44114
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he electronics industry's stake in the 1992 presidential election is perhaps
its biggest of any election in the second half of this century. With the
1111»011.
very framework of the industry being reshaped by relentless pressure
from overseas as well as by faults in the domestic funding structure, anxious executives and entrepreneurs are looking harder than ever at the candidates and
their answers to the tough questions.
Will the U.S. adopt an industrial policy designed to guard its high technology from
further ravages of foreign competitors? Will anything be done to reduce capital-gains
taxes and make investment in young, aggressive high-technology companies more attractive? Will the government adopt amore protective trade policy—"level the playing
field," as the cliche puts it? And will there be aloosening of antitrust restrictions that inhibit cooperative manufacturing?
On the matter of industrial policy, which ranks right up there with broccoli on the
White House's no-no list, congressional Republicans are seeking apolitically palatable
compromise even as the Democrats take the high ground on the issue (story opposite).
Regarding taxes, Democrats are leading acongressional effort to give acapital-gains
break to long-term investors in high-risk, high-technology industries—like electronics
(p. 42). In trade, the debate is over whether to adopt abroad strategic initiative (p.44).
Then there's antitrust. As the industry turns increasingly to partnerships as ameans
of dealing with the staggering costs of research and manufacturing—and countering
the built-in financing advantages enjoyed by their foreign rivals—the hovering specter
of the Sherman Antitrust Act casts its shadow.
The penalty for running afoul of that law is not trivial. Say acompany, aggrieved at
being excluded from any agreement, files asuit under Sherman. If it is upheld, that
company—or, for that matter, acustomer—can collect three times the actual damages.
Not many startups looking to edge into the market with innovative technology would
survive such ablow.
Enter the National Cooperative Production Act, which the Bush Administration has
proposed and is now before the Congress. Its two key provisions: government-sanctioned cooperative ventures would be exempt from the triple-damages sledgehammer
of the Sherman act, and various court decisions that have eased the limits on joint-production agreements over the years would be written into law.
The stumbling block remaining is whether to include foreign companies under the
new law's umbrella. The House version would exclude coproduction deals with more
than 30% foreign ownership. However, the Administration, pushing hard to have trading partners drop their bars to U.S. companies, is threatening to veto the measure if that
exclusion stands.
But perhaps the cold truth of reality was provided in July when leaders of the Electronic Industries Association and the American Electronics Association testified before
the House Ways and Means Committee on U.S. competitiveness. Recalls Mark
Rosenker, the EIA's vice president for public affairs, 'The reception was, `Hey, we've got
adeficit right now. What do you want us to cut out to fund your program?" ID
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THE HOT BUTTONS FOR THE INDUSTRY
ARE INDUSTRIAL POLICY, TAXES,
TRADE, AND ANTITRUST RELIEF

AHIGH-TECH GAMBIT

modem international market when
Toshiba Machine Co. was caught selling
precision machinery used to build propeller blades for nuclear submarines,"
says a key Senate staffer. "As Craig
Fields said, you don't mind Japan being
your sole supplier, but you don't want
to get into aposition where they can sell
to the other guy first." Fields, asupporter of high-tech initiatives, was eased out
policies on strategic technologies.
of his Pentagon job. The way the staffer
Those governments begin with the sees it, "The Toshiba incident got conpremise that they want to create and servatives really concerned and afeelmaintain abroad industrial base, says ing that defense had to nurture astrong
Clyde Prestowitz, former U.S. Trade commercial base started to grow."
Representative and now president of
Robert Costello, undersecretary of
the Economic Strategy Institute in defense for procurement in the Reagan
Washington. Japan focuses on so- Administration and currently a senior
called carrier industries that target a fellow at the Hudson Institute, believes
whole range of com- the government must be proactive.
ponents, such as "Strategic technologies need some form
consumer elec- of government aid," he says. His list intronics or semi- cludes semiconductor manufacturing,
conductors. "It is high-definition TV, supercomputing,
alot easier to have and superconductivity.
ahigh-growth econCostello believes the U.S. should act
omy if you focus on as acatalyst, supplying up to 50% of
digital tape, semiconduc- needed funding. He favors consortia as
tors, and laptops," he says.
a way to foster key technology, and
"The U.S. focuses on the consumer," would like to see the government use
Prestowitz says, "reasoning that by its influence as acustomer. "The govputting money in consumers' hands ernment is going to be amajor buyer of
and maintaining amarket, the market advanced technologies, and the power
will decide which products are best and of the influential buyer can force the inwhich industries survive. The key for frastructure to be put in place," he says.
the U.S. is, do we care what we make?"
As the Republicans wrestle with their
political conscience, the Democrats are
any other nations do, and they making the most of the political opporhave established priorities. So tunity afforded as they find themselves
the question facing the Republican Adleading the red, white, and blue crusade
ministration is, can ahigh-tech industry to save America's high-tech supremacy.
left to its own devices compete against
Sen. Albert Gore (D., Term.) enuncisuch fortified competitors without some ates the party's position. "High-technolform of government assistance?
ogy industries, including electronics, are
"Republicans were smacked upside essential to the economic strength of
the head with the new reality of the our nation. If our ability to make ad-

BUSH SAYS NO TO U.S. TECHNOLOGY AID,
SO DEMOCRATS ARE MAKING THE MOST OF IT
Egovernment support of strategic

lectronics industry hopes for

technologies come down to this: the
presidential wing of the Republican
Party fiercely refuses to countenance
anything bearing even awhiff of industrial policy, while the Grand Old Party's
congressional members search for
some way to lend support in aform acceptable to the Administration. And the
Democrats, with their overwhelming majorities in
both houses, have
planted their flag
on the issue
and are doing
their best to
make the Bush
government
squirm.
This can't be asurprise. Even though
"the GOP basically starts out pro-business, it lacks an understanding of the
role the U.S. government must play in
today's international economy," says
Kenneth Hagerty, senior vice president
in Washington, D.C., of Franson, Hagerty & Associates Inc., acorporate financial, marketing, and policy communicadons firm. He has been alobbyist for
the electronics industry with the American Electronics Association and elsewhere. Hagerty's point: laissez-faire
policies are especially ineffective when
dealing with Asian governments that
have adopted highly effective industrial

M
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vanced products continues to decline,
we risk losing control over our national
defense, and we certainly will lose highpaid manufacturing jobs. While overseas governments are helping their
companies win the global economic
race, ours sits on the sidelines."
So Democrats in the Congress have
been moving aggressively to develop
legislation aimed at fostering strategic
technology. For example, an idea that
surfaced at acongressional hearing, with
the blessing of Democratic senators, is
part of the AEA's proposal for supporting HDTV: $1 billion in loan guarantees.
"The Bush people went bonkers,"
the Senate staffer says. 'They admit they
are more ideological about the evils of
industrial policy than the Reagan Administration. They cite the wide margin
of victory over Mike Dukakis [in 1988]
repudiating aplatform of helping industry be more competitive." The result is
that Republicans are hoist with their
own petard, coming across as foot-dragging naysayers too tied down by ideological dogma to cope with the new
economic reality.
Democratic senators are trying to
paint the Administration into acomer.
One, Jeff Bingaman (D., N.M.), sponsored legislation requiring the White
House to prepare aCritical Technologies Report. The report, written by the
White House Office of Science and
Technology Policy and signed by director D. Allan Bromley, listed 22 strategic
technologies that need some form of
government support. It appeared on
Sept. 26, 1990, so as of that date the U.S.
had something of atechnology policy,
but virtually no funding to implement it.
InJune, Senators Bingaman, Gore,
Ernest J. Hollings (D., N.C.), and
Sam Nunn (D., Ga.) introduced legislation that, among other things, would require the White House to prepare interagency plans for each of the strategic
technologies. The measures focus on
manufacturing, and the senators are waiting for the industry to supply initiatives.
"This Administration will never make
technology apriority on its own. They
don't care if Elechrmics readers and
their companies live or die," the Washington source contends. "If the chip industry, for example, comes in and says
(as it did with Sematech), We'll put
down our hard-earned money,' the Administration will go along. Maybe it
won't like it, but it will accept it." ID

CAPITAL-GAINS RELIEF
DEMOCRATS BACK ABREAK FOR LONG-TERM
INVESTORS IN HIGH-TECH COMPANIES
Inthe wake of last year's defeat of
a Bush Administration bill that
would have provided an across-theboard reduction in the capital-gains tax
rate, momentum is building on the
Democratic side of the aisle to take a
different tack. Party leaders seek capitalgains tax relief that's targeted toward
long-term investors in high-risk, hightechnology companies—a move
that could spur new activity in
electronics and computer
tympany startups.
The Bush Administration has proposed
the same bill this
year, "but there has
been no serious effort on the Hill to
enact it," says Ed
Hatcher, senior manager for tax policy at
the American Electronics
Association in Washington.
"That's probably because of the
lack of enthusiasm for abroad-based
bill last year," Hatcher adds. The AEA
also champions atargeted approach to
capital-gains-tax reduction.
One vocal Democrat is former U.S.
senator Paul Tsongas of Massachusetts,
the first announced Democratic presidential candidate, who supports atargeted capital-gains tax plan. Tsongas
has served on the boards of Wang Laboratories Inc. in Lowell, Mass., and WACOM Inc. in Burlington, Mass. Speaking
from that perspective, he says that the
current capital-gains tax debate "would
only happen in apolitical environment
far removed from the pressures faced
by American companies."
Tsongas maintains that the nation
doesn't need an across-the-board capital-gains reduction, "as President Bush
fought so desperately for last year. We
need to limit capital-gains incentives to
long-term investments in corporate
America. Invest in aU.S. company, hold
that stock rather than speculate, and
you get alower capital-gains tax rate."
Tsongas also favors special recogniELECTRONICS •SEPTEMBER 1991
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tion for startups, saying "it makes obvious sense to give an added incentive to
such new enterprises. The growth of
the American industrial base has always
come from small and emerging companies. There should be differentials here
large enough to attract serious investment in those new ventures."
Another Massachusetts Democrat,
Rep. Edward Markey, has put teeth
in the concept of targeted
long-term investments by
introducing abill in the
House that includes a
40% capital-gains exclusion for investors
in small, high-risk,
high-technology
companies, as long
as they hold their investments for at least
four years. Only newly
issued stock qualifies for
the exclusion; the company
must have fewer than 200 employees; it must either be astartup or have a
five-year record of research-intensive
business; and research and development spending must be at least 18% of
total expenditures.
The Markey bill hasn't been called
up for debate by the House Ways and
Means Committee, and aspokesman on
Markey's staff doesn't expect any action
on it this year. Nor has there been any
activity on asimilar bill introduced in
the Senate by John Kerry (D., Mass.).
"There may be some movement next
year," says the Markey staffer.

M new capital into high-tech stararkey says that by injecting

tups, the Venture Capital Investment Act
of 1991 "will give us the jump start we
need to get back in the global technology race. This is acritical time for our
country to invest in the risk-takers and
entrepreneurs who build real companies and create new jobs," says Markey,
chairman of the House Telecommunications and Finance Subcommittee.
"My plan would not reward the
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stock chumers and money manipulators who shift from one short-term investment to another, realizing handsome profits for themselves at the
expense of America's economic future.
Rather, it will create the kind of small
businesses that create jobs while laying
the foundation for amore competitive
economy for the 21st century."
Markey says the Bush Administration's current capital-gains provision
would provide an immediate acrossthe-board windfall for cunent investments held for just one year. Markey's
proposal is aimed squarely at invest-

ment that will generate new capital.
Back on the Senate side, Albert Gore
(D., Term.) also backs apolicy that encourages long-term investments. Gore,
who is regarded as apossible presidential candidate, says "It is of utmost importance for our tax code to encourage
capital formation."
Gore says he favors along-term capital-gains-tax reduction "to encourage investment in growth companies rather
than across-the-board cuts that encourage paper transactions. The longer the
investor holds onto the asset, the greater
his capital-gains tax cut." P

AT ODDS ON TRADE
BUSH CRITICS FAVOR BROAD ECONOMIC POLICY
RATHER THAN PATCHWORK SOLUTIONS
in trade policy,

as in the other aspects of technology policy, many
Bush Administration critics are calling
for abroad strategic initiative. "We tend
to look for asilver bullet—one thing
that is going to solve the problem," says
Robert Costello, former undersecretary for procurement at
the Department of Defense. "But there is no silver bullet," he says, "and
if there were it would
probably destroy us in
the process."
Costello, now asenior
fellow at the Hudson Institute, contends that another part
of the problem is that the U.S. approaches trade from astatic and outdated perspective. "The U.S. Trade Representative is a lawyer who staffs the
Trade Representative's Office with
lawyers," he says. "They tend to get into
turf battles like how to break into the
Japanese market. Why doesn't the trade
representative figure out some ways to
bring manufacturing back to the U.S.?"
Consumer-electronics manufacturing
can be enticed back to U.S. shores,
Costello says, where it will be likely to
purchase components loca ly.
This opportunity has presented itself
because Japanese companies have decided to adopt surface-mount technology. This means they must retool their

production facilities with highly automated, highly expensive capital equipment. `Why not put it in the U.S.?"
Costello asks. "There is practically no
labor cost, so why not put it in your
largest market? It would save them
shipping. They would reduce
their overall costs. And if
they don't do something,
the protectionist sentiment in the U.S. will rise
to an intolerable level."
Such aproposal requires
innovative thinking in the
U.S., and although an initiative is under way, the U.S.
Trade Representative is not involved, he says.
Clyde Prestowitz, a former U.S.
Trade Representative who now directs
the Economic Strategy Institute in
Washington, also argues for an integrated approach. "You can't solve this
problem with atrade policy," he says.
"But if you were putting together a
trade policy as part of abroad economic strategy, you should base it on reciprocity." Recognizing that other nations have coherent programs to
promote specific high-tech industries
for export, American policymakers
should be ready to make appropriate
responses to protect the domestic market from predatory practices.
But instances of U.S. responses
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along this vein have been spotty.
Prestowitz characterizes the recently negotiated Semiconductor Trade Agreement with Japan, for example, as "an affirmative action program" that lacks
punitive measures. Implementing it will
require continual pressure from the U.S.
side, which is difficult, he says. The
agreement would stand abetter chance
of achieving its goal of raising the U.S.
share of the Japanese market to 20% if it
included aprocess that lead to reciprocal actions. "MITI (Japan's Ministry of International Trade and Industry], the
Commerce Department, and industry
should be sitting down on a regular
basis to evaluate progress," Prestowitz
says. "If there is no movement, the U.S.
should take some action. But there is
none of that in the agreement."
Some efforts toward abroadly stated
policy of reciprocity are being made.
On March 7, Rep. Edward Markey (D.,
Mass.) introduced his Fair Trade in Services Act, which authorizes retaliatory
action by several U.S. regulatory bodies.
The bill limits its scope to telecommunications and financial services, the areas
for which Markey's subcommittee has
oversight. It first defines aprocess to assess if aforeign nation is practicing discrimination against U.S. firms operating
there. If the foreign nation is found to
be discriminating, negotiations may follow—but this part of the process can
also be waived if negotiations appear
fruitless. Sanctions are imposed against
persons and companies of that nation.

FExchange Commission could bar
or example, the Securities and

the acquisition of any registered brokerdealer or investment by aforeign company. And the Federal Communications
Commission could deny licenses, authorization, and equipment certifications.
"President Bush has stated that our
trade policy is to open markets worldwide," says Markey. `While Ishare the
goal, the fact is that we have lost valuable time and must run even faster to
achieve the elusive goal. Ifind myself
increasingly concerned about the open
discrimination and unnecessary trade
barriers faced by U.S. providers of financial services and telecommunications equipment and services. This bill
provides the kind of tough regulatory
sanctions needed to convince our trading partners that America is serious
about opening up foreign telecommunications and securities markets." LI
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EUROPE LOOKS TO 1995
FOR HOW'S DEBUT
CHIPS, TV SETS, AND STUDIO PRODUCTION GEAR ARE ARRIVING
NOW FOR TRIALS DURING THE '92 OLYMPICS BY JOHN DOSCH

111

components) transmission system.
nEurope, high-definition TV is corning out of the lab and into everyday
The truly large-scale trials comlife, with set makers, semiconductor
mence next year during the Winter
m companies, studio-equipment manGames in Albertville, France, and the
ufacturers, broadcasters, and TV proSummer Games in Barcelona, Spain. On
ducers setting the stage for the general
the 1,000 so-called Olympic receivers
introduction of HDTV in 1995. By then,
that will be installed at public demonthe infrastructure will be in place and
stration centers throughout Europe,
the first HDTV receivers will turn up in
viewers will watch eight to 10 hours of
shop windows for consumers to buy.
sports and cultural programs aday.
Eureka 95, a six-year, $600 million
Among chip makers, the ITT Semipan-European HDTV research effort, is
conductors Group in Freiburg, Gerwell into its second phase, which is to last
many, has been assigned by Eureka to
till the end of 1992. After that, the industry
develop 50% of the signal-processing
will gear up for volume production of the
circuitry in the HDTV receiver, says
equipment for the new system, which is
Seinke Mehrgardt, the group's technical
compatible with current TV technology.
director. rrT has samples of an HDProject members are busy building firstMAC decoder, the single-chip
generation gear—receivers, videodisc players, professional cameras,
and so on—conforming to the proposed 1,250-line, 50-Hz European
HDTV standard. Some of that equipment is already on the market.
"Although we haven't yet delivered as much equipment as the
Japanese, we are on an equal footing as far as system quality is concerned and even ahead when it
comes to transmission quality," says
Eureka chief Peter 13tigels. In receivers,
the immediate objective is to produce
more than 1,000 prototypes by the end
of next year for public demonstrations
during the 1992 Olympics. With a16:9
aspect ratio, the sets show pictures
with 1,440 pixels for each of the 1,250
lines. They are being built by Philips of
the Netherlands, France's Thomson,
and Finland's Nokia.
Meanwhile, trials of HDTV
broadcasts are being held in many
countries—Germany, the NetherHDTV GETS REAL
lands, Finland, the UK, France, and
elsewhere—using the HD-MAC (for
Philips is one of three firms developing
high-definition multiplexed analog
prototype HDTV sets for 1992.

HDMA2290, which integrates more
than 200,000 transistors.
Production equipment is furthest
along. Broadcast Television Systems
GmbH (ISib) in Darmstadt, Germany, a
joint venture of Philips and Germany's
Robert Bosch GmbH, has developed a
range of gear that includes amultistandard camera, the KCH1000, which is designed for studio or outside broadcast
applications. It provides state-of-the-art
HDTV picture quality under any shooting conditions and is adaptable to all
proposed HDTV scanning systems.
Also from BTS comes an HDTV
videotape recorder. The BCH1000, for 1in. tape, consists of an analog recording
section and a digital-signal-processing
part all housed in a 19-in. rack. The
recorder uses a segmented scan
recording process with four channels in parallel—two for carrying the
20-MHz luminance components
and one each for the two 10-MHz
color-difference components.
From the Dutch giant Philips
Electronics comes an HD-MAC optical video-disc player based on the
company's VP4000 family of interactive Laservision disc devices.
The player, together with an HDMAC DSP, delivers stable HDTV
pictures as well as compatible MAC
TV pictures in the 16:9 format.
The production equipment
makers are continuously upgrading their hardware in preparation
for second-generation systems.
For example, Philips is now
readying a charge-coupled device for the HIS camera, the first
frame-transfer CCD for an HDTV
camera. France's Thomson SA, too, is
developing CCDs, and both companies
are working on components for largescreen direct-view tubes. p

HDTV
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The Management Collection
Books selected to help you approach difficult
business situations more knowledgeably.
Order your
review copies now!

LEADERSHIP
R75

Surviving the Crisis of
Change — Honing Your
Management Skills

In today's fast-paced business world it is not
always easy to find the best answers to difficult questions. This series of forty articles is a
collection of Industry Week's best information dealing with change that affects managers' professional as well as personal lives.
You'll learn how to gain control over difficult
problems that you encounter every day. Articles include .. .Expand Your Career by Expanding Yourself; The Politic Game; Surviving a Takeover; When Values Collide; and
many more.

124 page .... softbound

Call toll-free
800-321-7003

You'll work as a company controller in this
programmed learning course. You'll learn to
properly record all the company's business
transactions ...sales, inventory purchases,
operating expenses, depreciation, equity
changes, disposal of assets. When the company's fiscal year ends, you'll prepare the
annual report, balance sheet, income statement, and the statement of source and application of funds. When you've finished the
course, you'll understand better the role of
accounting and how to use the information
accounting gives you to be a more effective
manager.

(in Ohio 216/696-7000)

MANUFACTURING
R72

Strategic Manufacturing

This complete series of twenty-four articles analyzes some of the key issues
management must face in developing effective strategies in the years ahead.
The articles discuss "how" to link manufacturing with all of the functional departments of an organization so they
work with a broad, corporate view of
their goals. Articles include ...
Ten Ways
to Mismanage Technology; Learning
From Foreign Strategies; CIM ...Walking Through Fire; Challenging Tradition;
and much more.

$22.50

R85 How to be aBetter Leader
Frederick Herzberg, Daniel Yankelovich,
Charles Day, Perry Pascarella and others in
classic articles about the changing expectations of today's workforce and how to
deal with them. Included are: Selecting Your
Management Style, Dealing With Your Subordinates, Motivating Your Workers, and more.

98 pages ...softbound

FINANCE & ACCOUNTING
X38 Managerial Accounting for
Non-Financial Managers

$17.50

94 pages .. softbound

Two volumes—course book and
workbook
$27.50

X29 How To Read aFinancial Report
Written in programmed learning format, this
book will review the accounting process, traacing the steps from the actual sale to the
appearance of the transaction on the financial statements. Then you'll learn how to
assess financial position and performance of
your company through the use of ratio analysis—analyzing liquidity, activity, profitability,
and coverage ratios.

$19.50

RO9 Your Toughest Tests As
A Manager

140 pages .. spiral bound .. $19.50

This book guides you in assessing your own
management skills and helps you to develop
the strong leadership capabilities you need
to be a more effective manager. Articles include: Developing a Flexible Management
Style, Motivating Without Manipulating, Handling Creative Staff Members, Dealing With
Conflict, Delegating Without Losing Control,
and many more.

57 pages ...softbound

BUSINESS STRATEGY
R70 Strategic Management
Getting a fix on your competitive position,
Establishing aclear purpose for the corporation, Meshing the corporate purpose with the
individual goals of your people, and Getting
their commitment. This collection of ten articles will help show you ways to foster greater
vision of your corporate purpose and techniques for combining the human and technological factors needed for good decisionmaking.

$15.00

R87 the Unhealthy Executive and
Some Practical Cures

34 pages ...softbound

Managing in an age of anxiety can drive executives into dangerous responses. This book
keys on emotional awareness. It shows you
how to recognize potential problems and
how to deal with them.

72 pages ...softbound

To order these books, just fill
out the coupon below and
mail to:

$16.00

R89 Future Focus: Advancement
and Leadership Strategies

Penton Education Division
1100 Superior Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44114

Should you plan your career — or just let it
happen? Are you using strategies that build
success or deter advancement? These are a
few of the topics you'll find discussed in a
series of articles ranging from career planning to executive management skills.

117 pages ... softbound

$18.00

MOTIVATION
R88

Please send the books indicated. I
understand that I
can review them
for 15 days and, if not satisfied,
return them for full refund or
credit.

Herzberg on Motivation

What can the manager do for himself and for
his subordinates to overcome the "burnout"
caused by the increasing abstraction of work
and work relationships? Why is scientific
management not the answer to increasing
productivity? This book answers all these
questions plus many more ... from problems that might surface in trying to make
participative management work to effective
leadership in a period of psychological depression .. .
this book has it all

80 pages
third printing

softbound
$22.50

Item #
RO9
R70
R72
R75
R80
R85

Quantity

Item*
R87
R88
R89
X29
X38

Quantity

Orders under $15.00 must be prepaid.
III My payment is enclosed for postage-free shipment in the U.S. and Canada.
El Bill my company and include postage and handling charges. My purchase order is enclosed.
Charge my

III Mastercard

LI Visa

III American Express Card

Account No.

Exp. Date

Name
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Company

R80 Right Off The Docket
This book is an invaluable reference source
of more than 140 industrial accident and occupational illness claims. The index provides
a cross-reference for each case by type of
injury and the judicial ruling set forth so that
you can quickly turn to those cases of particular interest.

130 pages. . softbound

$7.00

$10.00

Address (not P.O. Box)
City

State

Signature
Penton Education Division
1100 Superior Avenue • Cleveland, Ohio 44114

Zip

BOCs will use money earned from their
regulated business to subsidize their unregulated manufacturing aims.
Because global competitiveness has
become a Congressional preoccupation, several issues in that debate are
deeply embroiled in the fight, with both
sides saying their positions will make
the U.S. more competitive. These indude restrictions on imported components, partnering with foreign companies, off-shore manufacturing, bolstering R&D spending, and the idea that
spurred the AT&T Co. divestiture in the
first place—an even playing field for domestic competition.

A aquick, tidy, and effective res-

more complex environment for

olution to these highly controversial issues could hardly be imagined. All three
branches of the federal government—
the president, the Congress, and the
courts—are involved, and the two restricted business activities—information
services and manufacturing—are following different paths through this
maze of federal policymaking. BOC
entry into information services, which
indudes everything from electronic Yellow Pages to multimedia videotext—
will be decided by the courts. If the
courts give athumbs up, the Congress
will probably step in with special regulations. And regulatory bodies, after a
comatose decade of the Reagan Administration, seem likely to enter anew period of activism in the 1990s, according
to expert Washington watchers.
Manufacturing, on the other hand,
seems to be Congress's bailiwick. The
bill sponsored by Sen. Ernest Hollings
(D., S.C.) that passed the Senate in
June alters the Modified Final Judgment by allowing the "baby Bells" to
engage in manufacturing. It also imposes restrictions and limitations on
BY JACK SHANDLE
Bell manufacturing subsidiaries. But it
says not aword about information services. Yet political oblobbying, and legislative
servers are almost unanmaneuvering will have an
imous in their opinion that any bill
impact felt through the entire electronpassed by the House of Representaics industry. Partnering with aBell optives will address both information sererating company may become anew
vices and manufacturing.
means of raising research-and-developIn the House, Congressman Edward
ment capital for some electronics comMarkey (D., Mass.), chairman of the
panies. Other companies may find
themselves in the unhappy situation of House telecommunications subcommittee, introduced abill on Aug. 5that will
competing with aBOC manufacturing
subsidiary when they try to sell to a probably become the core legislation in
that chamber. As expected, it addresses
BOC. They may complain—as some
information services. Importantly, howopponents are already doing—that the

FREE THE BELLS:
PANACEA OR PAIN?
UNDOING THE TENS OF THE AT&T DIVESTITURE
WILL REVERBERATE THROUGH THE ENTIRE
ELECTRONICS MUSTRY

ir

he political struggle to let the Bell
operating companies do two
things now prohibited by the
MMII terms of the 1984 AT&T divestiture manufacture equipment and provide information services—is getting
hotter. By this time next year, it should
be clear just how far the Congress and
the courts are willing to go in guttingthe
Modified Final Judgment that defined
the terms of the 1984 split.
The outcome of the complex web of
political commitments, special-interest
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TO-5 RELAY
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The High Performance
Gigahertz Relay
•RF switching through 4GHz
•Magnetic latching cuts power drain
•Convenient Centigrid package
•Military and commercial versions
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CIRCLE I%

ever, it does not cancel the Modified Final Judgment. On July 25, he ostensiFinal Judgment and grant the Bells entry bly lifted the restriction on the Bells creinto information-services lines of busi- ating and providing information serness. The thumbs up or down must vices. Part of his ruling, however,
come from the judiciary. If the courts restrained the Bells from actually getting
strike down the Modified Final Judg- started until the U.S. Court of Appeals
ment's restriction against information decides on the appeal to his order. This
services, the Markey bill provides spe- process will last for at least ayear, says
cific safeguards that are for the most part Albert Kramer, attorney for the North
implemented by requiring the BOCs to American Telecommunications Associaform subsidiaries and then regulating tion (NATA), an ardent opponent of Bell
the subsidiaries. On the manufactur- operating company entry into informaing issue, the Markey bill lines up tion services and manufacturing.
Despite his decision, Greene is far
substantially with the Hollings bill.
from being an advoTo further complicate of allowing the
cate matters, the bills
BOCs into information
introduced in the
services. In fact, he has
House are being jointrebuffed the Bells
ed referred to two
more than once.
committees. Markey's
Rather, he was acting
telecommunications
on an order from the
subcommittee is holdCourt of Appeals (the
ing hearings under the
BOCs had appealed
authority of the Comone of Greene's earlier
mittee on Energy and
decisions) that reCommerce.
Meanquired him to apply a
while, the Judiciary
standard that would
Committee chaired by
show that BOC entry
Rep. Jack Brooks (D.,
in the business would
Texas) is holding hearlessen competition.
ings because the bills
clearly impact federal
Greene could not
make a finding with
antitrust policy. CapiAllowing the BOCs
certainty and threw
tol Hill sources say
to manufacture will make
there is little doubt that
the case back to the
the U.S. more competitve in Court of Appeals.
Markey will be able to
Perhaps the most
get a bill out of his
global markets andfend off
important effect of
committee. But in his
foreign companies.
Judge Greene's deciAug. 1remarks opension will not be in the
ing the Judiciary WILLIAM FERGUSON
courts but its impact
Committee hearings,
Chairman, Nynex
on the legislation
Brooks appeared reluctant to tamper with
thatiswinding its
the Modified Final Judgment that way through Congress. "The decision
complicates everybody's legislative
defines the AT&T divestiture.
strategy," says Kramer.
The spotlight is clearly on Congress.
his is not to say there will be a
stalemate in Congress. Despite Political logistics aside, the Hollings bill
the absence of aSenate debate on in- has come under criticism from oppoformation services, the Senate might nents such as AT&T, NATA, the
"strike a deal to accept a few safe- Telecommunications Industry Associaguards," says aCapitol Hill source. "By tion, and the Consumer Federation of
that time, everybody involved might America. They contend the BOCs will
return to the same anti-competitive
want to pass abill that does something.
They may feel that is better than to have practices in designing and manufacturno bill at all." But if such abill passes ing equipment that AT&T engaged in
both houses of Congress, it could face a prior to the divestiture, and that the safeWhite House veto if it contains—as it guards in the Hollings bill are inademost likely will—provisions that violate quate. As proof that divestiture has
worked, Kramer points to "the array of
the president's free-trade philosophy.
On the judicial side, U.S. Judge product features and services that peoHarold Greene administers the Modified ple have available to them today, which
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is broader than it has ever been." One
reason to keep the BOCs out of manufacturing, he says, evolves from the fact
that they determine the network services of the future. This gives them an
unfair advantage in developing and designing products that will take advantage of the new services. Another reason is the potential for cross subsidization that is, having rate payers
support their research and development
expenses in their phone bills.
he Hollings bill attempts to address these problems by requiring the BOCs to create separate manufacturing subsidiaries and to divulge
research on future network services.
Kramer and other opponents see loopholes in this approach. The technology
of central-office switches is virtually the
same as technology customer-premises
equipment—the product lines that the
BOCs cannot manufacture now. This
similarity allows the BOCs to transfer
the central-office-switch R&D charged
to the rate payers to the manufacturing
subsidiary, says Kramer. And recent experience with AT&T and Northern Telecom Corp., for example, makes it clear
that the so-called network-disclosure requirements are not enough to keep the
latest technical information flowing to
smaller companies, he says. For example, the digital Centrex service known
as Electronic Business Service is available only through Northern Telecom
DMS-100 switches and is specifically designed for aNorthern Telecom product
known as the Meridian Business Set. Although some interconnection information has been released, other manufacturers have been unable to use it to
develop a connection the Electronic
Business Service.
In response, William Ferguson,
chairman of the largest regional Bell
holding company, Nynex Corp., White
Plains, N.Y., which includes BOCs such
as New York Bell and New England
Bell, contends that the BOCs will have
plenty of competition and suggests that
keeping them out of manufacturing
could put the U.S. at acompetitive disadvantage globally.
"Since divestiture, anumber of large,
foreign-based companies have moved
quickly into the market. These companies present formidable competition for
the Bell companies," Ferguson says. Not
surprisingly, Ferguson believes the Federal Communications Commission will

PENTON CONTINUES
COMMITMENT TO
RECYCLING
Penton Publishing's Camera
Department started recycling chemicals from film wastewater 25 years ago...
long before the ecologically-smart idea was widely recognized.
For almost as many years, the Penton Press Division has been
recycling scrap paper, obsolete inventory, and printing press waste
materials. In 1991, Penton Press will recycle some 5500 tons of
paper, 9 tons of aluminum plates, and 3 tons of scrap film negatives. Furthermore, the Press Division has invested $500,000 in air
pollution control equipment.
Company-wide, the recycling spirit has spread from Cleveland headquarters to offices throughout the country. Penton employees are
enthusiastic participants in expanding programs to re-use paper,
aluminum cans, and other waste materials.
Penton Publishing believes these practices make a significant quality-of-life difference for people today... and will help create a safer,
healthier environment for generations to come.

%nton Ribfishing

be azealous enough watchdog to prevent cross-subsidization.
Despite criticism from NATA, the
BOCs have attracted some support from
medium-sized companies. Centigram
Communications Co., San Jose, Calif, is
one of 53 companies that formed an ad
hoc coalition supporting "free-the-Bells"
legislation. George Sollman, president
of Centigram, says that "telecommunications manufacturing is incredibly cashintensive, and small manufacturers have
limited resources. The combination of
foreign investment and restrictions on
BOCs means that decisions on the nation's telecommunications policies and
priorities are increasingly being set outside U.S. borders." In short, firms like
Centigram stand to benefit by partnering with the cash-rich BOCs for R&D
support In testimony before Markey's
subcommittee, Sollman chided the
Telecommunications Industry Association for representing that its members
are nearly unanimous in opposing the
legislation. "I believe asubstantial majority of all small manufacturers favor
this legislation as good for their longterm interests," he said.
the biggest controversy
Perhaps
over the Hollings bill is its re-

quirement that the products manufactured by the BOCs have less than 40%
foreign components. The provision has
drawn fire from the Bush Administration, which has threatened aveto on the
grounds that guaranteeing markets to
domestic component suppliers runs
counter to the administration's freetrade policy.
On the other hand, critics such as
Kramer think that it guarantees too little.
The formula, he says, requires that the
cost of foreign components should not
exceed 40% of the sales revenue of the
product. Balancing costs on one hand
against revenue on the other makes that
less-than-40% goal rather easy to reach,
he says. Components costs are quickly
outweighed by other costs such as assembly, patents, and even advertising.
Interestingly, domestic content has
gotten more attention than another provision which allows no exceptions to
the Bells doing all their manufacturing
in the U.S. Foreign affiliates of the BOCs
must manufacture in the U.S. as well.
The domestic content and U.S. manufacturing requirements are extremely
important elements of the Senate bill,
says aSenate staffer, because they were

negotiated between the Bells and the no administrative remedy, no rules, no
communications workers. If they are structural safeguard, no regulatory overloosened or deleted to please the presi- sight could overcome the problem of
dent, the unions will be unhappy. If local monopolies having self-dealing arthey are strengthened, the Bells will rangements with captive suppliers."
Nevertheless, Congressional obbe unhappy. Republican Senator
John Danforth of Missouri will be the servers say that momentum is building
key player in brokering adeal with toward the passage of some sort of bill.
The big reason, bethe White House.
sides politics, is global
Both the Hollings
competitiveness and
and Markey bills vest
an interest in supportregulatory authority in
ing U.S. technology. If
the FCC. In particular,
the bills become law,
the Markey bill grants
the key player will be
the FCC—as opposed
the FCC and its ento state regulators—priforcement policies.
mary authority over enThe times are changhanced services offering in regulatory agenings. The bill requires
cies from an attitude
that at least 20% of the
of slack enforcement
subsidiary's board of
during the Reagan
directors be indepenAdministration, says
dent of the BOC and
Carol Tucker Foreman
any other BOC subof the Washingtonsidiary. It requires sepabased public-policy
rate books for the subInformation services for
consulting firm Foresidiary and keeps the
man and Heidepriem.
division auditable by
the BOCs are on holdfor
Foreman, whose
prohibiting joint venat least the year it will
book, Regulating the
tures, common emFuture: The Creative
ployees, and other
take to complete the
Balance, will be pul>
cost-sharing arrangeappeals process.
fished this month by
ments with the BOC.
the Center for NationTo prevent cross
ALBERT KRAMER
al Policy Press, has
subsidies, the Markey
NATA Attorney
concluded that the
bill requires that the al1990s will be aperiod
location of investments
in central-office equipment, for exam- of regulatory activity. "Our experience
ple, should be calculated so that the with deregulation during the 1980s has
telephone service subscribers and con- made Americans demand that the water
sumers assume the lowest possible cost. should be clean, the food safe, and
It also attempts to protect consumers by when we put out money in asavings
prohibiting any arrangements in which and loan, we should be able to get it
creditors of afailed subsidiary would out," she says. There are signs that the
have any claim on the assets of the Bush Administration will be more acBOC. The portions of the Markey bill tivist. "If Congress passes alaw to deal
that allow the baby Bells to manufacture with the Bells," she says, "I believe the
customer-premises equipment follow FCC will carry it out in adifferent, more
the Hollings bill fairly closely, especially vigorous way than during the 1980s."
Admittedly, this era of regulatory acin the provisions for limiting foreign
components and requiring U.S.-based tivism could run counter to atrend toward organizing the nation's resources
manufacturing.
to be more competitive globally. That's
pponents of any bill that would where the creative balance comes in.
put the BOCs in the manufactur- "Clearly, we live in an international
ing business contend that regulations economy and being competitive intercannot plug all the loopholes. Such limi- nationally is avery important goal—a
tations, rules, and regulations were tried priority goal—but it should not be the
for adecade prior to the AT&T divesti- only goal of the American government,"
ture, says Robert Allen, the present chair- says Foreman. "Competing goals inman of the board of AT&T. "Yet despite clude the adequacy and pricing of domestic phone service." [I
concerted efforts and piles of regulations,
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HOW TO JUMP-START
AFLAGGING MARKET
ATE SUPPLIERS ARE CUTTING COSTS, BOOSTING FUNCTIONALITY,
AND DOI\ GSOME SOUL-SEARCHING BY JONAH MEW

A

sthe last step in the manufacture of integrated circuits and
printed-circuit boards, test
often gets short shrift. Board
and IC vendors complain of testing's exorbitant cost—but demand systems
with the kind of accuracy, performance,
and features that only come at ahigh
price. This paradox has resulted
in along spell of lean years for automatic test equipment, says Carolyn
Rodgers, senior technology analyst at
Hambrecht & Quist Inc. in San Francisco. But while analysts expect the low
growth to continue into 1992, the dearth
of purchases means pent-up demand,
says G. Dan Hutcheson, president of
VLSI Research Inc. in San Jase, Calif. He
sees asurge in 1993 and 1994.
In the meantime, though, the ATE industry has learned some important
lessons from the lean years. The tight
market has created efficient suppliers
that have cut test costs for their customers by offering more bang for the
buck. Today's testers handle more units
at one time. Some are modular, letting
users buy only as much functionality as
they need. And the equipment now
comes with better maintenance services
and support pricing.
Hutcheson believes the cost issue is
really aperception issue, resulting from
the disparity between real cost and a
customer's ideas about pricing. Says
Reh Qureshi, head of the test technology group at National Semiconductor
Corp. in Santa Clara, Calif., "ATE systems are a lot more expensive today,
but the cost per pin is coming down.
You're getting more for your money
than at any time in the past."
IC vendors have consistently spent
less on ATE than on new process
equipment, says Hutcheson. "There is
tremendous disparity between ATE and

ATE

COPING WITH COSTS
¡MS miniaturized ATE technology to create the Logic Master ATS;
it's afifth to a tenth the price of competing testers.
wafer-fab [equipment] in terms of market growth," he says. "Over the past 10
years, IC makers' spending on wafer
fab grew 17%, but spending on ATE
grew only 10%." In 1984, when spending on ATE peaked, Hutcheson says IC
makers spent 5.3% of their capital budget on linear test gear, 3.5% on logic,
and 4.4% on memory. By contrast, in
1990 the figures were 3.2% on linear/mixed-signal test, 1.9% on logic,
and 1.7% on memory.

Tly using older technology to test
his suggests IC makers are large-

new, more complex semiconductor devices, and ASIC maker LSI Logic Corp.
is an example. Bill Nelson, director of
worldwide operation at the Milpitas,
Calif., company, says the firm begins
production test on new, high-end systems and then transfers over to older
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test gear already in place on the factory
floor. LS! Logic uses Credence Systems
Corp.'s new 100-MHz Vista Series highend testers at the early stage and switches to the Fremont, Calif., test maker's
older 20-MHz equipment later.
But Hutcheson believes ATE's long
wait will soon be over. "Large IC companies have not had amajor ATE buy in
five years," he says, "and the existing
equipment is just not up to the next
generation of ultra-high-scale integrated
circuits." VLSI Research predicts 11%
growth to $1.35 billion in 1992, followed by a 35% leap to $2 billion in
1994. This year, mixed-signal ATE has
the highest growth rate at 20%, with
logic testers at 8% and memory at 13%.
Jim Prestridge, vice president of Teradyne Inc.'s Semiconductor Test Group
in Agoura Hills, Calif., sees memory
sales picking up worldwide as manu-

Why the cost of harnessing
lofty technology is much less
predatory these days.
Ancient falconers were
the first to see the potential
of harnessing high-flying
technology. By the 1970's,
microwave wizards had performed technical feats far
beyond what ancient man
could imagine. Yet, the most
sweeping breakthroughs are
emerging now, at Avantek.
Avantek is bringing the
lofty cost of microwave technology down to earth, with anew
generation of low-cost microwave components. In aword,
our technology is going plastic
—for high volume applications.
Now, awide range of highperformance MMICs and devices
Avantek set the standards for
are available in plastic and
surface mount packages. This
advanced microwave technology
is also integrated into avariety
of cost-effective components.
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Avantek's broadband microwave amplifiers
sell for as little as $1.00 each.

The shrinizine, cost of hroadhaml,
small-signal Microwave amplifiers.

Avantek produces thousands
of off-the-shelf products for
the cellular telephone, sat corn,
fiber optics, data corn, navigation, and telecom markets. We
continue to break price/performance barriers with innovative
products—silicon & GaAs semiconductors, LNAs, high power
amplifiers, upconverters, downconverters, laser drivers and
multiplexer/demultiplexers—for
many high volume applications.
We also help customers
hold down manufacturing costs
in other ways. We offer the
microwave industry's most extensive service and distribution
network with twenty major
stocking locations worldwide.
So we can keep pace with the
most demanding JIT programs.
Or swiftly supply critical
components for asingle prototype. Or deliver awide range
of off-the-shelf components.
often within 24 hours.

Making microwave history
is part of Avantek's 25-year
tradition. Today, we have an
unsurpassed capability for RF
and microwave products. As the
world's leading manufacturer
of commercial power amplifiers,
GaAs & silicon transistors and
MMICs for the cellular telephone, VSAT and DBS markets,
we know how to meet demanding standards of cost, delivery
and quality. Tomorrow this
capability will enable us to meet
the needs of new markets such
as GPS and high frequency
automotive electronics.

Avantek supplies microwave components
in 7" and 13" tape and reel packaging for
high-volume pick and place manufacturing.

For more information about
how Avantek's new technologies can help your business
thrive in the most predatory
marketplace, call:

OAVANTEK
Putting microwave technology
to work for you.
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facturers buy capacity to test 16-Mbit
DRAMs. Like Hutcheson, Rodgers of
Hambrecht & Quist also points to
mixed-signal testing as a lively niche,
and this trend will benefit UDC Corp.
The Westwood, Mass., company's synchromaster, though late to market, offers alower-cost solution that could give
Teradyne's A500 a mn for its money.
More powerful than the LTX solution—
but pricier—the A500 has the lion's
share of the market, with around 200
systems installed.
Meanwhile, as the logic-tester market
begins to pick up steam, one company
likely to benefit is Schlumberger
Technologies. Intel Corp. recently
chose the San Jose firm's ITS9000
to replace the UDC testers it had
been using.
Another bright spot this year,
says Hutcheson, is design diagnostics—ASIC verifiers, electronbeam probers, and the like—
which he sees growing 15%. The
keen interest stems from the relatively high cost of test associated
with ASICs. "Of the cost of atypical memory device, 10% to 200
/0 is
related to test," says Keith
Barnes, president of Integrated
Measurement Systems Inc.,
Beaverton, Ore. "By contrast, 50%
of an ASIC's cost is tied up in test"
To accommodate the concern over
price tags, ATE vendors are taking measures to cut costs. Prices won't drop
below the $3 million to $7 million
range, but thanks to innovative design,
test will account for less of the total chip
cost. One measure is to apply technology to the problem. A second is to test
devices in parallel, atechnique widely
used on memory testers and finding its
way into board test. Another is to modularize test systems so the customer
buys only the required capacity. ATE
has long suffered from a mainframe
mentality in the age of the personal
computer, says analyst Rodgers. What's
needed is an ATE "PC" to replace yesterday's megasystem.

N

ew ATE technology is tackling
one old problem: the high cost
of pin electronics. For example, ASIC
verifiers must build high performance
into alow-cost box simply because the
customer cannot afford the equipment
otherwise. Sold to engineering departments, not into production, the units
must sell for $100,000 or less and yet

pack 100 MHz of timing, 400-ns resolutions, and large pin counts. IMS responded with its Logic Master series and
Hewlett-Packard Co. with its HP80000.
Both offer 100-MHz operation, subnanosecond accuracies, and up to 100
pins—all at $3,000 per pin. At the International Test Conference in Nashville in
October, IMS will announce anew system with up to 400 pins, +/-100-ps resolution, and 200-MHz clock speeds.
The price tag is $2,600 to $3,200 per pin.
Besides ASIC verifiers, memory
testers were ahead of other ATE in
clever cost-cutting by simply testing

more than
one chip at atime. They
now handle 32 DRAMs in parallel, says
Craig Foster, vice president of marketing
at Megatest Corp. in San Jose. Foster says
manufacturers are looking at applying
parallel test techniques to complex logic
chips, but are stymied by the need to
drive the large numbers of pins on
today's complex logic ICs simultaneously. As an alternative, Megatest's Polaris
offers multiple test heads. "A two-headed machine provides a30% savings over
two separate testers," Foster says.
Board testers, meanwhile, have also
adopted the multiple-tester approach.
However, instead of building expensive testers, John Fluke Mfg. Co. in Everett, Wash., starts with ahighly programmable, low-cost system—the
$75,000 Fluke Sigma Series that can
be replicated in amanufacturing operation. Such small, low-cost systems
provide an alternative for board makers building their own testers using discrete instruments, says Dave Katri, vice
president and general manager of the
manufacturing R&D group at Fluke.
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The company estimates that captive
test development represents a $1 billion market, of which 25% is realistically up for grabs.
Some in-house groups are using the
VXI bus, says Tom Coughlin, director of
marketing at GenRad Inc. in Concord,
Mass. Instruments based on the bus
"provide alow-cost hardware platform,"
he says, "and ATE provides the test
generation, fault diagnostics, and fault
isolation." But the attraction of the Fluke
solution is that it means internal development groups can be cut in size. Fluke
provides hardware upgrades and contracts outside software developers
to write the test programs. "Most
major electronics companies have
at least one evaluation unit," Katri
says. "We believe multiple orders
are soon to come."
esides cost, another criticism commonly voiced
about ATE is that the equipment
isn't modular, says analyst Rodgers.
These days, though, modularity is an ATE buzzword. "Customers are not willing to pay for
what they do not need," says National's Qureshi, so suppliers are
making test systems that can be
configured to acustomer's needs.
Modularity and reusability are also
dictated by high development costs. "A
new test system costs $30 million to $50
million to develop," says Teradyne's Prestridge. ATE vendors must leverage high
R&D spending effectively. While Prestridge sees asingle architecture as impractical, his company is developing common
hardware and software to spud R&D
over awider base of designs.
Another bone of contention is maintenance. "In the U.S., maintenance is
charged as a percentage of purchase
price," says Nelson at LSI Logic. "The
more you buy, the more maintenance
you pay for—so the incentive for reliability is less. Manufacturers should build
quality systems and not make money
off the service contract" Offering different service and support options is
something Teradyne sees as a trend.
Prestridge says the firm has begun tailoring service contracts so clients that do
not want service aren't paying for it as
part of the system cost. Instead, Teradyne supplies easy-to-use programming tools to help customers develop
applications and make the equipment
self-calibrating and easy to service. r=11
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Design-in 16M
Design-out package

NEC begin
volume producti iío
16M DRAMs
in major package types
— SOJ IZIP and TSOR

16M DRAMs can give your workstation a
critical performance edge. And now you can
design them in without worrying about
package variety or adequate supplies.
Because beginning in the 4th quarter of

Our 16M DRAMs feature a0.55p CMOS proc-

1991, NEC will be using sophisticated lead-

ess that gives you higher integration and

on-chip technology to
mass produce 16M

higher speed. Access times

Lead frame
Au wire

are 7Ons and 8Ons with
Fast Access and Fast Page

DRAMs in 28-pin 400mil SOETSOPs and

Si chip

operating modes. Memory

24-pin 475-mil ZIPs.

Epoxy resin

organizations are x1 and x4.

For fast answers, call us at:
USA Te1:1-800-632-3531. Fax:1-800-729-9288. Germany Tel:0211-650302. Telex:8589960. The Netherlands Tel:040-445-845. Telex:51923.
Sweden Tel:08-753-6020. Telex:13839. France Te1:1-3067-5800. Telex:699499. Spain Te1:1-419-4150. Telex:41316. Italy Tel:02-6709108. Telex:315355.
UK Tel:0908-691133. Telex:826791. Ireland Tel:01-6794200. Fax:01-6794081. Hong Kong Te1:755-9008. Telex:54561. Taiwan Tel:02-719-2377. Telex:22372.
Korea Tel:02-551-0450. Fax:02-551-0451. Singapore Te1:253-8311. Fax:250-3583. Australia Tel:03-267-6355. Telex:38343.

mmeefeed4.sumeelem -

DRAMs from NEC.
and supply problems.

The leader in memory
technology.
By forming apartnership with the
leader in memory technology,
you can boost the performance of
your workstation and shorten your time to
market. NEC has the resources to tailor the
speed, organization and packaging of
16M DRAMs to meet your system needs.
For more information, contact NEC today.

Technological diversification.
Volume is one pillar of our 16M DRAM program. Technological diversification is the
other. On-going programs include higher
speed, 3V/3.3V operation, lower power dissipation, and data retention via batteries.

Our Roseville, California plant will be your guarantee of prompt
delivery despite future surges in demand.
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APAN
The industry at home:
along stretch of growth
lthough the Japanese electronics industry somewhat increased its overseas production in the past year, the emphasis was basically on meeting domestic demand. Exports to the U.S. and Europe were sluggish,
but domestic demand made up for the shortfall and propelled the industry into another year of overall growth. Interestingly, although the
past 12 months offered some twists and turns, Japanese electronics producers experienced no major hit from either the depressed U.S. economy or the Gulf War. Even now, the economy continues to rise, posting anew
record for the longest period of sustained growth since World War II.
Although the Japanese electronics industry can most likely sustain itself on domestic demand for 1991-92 as well, some of the outside economic events that have
so far left it largely untroubled may begin to have an impact. For example, the computer industry is starting to suffer from the downsizing trend that has already been
felt in the U.S. While the personal computer and workstation markets are maintaining high growth, the large-computer markets, which have the biggest percentage of market share, have taken anosedive. Computer makers are waiting to see
whether customers will continue to refrain from buying big equipment.
Also affecting Japan is the networking trend. In the past year, the local-area-network market has started to form, but computer manufacturers, users, and dealers
lack the ability to configure systems due to the unique nature of Japan's multivendor market. Together with problems related to customer habits, this means
prospects for the LAN market are uncertain. Meanwhile, the telecommunications
industry is growing up, as can be seen by its main products: cordless phones, wireless equipment, and transmission equipment. ISDN, the communications infrastructure for the next generation, is being laid out, and advances in cordless technology are infusing the entire electronics industry with new energy.
For its part, the semiconductor industry is entering adifficult phase. Unlike previous generations of chips, the transition from 1-Mbit DRAMs to 4-Mbit parts is taking longer than anticipated. In spite of this, manufacturers are beginning to massproduce 16-Mbit DRAM chips. This will mean that three generations of dynamic
random-access memories—i-, 4-, and 16-Mbit units—will be in production at the
same time, asituation the semiconductor market has never faced before.
The market for test and measurement devices continues to expand for two main
reasons: the bottom of the silicon cycle was shallower than expected, and the quick
onset of 16-Mbit DRAMs meant there was no lag in the chip industry's capital investments. Stable T&M growth can be expected in the coming 12 months.
High-definition TVs, seen as amainstay consumer product for the next generation, are now being made into products, and Japan's national broadcaster, NHK,
has already begun broadcast testing. Even so, it is impossible to predict whether or
not alarge, stable HDTV market will form.
This report was prepared by Nomura Research Institute in Yokohama, Japan. Its
preparation was supervised by Yasuhiko Ami, who also wrote the section on the
computer industry. Shin Kusunolçi was in charge of disk drives and Hiroshi Fukui
handled telecommunications. Masaki Mano oversaw the report on semiconductors, Ken Katayama handled HDTV, Masaki Ichikawa took on LANs, and Tomoki
Yokoyama reported on T&M.•
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Mainframes lag,
but workstations
and PCs are risin
As desktop machines rocket to double-digit
growth, large systems are beginning to falter

R

E

he Japanese computer industry has been stung this
year by the trend toward
downsizing, leading to
slow
growth—or
no
growth—in the market for
large systems, such as
mainframes. Paradoxically, though, corporate downsizing has worked to the
advantage of midsize systems such as
minicomputers and superminicomputers. And at the low end, the workstation
market remains robust while the market
for personal computers charges along at
double-digit growth rates.
Japanese corporate downsizing is
similar to the trend that's in full swing in

Fujitsu Microelectronics: Technology into service
There is always change in the air, but
in the 1990s it will reach ahigh pitch.
The semiconductor industry will undoubtedly show a solid pattern of
growth, with an average annual rate of
increase of 10%—and yet the decade
will be aturbulent one.
With Fujitsu Microelectronics Inc.'s
sturdy underpinnings, however, the
company looks to the decade ahead
with confidence, in the knowledge that
it is well positioned to flourish in the
new environment.
Among the most compelling areas of
change that the electronics industry will
witness in the years ahead are these:
Alliances: To thrive in any technological industry in the years to come,
companies will have to enter new forms
of alliances and joint undertakings, even
with competitors. An increasing depth
of commitment and cooperation will be
required by both vendor and customer.
Each will need to understand the longterm technology strategy of the other for
the relationship to provide maximum
benefit to both.
Markets: Traditional markets, such
as the computer industry, are fragmenting and new ones are emerging almost
daily. The semiconductor market is
being driven by aquest for greater capability and higher speed in smaller
packages at lower cost.
Technology: While the market for
CMOS ICs will continue to grow, application-specific integrated circuits
(ASICs) based on mixed technologies

will enjoy astonishing growth rates. In
addition, gallium arsenide, high-electron-mobility transistors, and Josephson
junction technologies will find broader
applications, and parallel processors on
achip will become common.
R&D: Research and development
strategies in the 1990s will have to mirror those of manufacturing. The industry must embark on more cooperative
efforts that span continents. Robust local
R&D efforts will often be exported
around the world.

MITSUMASA AMA
President
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Manufacturing Hand in hand with
the tremendous investments in new
technology, manufacturing must become more flexible in order to accommodate adiversity of products and customers. It must become an act of global
communication and coordination, delivering rapid local service while providing cost-effective products from wherever in the world it makes sense to
build them.
A special challenge for Fujitsu Microelectronics is to make sure that we truly
understand the unique technological
needs of each customer, and that Fujitsu planners and engineers translate, and
champion, these needs. To support that
effort, the company must ensure that
the means of passing infonnation—the
information infrastructure—is adequate
to the task. Otherwise, in aworld where
the pace of new development and the
degree of business and scientific complexity are increasing almost exponentially, Fujitsu will not be able to serve its
customers properly.
Fujitsu Microelectronics considers
every business aspect in order to serve
its customers most effectively in the
more demanding future. We must lead
the way through innovation, foster close
relationships by translating technology
into service, and develop responsive
design and manufacturing capabilities.
The 1990s will not be an easy time,
yet Fujitsu Microelectronics will flourish
because it has prepared well for the
challenges of the future. •
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Our 4M DRAM module

Wafer testers are arranged in a neat row.

Robots move at ft.11y automatic
diffusion process ¡ne.
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NMB Semiconductor Co., Ltd.

1580 Yamamoto, Tateyama-shi,
Chiba 294, Japan
Tel: (0470)23-3121 Fax (0470)23-2171

NMB Technologies Inc.

9730 Independence Avenue
Chatsworth, CA 91311, U.S.A.
Tel:(818)341-3355 Fax:(818)341-8207
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low, but domestic vendors are scramin light of the movement toward open
the U.S. However, with many mainframe
systems. With the growing popularity of bling. NEC, for one, has rapidly inmanufacturers competing in Japan, the
client/server systems, Unix-based server creased its share over the past year.
makeup of the computer industry will
PC sales may be lagging in the rest of
systems such as the HP3000 are gaining
likely become more complicated as the
success in Japan, indicating that the dis- the world, but in Japan the 1990 demarket of the 1990s takes shape.
mand reached 2.4 million units, a 24%
tribution of market share, now dominatStagnation in the financial sector and
increase over 1989. Of this figure, noteed by Fujitsu Ltd. and NEC Corp., may
sluggish capital investment in the manshift. Furthermore, with PC networks
book PCs accounted for 650,000 units,
ufacturing sector resulted in saturation
with notebook and laptop PCs together
just beginning to catch on (see p. 72),
in the 1990 mainframe market. Depenat 30% of the total. The success of notedent on mainframe sales, IBM Japan the minicomputer and supermini marbook machines rests on two factors:
ket may soon see competition from PCrecorded its second straight year of retheir acceptance by users as inexpenLAN offerings.
duced profits. But some of the stagnasive, low-end machines and as asubstiFinally, expansion of on-line transaction was due to customer restraint as
tute for Japanese word processors. This
tion processing applications has created
buyers awaited new products that each
can be seen in the leveling of
of the mainframe manufacturword-processor sales in 1990.
ers had announced. These inHowever, the notebook marcluded next-generation mainket has now become saturatframes from Fujitsu, Hitachi,
ed, and further PC growth in
IBM Japan, NCR Japan, NEC,
Japan will depend on an upand Unisys Japan. Mainframe
surge in desktop machines.
manufacturers saw the 1991
The rivalry between IBM
market as an opportunity for
Japan and NEC should be
expansion based on their exwatched closely. In Japan, the
perience that demand is tradiNEC PC-9801, incompatible
tionally fueled by new mdPERIPHERALS
with IBM PCs despite using
ucts. But questions remain as
MS-DOS, holds nearly a 50%
to whether this year's new ofmarket share. Seiko-Epson's
ferings will vivify the market.
share is also stable, given its
An additional wild card is
strategy of making NEC-comthat Mitsubishi Corp.—once
patible PCs. Though it has corforced to leave the mainframe
nered only avery small share
market due to problems with
10
of the market, Fujitsu also sells
1988
1989
1990
IBM over illegal practices in
IBM-incompatible PCs—and,
product development—has
in fact, IBM Japan itself began
returned, thus increasing the
its PC march in Japan selling machines
a strong demand for OLTP hardware
number of vendors. Yet another factor
whose specifications differed from IBM
is the amount of performance buyers platforms. The main beneficiaries are
vendors of fault-tolerant computers
Corp.'s American PCs. As aresult of the
tend to look for in new mainframes.
incompatibility, IBM, for all its worldThe performance of asingle proces- such as the U.S.-based Tandem Comwide dout, has been unable to gain a
sor in the new generation has improved puters Inc. and Stratus Computer Inc.
large share of the Japanese PC market.
only by afactor of 1.5 to 2.9 over the last Demand is also growing for multiproHowever, IBM Japan, in cooperation
generation. As a result, manufacturers cessing computers built around generalpurpose microprocessors from compa- with Microsoft Japan, is now taking an
are using multiprocessor architectures in
open-system strategy by announcing
order to meet the demands of cus- nies such as PanaSequent and Pyramid.
the release of MS-DOS J4.0/V. This optomers that require yearly performance Japanese computer makers are rushing
erating system is fully compatible with
into the OLTP market by developing
increases of as much as 40%. Except for
the U.S. version of MS-DOS and allows
the NCR offering, all the new main- their own machines or entering OEM
Japanese to be used on both the PC-AT
agreements with U.S. manufacturers.
frames use six to eight processors each.
and the PS/2. For its part, NEC will soon
If the outlook at the high end is
Sales of minicomputers and supermake open the 9801 specs, to aid in the
mixed, the low end—workstations and
minis—which in Japan are called small
formation of aPC-9801-compatible famPCs—remains dynamic. The workstabusiness computers—got a big boost
ily, and other manufacturers are now
tion market, especially, is expected to
from the strategic-information-systems
boom of 1990. The downsizing trend of continue its strong growth, with de- developing compatibles as an antidote
mand this year rising 30% above the to the IBM incursions. In addition, by
industry actually helped this market, as
100,000 units shipped last year. Many participating in the U.S.-based Admany users opted for small business
vanced Computing Environment group,
workstation vendors have U.S. parents:
computers instead of mainframes.
NEC is strategically positioning itself in
Sun Japan, YHP (Yokogawa HewlettMost of these machines mn propriPackard), and DEC Japan. Workstation case OS/2 or Unix succeeds in becometary operating systems, which has
ing the main PC operating system.
market share held by Japanese firms is
caused some fear among manufacturers
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New products,
new energy in the
storage industry
The current crop of 2.5- and 3.5-in. disk drives
seems positioned to create awhole new market
nJapan, as elsewhere, the
storage-device industry
has long been characterized by fierce competition
and a breathless pace in
new-product development, especially in hard-

disk and magneto-optical-disk drives.
Today's report card is no exception.
Attention in hard disks is focused on
the new breed of 2.5- and 3.5-in. drives
that utilize media boasting a3-.tin. glide
height. In magneto-optical drives, several vendors have announced 3.5-in. (90-

A

including VLSI process technology, automation technology, and arange of elemental technologies. These are the secret behind NMBS's production of
world-class high-tech products.
Cleanliness is paramount in the pro-

SHOSUKE SHIMODA
President
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mm) units. Even as the fierce price war
continues in the low-end personal computer arena, these new products seem
positioned to create awhole new storage market.
Hard-disk development is concentrated in three product classes: 3.5-in.
drives measuring an inch in height and
packing 100 to 240 Mbytes; 3.5-in, standard-height drives at 500 Mbytes plus;
and 2.5-in. products at 40 Mbytes or
more. Most of the latter use media having a3-µin. glide height. The leaders in
hard-disk development are two U.S.
corporations—Conner Peripherals Inc.
and Seagate Technology—but several
Japanese companies are dose on their
heels. Among those making fast strides
in the technological development race
are Fujitsu, NEC, and Toshiba.
In April, Toshiba Corp. became the
world's first mass producer of hard-disk
drives that utilize glass substrates. Although Areal Technology in the U.S.
was the first to produce such drives,
Toshiba was the first to reach amonth-

WIBS: Leadership in DRAMs

NMB Semiconductor Co. Ltd.
(NAM) began development and test
production of 256-1(bit dynamic random-access memory chips soon after its
establishment in 1984. In 1986, it began
mass-producing 1-Mbit DRAMs at Module I, a facility capable of processing
20,000 5-in, wafers monthly. Production
of 1-Mbit DRAMs was expanded in
1988 with the startup of asecond plant,
Module II, which can turn out 15,000 6in. wafers per month. By 1989, manufacturing operations were turning out 4
million DRAMs per month. With the
September 1990 completion of Module
NMBS is set to embark on production of 4-Mbit DRAMs. Like Module II,
Module ifi can process 15,000 6-in.
wafers per month.
Memory-chip production entails a
variety of sophisticated processes. To
fully automate production, both "hard"
processes—the conveyance and handling of wafers—and "soft" processes—
the control of process parameters and
lot progress—must be automated. At
Module III, this has been achieved
through the strategic use of computers.
Module III also boasts an accumulation of so-called "clean technologies,"

T

duction of memory chips, and our fad!ides reflect this. Module Iis equipped
with Class 1, Class 30, and Class 3001000 clean rooms, each of which utilizes double-layer construction both
horizontally and vertically. The Class 1
room employs asystem for conveying
wafers via robot, thereby eliminating
the need for human workers and ensuring the utmost cleanliness. Module III's
ultraclean production line, which requires just two clean rooms, represents
afurther development of this thinking.
Hereafter, NMBS intends to add a
second pillar to its operations—highvalue-added products, such as flash
memories and application-specific
memories (ASMs) for use with memory
cards. To that end, the firm has linked
up with the U.S. microprocessor giant
Intel Corp. for the development of flash
memories, and will supply those parts
on an OEM basis.
Test production will be carried out at
Module II in early 1992, with full-scale
mass production, primarily of state-ofthe-art 4- and 8-Mbit units, starting
about the middle of the year. By the
end of 1992, NMBS expects to be producing 1million units monthly. •

E

ly production level of more than 1,000
units. In addition, Fujitsu Ltd. has announced it will begin production in
Japan of a2.5-in, hard-disk drive developed by its U.S. research and development subsidiary, Intellistor. Once production begins, Fujitsu will have joined
the group of top corporations competing worldwide to develop low-end
hard-disk drives.
Some Japanese companies are exploring innovative storage technology,
such as the negative pressure slider announced by Kyushu Matsushita Electric
Industrial. The firm first demonstrated
this product at one of Matsushita Electric
Industrial Co.'s private technology exhibitions several years ago.
In contrast to conventional disk
drives, where positive pressure between the disk and head is what keeps
the head floating, Matsushita's product
controls the distance between disk and
head by using negative pressure.
This magnetic head will be used in
the RD-210AA, a3.5-in, hard-disk drive
that reportedly attains arecording density of 45.3 Kbytes/in. and atrack density of 1,775 tracks/in. With a device
height of only 25.4 mm, the drive uses
two media disks to provide 260 Mbytes
of storage (unformatted). The head
floats just 0.1 um above the disk surface.
Matsushita is now shipping samples of
this drive.
A 5.25-in, drive code-named Sutter,
the latest model from IBM Corp., is
drawing industry attention because it
can use magnetic resistance (MR)
heads. There is much interest in MR
heads in both Japan and the U.S., and
Matsushita has tested this technology in
a1.75-in, hard-disk drive. The company
reports it achieved arecording density
of 36.3 Kbytes/in. and an impressive
track density of 3,200 tracks/in. Accordingly, asingle formatted 1.75-in. disk offered astorage capacity of 34 Mbytes.
Among other movements in the market, the 90-mm (3.5-in.) magneto-optical disk, the subject of long debate over
standardization, has finally come onto
the market. With an International Standards Organization standard now in
place, IBM leads this field by dint of its
June announcement of a90-mm magneto-optical drive among aslew of new
multimedia products. Other companies
that are active in this market include
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How Disk Drives Stack up
IBM
Standard

Sony

Olympus

Matsushita

Toshiba

ISO

ISO

ISO

ISO

ISO

Speed (rpm)

1,800

3,000

3,600

3,000

3,600

Positioning
time (ms)

66

40

50

45

25

Embed.
SCSI

SCSI-2

Embed.
SCSI

Embed.
SCSI-2

Embed.
SCSI

Power
consumption (W)

16.1

13

N.A.

N.A.

8

Form
factor (in.)

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

Shipping

Yes

Yes

04

Yes

04

Controller

SOURCE: NOMURA RESEARCH INSTITUTE

Matsushita, Mitsubishi, Sanyo, Sony,
TEAC, and Toshiba. In addition, Olympus Optical has already embarked on
OEM sales, and MOST began U.S. sales
in 1990.
In any comparison of product specifications, Toshiba's drive particularly
stands out It boasts ahigh-speed disk
rotation rate of 3,600 rpm while keeping
power consumption down to amodest
8W (steady state). According to Toshiba, the secret is that the fan normally
used for cooling during drive operation
has been made unnecessary. If this is
the case, then problems caused by dust
have been almost completely solved.
The Olympus drive matches Toshiba's
3,600-rpm rotation rate. With a massstorage capacity of 128 Mbytes per disk,
magneto-optical drives appear best suited for multimedia and file-sewer backup applications.
One important consideration in finding favor with abroad customer base is
compatibility. Although all of the new
magneto-optical products conform to
the ISO standard, compatibility questions remain, since other factors—such
as the sales approaches taken by PC
suppliers—could affect whether there is
real compatibility at the data level.
Establishing full field compatibility
will be highly dependent on the drive
units themselves, given the fact that
magneto-optical disks produced by different manufacturers differ slightly in
axial/radial acceleration and sensitivity.
Accordingly, no definitive judgment can
yet be made as to whether drives horn
competing suppliers will indeed be fully
compatible with one another.
Sony Corp. has added interest to the
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magneto-optical sweepstakes by announcing in June aconsumer product
based on this technology. The company's revolutionary "Mining System" incorporates a 2.5-in. magneto-optical
disk that can record up to 74 minutes of
audio. The recording technique used
depends on magnetic-field modulation.
With four sample bits, long-play
recordings are possible through signal
compression. The fact that signal compression is used means that some distortion will be present even in digital
copies that are made from compact
disks. In one way, though, this apparent
drawback can be viewed as fortuitous:
it may help avoid copyright-related
problems such as those that held up
digital-audio-tape technology.
Magneto-optical recording is already
ahead of magnetic recording technology in terms of recording densities, and a
new theory announced by Sony may
increase this lead even further. The Irister (IRIS Thermal Eclipse Reading) system that Sony proposes utilizes aduallayer recording base—one layer for
recording, the other for reading.
Combining this method with bitedge recording, Sony claims that densities can be improved by afactor of three
in the recording direction and by afactor of two in the track direction. This
means that overall recording density
can theoretically be increased by afactor of six with current laser-diode technology, or 20 with ablue laser diode. If
the Sony technology is fully developed,
magneto-optical recording will pull
even further into the lead over magnetic recording in terms of providing high
densities. MI

WHERE IN THE WORLD
CAN YOU TURN FOR
LEADING-EDGE
TECHNOLOGY AND
LOCAL SUPPORT?
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TURN TO FUJITSU. WHEREVER YOU
Which is mare important to your
business? Leading-edge technology? Or local support? At Fujitsu,
we think the correct answer is
"both".
So, we've spent the last 20
years developing not only the finest technologies for the design
and manufacture of semiconductors and electronic components,
but better ways to bring those
technologies to you.
World's largest ASIC
production line
Take ASICs, for example, where
Fujitsu leads the world, with

more than 13,000 successful designs. To produce ASICs more
quickly and efficiently, we built
the world's largest ASIC production line, in Wakamatsu, Japan,
and ASIC production facilities in
the U.S. and Europe as well.
ASIC Design Centers in
Europe, North America,
Asia and Australia
And to get your ASIC designs
into production faster, we expanded our network of ASIC
design centers throughout
Europe, North America, Asia and
Australia. These centers are fully

staffed and fully equipped to give
you all the training, CAD/CAE
facilities and design assistance
you need.
R&D creates faster DRAMS,
bigger SRAMS
From discrete semiconductors to
sea-of-gate arrays, and from RISC
microprocessors to system modules, Fujitsu's US$2 billion total
annual R&D commitment
enables dramatic breakthroughs
in semiconductor technology.
Like the world's first 64 Mbit
DRAM using i
-line phase-shift
photolithography and stacked

FWITSU LIMITED (Semiconductors and Electronic Components, International Engineering Support Dept.):
Furukawa Sogo BICg., 6-1, Marunouchi 2-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100, Japan Phone: Pat onal/(03) 3216-3211 International (Intl Prefix) 81-3-3216-3211 Fax: 81-3-3215-0662/5982
FUJITSU MICROELECTRONICS, INC. (Integrated Circuits Division): 3545 North First Stre ,e, San Jose, CA 95134.1804, USA Phone: 1-c08-922-9000 Fax: 1-4C.8-432-9044/5

ARE, WE'RE THERE FOR YOU.
capacitor cell technology. And
1Mbit BiCMOS SRAMs that set
new standards for high speed,
high capacity and low power
consumption.
Sub-micron Wafer fabs in
the U.K., U.S. and Japan
To meet the demand for Fujitsu
ICs in Europe and around the
world, this year we're opening
our most advanced wafer fab,
in Durham, England. Together
with fabs in the U.S. and Japan,
and semiconductor and other
electronic component plants in
Japan, Ireland, the U.S., Malaysia

and Singapore, this new facility
will help to ensure adependable
supply of quality Fujitsu products
for all our customers.
We put technology where
you need it
We put leading-edge technology
into all our semiconductors and
electronic components. From
gate arrays to memories, and
from relays and connectors to
keyboards, thermal printers and
flat-panel plasma displays. We use
our finest technology because it
makes our semiconductors and
electronic components more

competitive. Our customers
choose them for their products
for the same reason. And today,
with our worldwide R&D, manufacturing and local support, we're
closer to our customers than ever.
No matter where in the world
you are — Europe, North America,
Asia, or Australia — we're here
to help you. To find out how, call
Fujitsu today.

co
FUJITSU

FUJITSU COMPONENT OF AMERICA, INC.: 3545 Nor:hi First Street, San Jose, CA 95134-1804, U.S.A Phone 1-408-922-9000 Fax 1-408-428-0640
FUJITSU MIKROELEKTRONIK GmbH: Am Siebenstein 6-10, 6072 Dreseich-Euchschlag, Germany Phone: 49-6103 690-0 Telex: 4'963 Fax: 49-6103 690-122
FUJITSU MICROELECTRONICS ASIA PTE. LIMITED: No_51 Bras Basah Road, laza By The Park, #06-04 to #06-07, Singapore 0718 Phone: 65-336-1600 Telex: 55573 Fax: 65-336-1609
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With asqueeze on
DRAMs, vendors
rethink strategies
Return on investment is low as chip makers cope
with producing three memory generations at once
he Japanese semiconductor industry is facing increasingly difficult times—
so difficult, in fact, that
some industry watchers
predict that by the year
2000, only three or so manufacturers will be producing the mainstay dynamic random-access memories.
This prediction may he groundless, but
there are some signs that ashrinking of
the vendor base is already starting to
occur. Of immediate concern is the 4Mbit DRAM, which is available in volume hut is not finding large numbers of
sockets in computers and other equipment. Chip makers are hoping the new
16-Mbit parts will fare better.
Whatever the friture may bring, chip
makers today are upping their capital
spending. According to announcements
made in June, Japan's nine major semiconductor houses plan to increase capital investment by 4.6% over the previous year. This will bring their combined
total investment value to $6.1 billion.
Most of the increase will be used to
boost production of 4-Mbit DRAMs and
set up production facilities for next-generation 16-Mbit chips.
Trends in capital investment can perhaps best be understood in terms of
shipments of semiconductor-manufacturing equipment. According to 1990
statistics released in June by the Semiconductor Equipment Association of
Japan, revenues for the association's 179
domestic manufacturers totaled $5 billion, an increase of 16.1% over 1989.
This growth can largely be attributed

to demand for equipment needed to
manufacture 4-Mbit DRAM chips and
preparation for the mass production of
16-Mbit DRAMs. With 4-Mbit production now largely in place, orders have
soared this year as chip makers gear up
in earnest for the 16-Mbit units. The association reports that sales for March
1991 alone totaled $791 million, the first
time that 100 billion yen of monthly
sales have ever been recorded.
With the rapid growth of capital
spending, manufacturers are being
squeezed to make a good return on
their investments. According to domes-
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tic figures from Hitachi Ltd., the ratio of
net-sales increase to the previous year's
capital investment fell from 1.5 in 1980
to 0.5 in 1990. Using the same method
to calculate ROI for Toshiba Corp., the
undisputed leader in the 1-Mbit DRAM
market, the ratio dipped from 0.6 in
1989 to 0.42 in 1990.
Mass production of 4-Mbit DRAMs
began in earnest this year, but the transition from 1-Mbit chips is not going as
smoothly as expected. When the 1-Mbit
DRAM market was file being developed, the number of 1-Mbit chips being
shipped surpassed the number of 256Kbit DRAMs even before the cast per bit
of the bigger devices had fallen below
that of the preceding generation. However, even though the cost per bit of 4Mbit DRAMs in Japan has already
crossed that of 1-Mbit parts, it appears
that it will take until next year before 4Mbit shipments surpass those of 1-Mbit
models. One contributing factor is that
PC manufacturers, the largest DRAM
buyers, are not yet incorporating 4-Mbit
versions in their machines.
In the workstation and mainframe
markets, demand for 4-Mbit DRAMs is
growing gradually as new models are
shipped and demand increases for the
greater memory capacity that goes with
better microprocessor performance. In
the PC market, however, only ahandful

Integrated Circuit Sales
($ millions)

Linear circuits
Counter circuits

1988

1989

2,622

2,748

2.990

13.784

16,842

16.376

1990

Bipolar

1,975

1,643

1,788

Logic

1,589

1,352

1,499

Memory
MOS
Logic

386

291

289

11,809

15,199

14.589

5,135

6,845

7,479

Microcomputers

2,033

2,885

3.163

Others

3,102

3,960

4.316

Memory

6,674

7,882

6.647

RAM

(N.A.)

6,526

5.358

ROM

(N.A.)

1,356

1,289

(N.A.)

472

463

16,405

19,589

19.366

Other
TOTAL ICs

SOURCE MINISTRY OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND INDUSTRY
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TECHNICAL INNOVATION
EXPLORING INTO
of manufacturers are using these parts.
Chip vendors are hoping the turmoil in
the PC industry portends changes in this
picture. The trend in Japan is toward PC
price reductions, as well as the use of
the Intel 486SX in high-end PCs. Microsoft Corp.'s Windows 3.0 is catching
on in japan—an estimated 300,000 units
will have been shipped by the end of
the year. In light of all these factors, PC
manufacturers can be expected to begin
incorporating 4-Mbit chips into their upcoming products.
However, their use is likely to be
based more on lower cast per bit than
on any desire for higher levels of integration or reductions in size. The level
of monthly production for 4-Mbit
DRAMs that is planned at year's end is
significantly higher than current levels.
Manufacturers are becoming anxious
that they may overproduce if 4-Mbit
models cannot be introduced into the
PC market smoothly. There is therefore
some movement to revise planned production levels.
As aresult, some manufacturers are
pinning their hopes on 16-Mbit DRAMs
rather than on the 4-Mbit part. In June,
IBM Corp. announced it would begin
producing 16-Mbit DRAMs ahead of
other vendors, putting together a production system that is capable of turning out 1million units per month by the
middle of 1992. Also, the company says
it will begin shipping computers that
utili7e these chips.
This action alone will probably not
cause the Japanese semiconductor industry to rush to mass produce nextgeneration memory chips. However,
even as they wrestle with ROI questions, all chip makers remember the rewards garnered by those that were the
first to produce 1-Mbit DRAMs. Wary of
the market demand for 4-Mbit DRAMs,
vendors may conceivably view the 16Mbit units as the road to abetter future.
Regardless of the exact actions taken
by manufacturers, conditions in the
DRAM market appear to be tightening.
The upshot is that Japanese semiconductor manufacturers may well find it
necessary to delve into new product
types, such as application-specific integrated circuits and flash memories, in
order to survive. No longer will they be
able to depend solely on general-purpose DRAMs as they have in the past.

For years, Nippon Chemi-con Fia—s
- continuously been developing totaly new products to help miniaturization, low
cost, high reliability and performance of consumer application as well as of industrial.
Nippon Chemi-con's products are always reflecting trends
of customers demands.
NIPPON CIEMI-CON CORPORATION

NIPPON
CHEMI-CON

HEADQUARTERS
167-1, Higashi Ohme 1-chome, Ohme-shi, Tokyo 198, Japan
TEL: 0428(22)1251
INTERNATIONAL SALES DIVISION
Takanawa Bldg., 14-13, Higashi Gotanda 3-chome, Shinagawa-ku
Tokyo 141, Japan
TEL 03(3448)1251 FAX: 03(3448)1271

UNITED CHEMI-CON INC.
9801 W. Higgins Road
Rosemont, Illinois 60018. U.S.A.
TEL: 1(708)696-2000
FAX: 1(708)640-6341
EUROPE CHEMI-CON
(DEUTSCHLAND) GmbH
Hamburger Strasse 62. 8500
Nuremberg, 60, Germany
TEL: 49(911)96340
FAX: 49(911)9634260

SINGAPORE CHEMI-CON (PTE) LTD.
17, Joo Yee Road, Jurong, Off
International Road, Singapore 2261
TEL 65(268)2233 FAX: 65(268)2237
TAIWAN CHEMI-CON CORP.
7th Floor. Jiing-Lurn Trade Bldg., 415
Hsin-Yi Road, Section 4, Taipei
10657 Taiwan, R.O.C.
TEL: 886(2)758-2795 FAX: 886(2)720-5057
ASIA CHEMI-CON LTD.
Room 1007, Harcourt House, 39
Gloucester Road, Wanchai, Hong Kong
TEL: (852)8650671 FAX: (852)8650659
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Finally, the age of
LANs begins in
earnest in Japan
With more PCs in place, networking is starting to
take hold, but connectivity hurdles remain

g

or the U.S., 1985 was a
landmark year for localarea networks. This was
the year that networked
personal computers took
off, with big computer
makers like IBM Corp. beginning to investigate LANs and the
new LAN vendors Novell Inc. and
Banyan Systems Inc. just starting to market PC- and workstation-based LAN operating systems. It was also the year that
system integrators and computer dealers such as EDS and Computerland
began to back up the LAN movement.
The same situation that existed in the
U.S. in 1985 occurred in Japan in 1990.
It is often said that Japan's computer industry is five years behind that of the
U.S. and it seems that this is true for
LANs as well. As of this year, only 2.5%
of all PCs in Japan are connected to
LANs. Although it is reasonable to expect diffusion to take time, the LAN
awareness of customers is definitely
high and the number of LAN vendors
has been growing rapidly in the last
couple of years.
Why has the Japanese LAN market
started forming at this time? The biggest
reason is that the number of PCs in business use is rapidly growing. While the
number of PCs installed in 1988 was
one for every 20 office workers, the
ratio now stands at one for every 10.
Pretty much everyone is now used to
conducting business by running various
applications on aPC, so LANs are gaining attention for their ability to improve
office efficiency by allowing data to be
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accustomed to being pampered and
well-supported by computer vendors,
and are highly dependent on LAN vendors to configure their networks for
them. The ability of a LAN vendor to
offer this kind of support is the most important factor aJapanese customer considers in choosing aLAN.
Last year, at about the time that the
LAN market began expanding, the
number of LAN vendors grew rapidly.
One of these was the Japanese representative of Novell, Novell Japan Ltd.
Novell Japan—founded with joint capital from Novell, Softbank Corp., and
computer makers NEC and Fujitsu—is
the dealer responsible for NetWare
386J, the Japanese version of Novell's
ubiquitous NetWare. While organizing
sales channels, Novell Japan is also trying to aggressively establish educational

shared among multiple users.
In addition, as the number of PCs
rises, the need to share peripherals such
as printers also appears. There is not
enough space in Japanese offices to install lots of printers, and high-quality
Since its foundation, Kodenshi Inprinters are prohibitively priced—they
dustrial Research Co. Ltd. has been
cost at least $1,500, nearly twice the
called simply "Kodenshi," which in
price found in the U.S. If for no other Japanese means "Photo Electronics" or
reason, LAN demand is high in Japan
"Optoelectronics." True to its name,
just to be able to share printers.
Kodenshi has tried to be aleader in the
There are several interesting characfield of optical sensors and has now atteristics of the Japanese LAN market.
tained that position, ranking with major
First, the market is made up of many
semiconductor manufacturers in this
vendors. While the U.S. market is nearfield. Thus, the brand name of Kodenly standardized based on the PC-AT,
shi as an optical sensor manufacturer
PCs with differing architectures from a has been established.
variety of computer manufacturers can
The full lineup of products, exactly
be found in the same office in Japan,
suited for each application, supports
making interconnections difficult. Anthe brand name both in terms of qualiother characteristic is that almost all LAN
ty and quantity. Among Kodenshi's
products being sold in the Japanese
main products are optical sensors for
market are from the U.S. (a scattering
industrial equipment, such as PICS, the
are from Europe), meaning that the only
subminiature photo electronic switch,
"pure" Japanese products are provided
photo interrupters for various manufacby computer manufacturers and two or
turing devices, rotary encoders for nuthree domestic LAN vendors.
merically controlled machine tools, and
Business networks found in
linear encoders for measurement deJapanese offices may be configured
vices. The firm also produces lightfrom mainframes and/or small business
emission and acceptance elements,
computers (minicomputers and superwhich are valued by auto manufacturminicomputers). For this reason, the
ers for high reliability.
ability to connect to a host is a major
The lineup of optical sensors for offactor in deciding which product to buy.
fice automation equipment includes a
As aresult, the market is made up of lots
sensor for floppy-disk drives, a rotary
of customers that not only want to horencoder for high-density digital recordizontally integrate multiple PCs, but are
ing devices used for personal computalso looking for aLAN that can verticalers, and apaper sensor for printers, facly integrate a host. Furthermore, these
similes, and copying machines.
general-purpose machine users are very
In consumer optical sensors, Koden-

Kodenshi: Breaking
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facilities to spur the Japanese LAN market. As in the U.S., its main competitor is
Microsoft Corp., which in Japan heads a
consortium backing that company's
LAN Manager approach. The group's
objective is to standardize the specifications for LAN Manager 2.0 in order to
oppose NetWare.
The large-scale computer manufacturers, Fujitsu Ltd. and Hitachi Ltd., have
also entered the scene. Initially they had
opposed PC-based LANs in the belief
that they would be competing with their
own general-purpose machines. But
both companies changed their strategies when the LAN market formed. By
handling both NetWare and LAN Manager, they are trying to be flexible in
meeting the needs of their customers.
Other major vendors include Ricoh,
which is selling AT&T Co.'s StarLAN,

A

E

and Yokogawa Hewlett-Packard, which
is configuring LANs for customers in engineering fields. Another somewhat innovative entrant is Ungennann Bass,
the Japanese representative of the U.S.
company of the same name. Ungermann Bass is aiming at providing afull
lineup of products four cabling to application software as well as comprehensive customer support. In addition,
there are also some seemingly unlikely
new vendors such as Nippon Steel,
TDK, and Kanebo entering the market
from other industries.
Although the LAN market is definitely expanding, there are several remaining problems that must be solved. The
largest of these is the lack of system engineers capable of integrating a multivendor hardware environment, and the
scant handful of topnotch system engi-

new ground in optoelectronics
shi offers light-acceptance units for photoelectronic remote controls, which are
widely used for TVs, video cassette
recorders, lighting apparatuses, and air
conditioners; sensors for compact-disk
and laser-disk players, and autofocus
and auto-exposure sensors for cameras.
These products have been widely used
by Japanese manufacturers of household appliances and precision mechanical equipment.

HIROKAZU NAKAJIMA
President

Besides its general product lines, Kodenshi has produced many customized
products through collaborative development that are widely used in Japan
and abroad. In only 20 years since its
founding, "Kodenshi" is about to be a
world brand of optical sensors.
Taking a step beyond optical sensors, the company has recently developed a new product group called the
Image Input/Output Unit. Among these
products are alaser-beam printer, laserscan unit for laser facsimile, thennalprint head adopted for facsimile, and a
contact image sensor.
The next step is full-scale entry into
the field of information and communications equipment. Kodenshi has been
supplying such products to major electric manufacturers on an original-equipment-manufacturer basis; taking advantage of the production techniques the
company has accumulated so far, it
plans to launch production of afacsimile machine, cordless telephone, and
workstation.
Today, Kodenshi is a high-tech enterprise with a capital of $6.6 million,
and sales last year totaling $66 million.
The firm employs some 2,800 people in
Japan and overseas. On the business
side, Kodenshi hopes to begin forging
partnerships of various sorts with companies in the U.S. and Europe in the
years ahead. •
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neers able to configure a system from
such hardware. Unfortunately, there are
few system integrators in Japan of the
caliber of EDS or TRW at this time.
Another obstacle to the diffusion of
LANs is the existence of mainframes
and small business computers as part of
the networking puzzle. Users cannot
easily throw away the enormous number of software resources developed for
their general-purpose machines. Furthermore, it is difficult for LAN vendors
to offer the same kind of comprehensive support that such customers have
been provided by their small-businesscomputer vendors.
Finally, anot inconsequential problem is that all LAN software must be
made compatible with the Japanese language. On-screen messages must be
translated into Japanese, software must
be compatible with the 2-byte code set
used, and aprogram for Japanese Kanji
input must be provided in main memory. This last requirement will almost certainly compete for memory with the
LAN driver or other device drivers.
Despite all these hurdles, it appears
that technical problems should be solvable in a span of two or three years,
given hard work on the part of LAN
vendors. These manufacturers realize
that in light of typical work flow in
Japan, there is alatent demand for the
ability to share both data and resources.
This void could be filled by office LANs.
The most serious difficulty is to improve the ability ofJapan's LAN vendors
and system integrators to configure systems as easily as is done in the U.S. In
Japan, where few people have the
know-how to build systems even when
they understand the needs of the business in question, LAN vendors and system integrators must take up the slack
in proposing systems and offering comprehensive support. That's why Novell
has established an education system for
its distributors and dealers, and is quickly recruiting instructors, setting up
showrooms, and holding seminars.
If this level of competence is
achieved, not only Japanese manufacturers, but foreign LAN vendors and system integrators as well, will have an opportunity to participate in the Japanese
market. However, foreign participants
should have sufficient understanding of
the quirks of the Japanese market. III
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Buoyed by sales
of telecom tools,
MI looks solid
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manufacturers are being required to develop new, highly functional, high-performance products at agood price/performance ratio in order to keep up.
For example, digital multimeters
have come to include such features as
temperature and frequency measurements. Products capable of various
common calculations are also becoming standard. In addition, consumerelectronic products and office-automation equipment are increasingly
incorporating inverters, creating a demand for digital multimeters capable of
measuring not only sine waves but disAn uptick in ICILSI orders should join the steady
tortion waveforms as well.
communications demand to produce good growth
The demand for handheld multimeters is also growing as consumers want
them for personal use. These buyers
panese demand for test
surement devices, should rebound will likely move away from analog meand measurement equipsmartly from last year's 1.6% growth rate
ters as the price of digital units comes
ment should remain fairly
because the fall in the silicon cycle was
down. In the future, analog meters will
high, thanks to semiconshallower than expected.
likely remain only in high-energy fields,
However, T&M vendors saw some
ductor and communicawhile the demand for digital multimetions orders. The T&M incategories plummet last year. For examters will grow.
dustry enjoyed asteady, if ple, sales of analog multimeters deThe digital trend is also seen in oscilcreased 4%, because of the low cost and
unspectacular, 6% growth rate in 1990,
loscopes, where the pace of developwith a few categories recording a rehigh performance of competing digital
ment in recent years has been remarkmarkable rise. These were mainly tools
multimeters, and distortion meters fell a able. Successful development is in part
used for fast-growing mobile-communifull 54%. There is some concern in the
due to the higher speeds of the latest
cation and ISDN equipment, such as
industry that overall T&M grovvth will
analog-to-digital converters and higher
FFT analyzers, which grew 23%; logic
fall off in the second half of 1991 as aremicroprocessor performance. Highanalyzers, 15%; and board testers, 15%.
sult of revised capital-investment plans
speed processing requires oscilloscopes
With further growth expected in the
in the manufacturing industry.
to be connected to computers for comcar-phone and portable-phone markets,
The development of electronic techplex data processing, or incorporated
the demand for these tools should renology such as microprocessors is prointo automatic measurement systems.
main strong. Moreover, IC/LSI testers,
moting higher performance in measureThe increased demand for spectrum
which make up about 20Wo of all meament equipment. Furthermore, all
analyzers is largely aresult of the further
development of the mobile-communications industry. The development of
digital car phones and next-generation
cordless phones, for which demand is
Sales ($ Millions) and growth rates (%)
rapidly rising, is advancing quickly. Furthermore, time-division-multiplexing
1988
1989
1990
systems
are being studied for use in
Digital multimeters
57 (3%)
71 (26%)
83 (10%)
such digital communication systems.
Analog multimeters
16 (17)
15 (-11)
14 (-4)
Accordingly, an important feature to
Oscilloscopes
134 (14)
146 (6)
152 (3)
watch for in future spectrum analyzers
FFT analyzers
10 (-15)
19 (93)
24 (23)
is the ability to measure data.
66 (4)
Spectrum analyzers
52 (1)
60 (7)
At aproduction level of $750 million,
Distortion testers
37 (-3)
30 (-25)
15 (-55)
IC/LSI testers account for the greatest
27 (15)
Logic analyzers
23 (12)
24 (8)
sales of any T&M devices. Demand is
MPU development
55 (-6)
52 (-3)
46 (-17)
expected to increase greatly as production of 4-Mbit dynamic random-access
86 (32)
AV measuring
75 (8)
72 (-14)
memories fully ramps up and 16-Mbit
731 (2)
IC/LS' testers
600 (74)
671 (21)
DRAMs start to come on line. The lure
49 (17)
Board testers
26 (117)
34 (30)
of this burgeoning market is attracting
SOURCE: NOMURA RESEARCH INSTITUTE
new manufacturers, making competition even tougher. 3
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Photoelectric S

Ultra-compact, highly cost-efficient

Photo IC Sensor
KODENSHI Corp. is the leader in today's domestic photosensor
et
The high-quality products that the company is developing are being
used in awide field of applications, and its extensive line up of products responds to abroad range of needs. Its interruptors, encoders, photoelectric switches, and photodiode arrays, for example, are used in
automatic vendors, NC machine tools, industrial robots, and cashing
machines.
KODENSHI Corp.'s technology stands out at the vanguard of today's
electronics age.

el
e/e
•Photo IC sensors

ta•
•Photo interruptors

•Encoders

•Photo Reflectors

•Photodiodes
• Phototransistors
•Infrared LEDs

CIRCLE 224

CIRCLE 225

ertem KODENSHI CORP
•HEAD OFFICE: 24-52 MAKISHIMA-CHO, UJI, KYOTO 611, JAPAN ts 0774-24-1121 FAX: 0774-24-1031
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Drilis are here,
for consumers
and industry, too
All the major vendors have sets, but industry
watchers wonder if the price is still too high

I

evelopment of high-definition TV in Japan is progressing along two lines:
public and industrial applications. Sony Corp.'s announcement last November of an HDTV-compatible receiver for the home has been followed by announcements by all of
Japan's major manufacturers, causing
anticipation regarding HDTV to rise.
By July, Fujitsu, Hitachi, JVC, Mitsubishi, Panasonic, Sony, and Toshiba
had all announced 36-in. HDTV sets
with cathode-ray tubes for the home.
This was astep above the earlier, 32-in.
CRT design. For industrial use, both
Sharp Corp. and Sanyo Electric Co. Ltd.

have announced liquid-crystal-display
projection sets.
HDTV software is a major requirement before home HDTV sets become
popular. It will likely come from one of
two sources: broadcasts or packaged
programs. Broadcasts will have to be
made using satellites or cable TV, since
there is not enough bandwidth left to fit
HDTV into Japan's ground-wave frequencies. As for packaged software,
Sony, Matsushita, and Hitachi announced a joint HD-VCR standard in
July, which should open up this market.
There are currently three broadcast
satellite channels operating in Japan:
two NHK channels and one private pay
channel, Japan Satellite Broadcasting

The HDTV Scorecard
Major Products Introduced since October 1990
Fujitsu

36-in. HDTV

Hitachi

32-in. HD monitor, MUSE decoder, 46-in. rear-projector CRT,
prototype HD VCR

JVC

36-in. HDTV, 47-in. rear-projector CRT, MUSE decoder,
36-in. multiwide-vision TV, MUSE-NTSC converter, 32-in.
HD monitor

Mitsubishi

36-in. HD monitor, 36-in. professional HD monitor,
MUSE-NTSC converter, MUSE decoder, 36-in. TV

NEC

MUSE decoder, 54-in. HD rear-projector CRT

Panasonic

36-in. HDTV, MUSE decoder

Sanyo

HD front-projector LCD, HD VPD

Sharp

HD front-projector LCD, MUSE decoder, 110-in. screen

Sony

36-in. HD monitor, MUSE decoder, MUSE-NTSC converter

Toshiba

32-in. HD monitor, MUSE decoder, 36-in. TV
SOURCE: COMPANY REPORTS
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(JSB). All originate from the BS-3a satellite. The number of households receiving satellite broadcasts stood at 4 million, or 10% of all households, as of
June. JSB, which began operations only
last December, has already attracted
400,000 subscribers.
One of the two channels operated
by the national broadcaster, NFIK, currently conducts tests for "Hi-Vision," as
HDTV is called in Japan, for one hour
every day. Another satellite, BS-3h, having three transponders, was due for
launch in August. One channel currently on BS-3a will be moved to BS-3h,
one channel will be set aside as backup,
and the third will be used solely for HiVision test broadcasts eight hours aday
starting at the end of the year. NHK says
it plans to launch another satellite, BS3h, in mid-1992, and BS-4 in 1997. At
least one of these is to be used for 24hour HDTV broadcasting.
Commercial broadcast stations seriously preparing for Hi-Vision compatibility are concentrated in the Tokyo or
Kansai areas. If BS-3h is launched successfully, capital investment for HDTV
studios and other facilities can be expected to rise soon after. Of the commercial broadcast stations, Fuji Television, followed by TBS, appear to be the
most aggressive in pursuing Hi-Vision.
NTV is active in pursuing compatibility
with wide-screen formats, including extended-definition TV.
The biggest problem with HDTV at
present is the price of the equipment
needed for reception. The cost of an
HDTV set is about $29,000—$14,500 for
the 36-in. Cuff monitor plus another
$14,500 for the MUSE decoder. Manufacturers are rushing to be ready for HiVision broadcasts of the 1992 Summer
Olympics in Barcelona, Spain. Although
they are fighting to get the price of
equipment to about half its current
level, they won't be ready to mass-produce second-generation circuits for the
MUSE decoder until 1993 at the earliest.
One method manufacturers are
using to develop a market for HDTV
sets is to produce relatively low-priced,
NTSC wide-screen TVs, which are easier to popularize than full-scale HDTV.
The first of these was JVC's Multi-WideVision set marketed in March at $7,300.
A production level of 1,000 units per
month is expected. NTSC wide-screen

E

D

TVs from other manufacturers will likely be priced almost identically.
For perspective on HDTV penetration, it is enlightening to look back at
the popularization of past TV formats in
Japan. Traditionally, anew medium requires 10% penetration to be considered accepted. In Japan, this means that
HDTV would need to be in 4 million
homes. In 1959, when the proportion of
households owning a black-and-white
TV reached 10%, the price of aTV was
$437, while the average household income was $255 per month. This means
that aset cost about two months' salary.
The same was true in the popularization of color TV. When the number of
households owning acolor TV reached

A

E

10%, the price of aset was $1,300 and
the average household monthly income
was $656. If this relationship still holds
true today, then a$7,300 price tag on an
HDTV set—twice the average monthly
household income—could actually be
low enough for wide-screen TVs to
reach 10% penetration.
That's why many industry watchers
believe that offering adown converter
plus wide-screen monitor is agood lead
up to the popularization of HDTV. This
same concept was used in Europe by
the Eureka camp of Thomson SA and
Philips Electronics NV to sell sets compatible with the D2MAC and PAL+
transmission systems. One possible
problem with this strategy, however, is

Graphtec: Aunique spot in the market
Graphtec Corp. is widely recognized groups of potential customers.
as aspecialized manufacturer of input
Research and development divisions
devices, drawing equipment, and re- now occupy more spacious and bettercording instruments. Its innovative tech- equipped facilities in Graphtec's new
nology and unparalleled industry exheadquarters. These latest investments
pertise evolved progressively over the will allow the company to build on its
company's 42-year history, and have al- already considerable technical strength.
lowed Graphtec to attain aunique posiBusiness continues to have an intion in first the domestic and later the creasingly international orientation.
international marketplace.
Graphtec's management team will reBy concentrating on what it does
spond aggressively to the globalization
best, in accordance with abasic policy trend by maintaining astrong local presthat describes the primary business as ence in its markets worldwide, because
that of an international specialist manu- continued expansion in overseas marfacturer, the compakets is fundamental
ny has devoted its
to future success.
efforts and resources
We are now
to developing a full
standing at the threshline of competitive
old of the 21st centuproducts.
ry, in an era that has
Graphtec has the
seen the end of the
ability to meet awide
Cold War. Changes
range of user recontinue to take
quirements over a
place at aspeed that
broad spectrum of
%Masses all exPectaindustry applications.
lions and outpaces
The company will
the imagination.
continue striving to
Graphtec must
provide advanced,
also meet its obligatimely, and cost-eftions by adapting to
fective solutions for
the requirements of
increasingly diverse,
the new age. In this
complex requireway the company
ments. In addition, it
can best serve its
will work to broaden
customers, who ultithe appeal of GraphTADASHI MIYACHI
mately constitute the
tec's products in an
President
most important coneffort to reach new
sideration.
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that consumers will mistake low-resolution, TV-grade equipment with Hi-Vision gear and be left thinking that high
prices won't buy good picture quality. If
this happens the consumer might even
come to shun HDTV altogether.
The ideal way to popularize HDTV
is to get comparatively low-priced widescreen sets into people's homes, while
keeping them aware of the higher picture quality HDTV provides and hopefully selling some true HDTV sets in the
process. The importance of having consumers experience HDTV's high picture
quality themselves is also important.
From the beginning, NHIC has said
that a screen having a diagonal of at
least 1meter is necessary to be able to
fully appreciate the advantages of
HDTV. With a direct-view CR1 tube,
this would require a40-in. screen. However, of screens currently being manufactured, the largest screen size that
could be used in a comparison is the
36-in. HDTV size; 37 in. is the largest
NTSC screen size available.
This is one reason why wide-screen
projection TVs are being given more attention. NTSC rear-projection TV
screens are becoming remarkably better
looking with advances in projectiontube brightness and screen processing
technology. Even front-projection TVs
have become easy to install in homes
ever since Sharp came out with liquidcrystal projection TVs. There is plenty of
room left for technological advances in
projection TVs.
Meanwhile, MK is aggressively trying to put together alibrary of video software so that it can begin Hi-Vision
broadcasting. But there is not enough
software in existence. The price of making one hour of HDTV software per day
or converting movies to the HDTV format (including copyright fees) is said to
require an investment of $36 million to
$44 million per year. When you add in
the cost of operating asatellite transponder the costs become enormous. Broadcasters need to be prudent with the timing of their investments.
Although it appears that it will take a
long time before HDTV can reach the
10% penetration level, black-and-white
TV took seven years to get there and
color TV took 10. It will take a lot of
work by the HDTV industry to get anywhere near 10% diffusion. •
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Wireless boom,
deregulation spark
heated growth
Sales of wireless phones are rising 100% ayear,
and ISDN is adding to the telecom upsurge
ive years ago, Japan took
the fust step toward deregulating the telecommunications market,, and this
movement has brightened
the prospects for communication equipment vendors ever since. Consumers are well
aware of the benefits of telecom services, and users and vendors alike are
looking ahead to a large change in
product performance when computer
networking and radio technologies
come together.
Accordingly, telecommunications
should continue to be a high-growth
market In 1990, equipment production
in Japan was about $21.6 billion, a13%
increase over 1989, and there's no sign
of aslowdown. The three products that
contributed the most to last year's solid
growth were telephones, wireless communication equipment, and transmission equipment.
In telephones, sales of wireless
phones (induding cellular) have grown
at ayearly rate of 100% in the last three
years, accounting for over 50% of telephone production in monetary terms.
Cordless phones made up more than
500
/0 of the 8million telephones sold in
Japan last year. One wireless telephone
system operating on extension lines is
the second-generation cordless telephone system (equivalent to CT2 in the
U.S. and Europe), which will go into
service in another year or two. The multiple-access multiplexing method likely
to be used in this system is TDMA/TDD,
the technical specifications for which

are being worked on by areview board
of the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications. A decision is due in May.
The main pillars of future wireless
telephone service from NTT, the national carrier, are pocket phones and personal-identification (PID) service. The
idea behind pocket-phone service is to
locate numerous wireless base stations
in buildings and other sites to create service areas of 100 to 200 meters in diameter. These would be controlled by
overland networks such as the integrated services digital network that will
stretch across Japan. The other main
wireless service, PID, lets customers call
from terminals using cards bearing their
personal IDs and code numbers. In addition to these services from NTT, there
are several mobile-communication vendors offering other personal communication services.
Realizing the potential for growth,
more than 30 companies are already
selling wireless telephone products.
However, it is important to note that
only businesses with well-developed
sales networks—such as Sharp, Sanyo,
Kenwood, Sony, and a few others—
have had much luck selling cordless
phones for home use.
Besides telephones, the major wireless product is equipment designed for
installation in fixed locations. The number of fixed base stations in Japan has
expanded the service area for new
common carriers servicing mobile-communication customers. IDO will begin
portable phone service in the 23 wards
of Tokyo and part of the city of KawasaELECTRONICS •SEPTEMBER 1991
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in October, and in Kanagawa, Saitama, and Chiba next April. This service
will be in accordance with the Motorola
Inc. TACS standard already accepted for
the Kanto and Tokai regions. IDO plans
on $73 million worth of capital investment in order to begin.
Current cellular phone systems that
utilize analog wireless transmission systems have reached their maximum capacity. More than half—or close to
400,000—of these analog subscribers
are in Tokyo. To accommodate the
flood of customers, vendors are pushing hard to develop digital cellular
phone systems.
The Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications has conducted an investigation into specifications for wireless air
interfaces and audio codecs, two important aspects of wireless communication
that must be standardized. The choice
was a time-division multiple-access
(TDMA) scheme, amethod common to
the U.S. and Japan. In codecs, Motorola's VSELP (vector-sum excited linear
prediction) system was selected.
In transmission equipment, many
• nputer data-communication systems
using digital and ISDN lines are being
built for use in corporate information
systems. The demand for communications-control equipment, or gear needed for handling data transmission, will
likely rise. Such gear is connectable to
computer networks and can be integrated into private branch exchanges. This
is why the market is largely controlled
by corporations that have advanced
computer and communications network technology, among them Fujitsu
Ltd. and NEC Corp. IBM Japan also handles a great deal of communicationscontrol equipment.
Several large corporations with extensive networks of regional business
units plan to introduce ISDN lines on a
large scale. Toyota Motors, 7 Eleven
Japan, and others have already decided
to install several thousand ISDN lines
each to connect their sales outlets. The
number of firms participating in ISDN
service as of March was 27,300 on INS
Net 64 and 560 on INS Net 1500. ISDN
is not only used for data transmissions
from sales outlets, but is also widely
used for applications such as G4 facsimile machines, teleconference systems,
and inter-LAN connections.
Id

NDK Crystal Chip Products:
Opening up new possibilities
for mobile communications
NDK Surface Mount Crystal Products are launching manufacturers o
mobile communications equipment into the future. NDK continueS ttO béN3
leader in the development of high-quality crystal products with researcet eFiél
development programs aimed at improved communications lifestyles.Drwit-ig
on avast store of high technology. NDK manufactures awide range of quartz
crystal units, oscillators and other crystal products that fully support the fib
of voluminous information.
Accuracy and stable performance are more points in our favor — morel
reasons to team up with NDK in your enk ,
pursuit of advance developments.

SMD Crystal Units:
[CP21E3]

7.5 •5.1 •1.2mm, frequency range: 16 -110MHz
125 •55 •2.5mm, frequency range: 3.5-25MHz
SMD Crystal Oscillators:
[5118G]
Height: Max. 4.5mm, Volume: 0.96cc, Weight: 2.0g
Frequency Stability: ±2.5 X 10 6 (- 30 to +75°C)
[5218J]
Height: Max. 4.5mm, Volume: 0.96cc, Weight: 2.0g
Frequency Stability: ±1 X 10 6 (- 20 to +70°C)
SMD MCF:
Height: Max. 4.5mm, Volume: 0.81cc, Weight: 3.09
Only operable with 90MHz band and 12.5kHz channel space
[CP12A]

NDK also manufacturers SMD SAW devices for
mobile communications applications.

NIHON DEMPA KOGYO CO.,LTD.
Head Office
Shinwa Bldg., 3-2-4 Nishishinjuku, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 160, Japan
Phone: (81) 3-3377-2101
OVERSEAS SUBSIDIARIES
NDK America, Inc.
47671 Westinghouse Dr., Fremont, CA 94539, U.S.A.
Phone: 1-415-623-6500 Facsimile: 1-415-623-6590
NDK Electronics Singapore Pte. Ltd.
150 Beach Road, #20-01/04, Gateway West, Singapore 0718
Phone: 65-298-9878 Facsimde: 65-293-1150
NDK Europe Limited
Tolworth Tower, Ewell Road, Surbiton, Surrey KT6 7EL, England.
Phone: 44-81-390-8344 Facsimile: 44-81-390-6926
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Time to choose aGraphtec.
ii

Places to go, things to do...
Career success means making accurate and informed
decisions. But how do you
stay informed without spending all your time running tests
and studying specifications?
The answer is simple. Stay with
a manufacturer you can trust to have
both the latest technology and most reliable equipment. And if you're talking about
plotters, recorders, or digitizers, that manufacturer
is Graphtec.
Our track record speaks for itself. Over 40 years

WR8000

experience in building
precision instrumentation.
Satisfied customers in more
than 40 countries worldwide.
Technical achievements which
include breakthroughs in thermal recording technology. And
the simple fact that many Graphtec
machines are still rendering accurate,
•ependable service after decades of use.
So when you've got a job to do and ambitions to satisfy, don't get flustered. Save yourself
time and worry by choosing a Graphtec. It's the
reliable choice.

KD4310
Note: Graphtec clIgItIzers are not evadable in the U.S.A.

Recording the past...
...Plotting the future

GRAPHTEC CORPORATION

MAIM=

503-10 Shinano-cho, Totsuka-ku, Yokohama 244, Japan
Tel: (045)825-6250 Fax: (045)825-6396
U.S.A.: American Graphtec, Inc. Tel:(714)454-2800 Fax:(714)859-2800 Australia: Southern Graphtec Pty. Ltd. Tel:(02)748-4888 Fax:(02)748-4882
U.S.A.: Western Graphtec, Inc. Tel:(714)770-6010 Fax:(714)855-0895 United Kingdom: Graphtec (UK) Ltd. Tel:(0270)625-115 Fax:(0270)626-733
Europe: Graphtec Europe GmbH Tel:(040)511-5059 Fax:(040)511-9155
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CHIP SETS
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THE LONG-AWAITED
STRONG COMEBACK
MAY BE STALLING
Rcould blame almost anything on the Soviet
umember the good old days when you

Union? Well, those days may be here again: recent
events in the USSR could put off the U.S. domestic
1111112
LARGE CAP COMPANIES
MU SMALL CAP COMPANIES
recovery until well into 1992. The coup against President Mikhail Gorbachev could easily erase the com87
88
89
90
91
85
86
fortable feeling of post-cold war progress, delaying
SOURCE: McDONALD & CO. SECURITIES
THROUGH 6/91
atrue recovery at least six to nine months. On top
of that, dependence on world credit markets and a Recovery appears to be on hold for at least six months as the Soviet
situation as well as global financial woes have slowed progress.
battered financial industry continue to limit the
potential effectiveness of lower interest rates.
In electronics, order trends for components, primary durable categories, and capital equipment showed further weakness in June. This
could help push any sustainable recovery for the industry into 1992. Also,
the personal computer market appears to be awash in aglut of product
not seen since 1983. While lower prices seem to be encouraging orders,
the cost of maintaining revenues is cleating entirely new sets of challenges for even the strongest industry players.
Communications equipment orders, after recovering earlier this year,
are once again showing significant weakness. In the same vein, equipment orders once again appear to be weakening, and the softness in
aerospace demand shows little sign of abating soon. Automotive orders
appear somewhat improved, but remain depressed compared to last
year's production. Distributor orders are also starting to weaken again.
The good news remains on the inventory front. In spite of continuing
lIiIi1IuIlIiIIIIiIlI1IIIiilIlilltlllllllilul lllllllllltilllilIlluuIliiilIllliiiill
weakness in demand, companies continue to attack their inventory posi84
85
86
87
88
89
90
tions with avengeance. This bodes well for earnings once demand picks
THROUGH
6/91
SOURCE:
U.S.
DEPT.
OF
COMMERCE
up—but when? In the meantime, the industry continues to look for ways
Weakness appears to be re-emerging after
to minimize inventory risk, in spite of the near-term earnings impact.
several strong months for this sector.
By Marie Parr, McDonald Securities Inc., Cleveland (216-443-2379)U
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Recent industry trends point to further delay of the

Pricing pressures could further weaken component

expected comeback from the recession.

business over the next several months.
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CAN GOOD IDEAS BECOME GOOD LAWS?
1

nCongress, agood idea does not always translate into agood law. Take the case of the need
to reform our antitrust laws to allow producIII tion joint ventures. The issue is important to
the electronics industry. Many emerging high-tech
products—like superconducting materials, highmegabyte dynamic random-access memories, and
biotechnology products—will require far more
capital and risk than any one American company
will be able to accept alone. To overcome this obstacle, Japanese and European companies are allowed to pool their resources for manufacturing
joint ventures in high-capital, high-risk fields.
But current U.S. law deters American firms
from doing likewise. Our antitrust laws need to be
reformed to allow competitive production and
marketing joint ventures, where no realistic probability of monopoly exists. The House of Representatives debated this issue extensively in the
101st Congress. Anumber of different
approaches were introduced by
members from across the political
spectrum. Two committees held
hearings on the subject. Eventually the House Judiciary Committee
crafted abill acceptable to both congressional and industry leaders. It
was amoderate bill, but it was clearly
apositive step toward reasserting America's high-tech competitiveness. The Judiciary Committee passed the measure
with little opposition. A few
weeks later, the entire
House did the same.
But progress ended
there. The full Senate
never considered the
measure, largely because of opposition
from Ohio Sen. Howard
Metzenbaum, the chairman of the Senate Antitrust Subcommittee,
who simply did not
schedule amarkup of
the bill in his subcommittee. Proponents
were unable to circumvent the committee
process to bring the
measure directly to either
the full Judiciary Committee
or the Senate floor.
As the end-of-session crunch
approached and with the budget

VOCAL CALLS
TO ACTION
FROM ALL
LEVELS OF
INDUSTRY CAN
BREAK THE
LEGISLATIVE
GRIDLOCK.
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struggle monopolizing most of Congress's attention last fall, we, the backers of the bill, were unable to overcome this and other sticking points.
The bill died, and the whole process had to begin
anew in the 102nd Congress.
For aproduction joint-venture bill to become
law over the next two years, it must be an industry priority. Business representatives in Washington were quite effective in bringing the issue into
the forefront in the last Congress, but we will need
more assistance from grassroots businesspeople.
To pass the measure in the Senate in spite of Metzenbaum's objections will require aconcerted, nationwide effort. Leaders from the private sector
will have to work together with legislators to craft
language regarding foreign companies to make
the bill acceptable to both the President and
House Judiciary Committee Chairman Jack
Brooks. And businesspeople at all levels will have
to let their representatives know the bill is important to America's ability to compete worldwide.
The production joint-venture bill is not the only
good idea that came up short in the last Congress.
In the fall of 1989, amajority in both the House
and the Senate went on record in favor of abill to
reduce the capital-gains tax. But aprocedural obstacle prevented the cut from becoming law, and
prospects for acapital-gains tax cut now appear
dim. Similarly, both chambers of Congress passed
bills to fund U.S. high-tech programs. The bills
were basically similar, but aHouse-Senate conference was unable to work out the remaining
differences before the session ended.
All of these good ideas can become good
laws. But to successfully enact them will require perseverance, aclear sense of direction, and, most importantly, assistance
from outside Congress—at all levels.
Vocal calls to action from the outside can
break the legislative gridlock. They have
done so in the past.
The private sector has the potential
to facilitate needed changes in our
laws. The plodding pace of Congress
is often frustrating. But it can be overcome if members of Congress and industry work together.
70M CAMPBETI
,aRepublican, represents the 12th District of California,
which includes the Silicon Valley. Aformerprofessor of law and economics at
Stanford University, he sertes on the
HouseJudiciary Committee and the
Committee on Science, Space,
and Technology.
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68HC11

Analog Circuit Simulation
SPICE FOR THE PC
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PC-based emulator for 68HC11
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OPTICS CATALOG
Free 130-page catalog from largest supplier of "offthe-shelf optics. Product descriptions, photos, data,
graphs, ordering information for lenses, prisms, optical
flats, reticles, mirrors, etc.
ROLYN OPTICS, 706 Arrow Grand Circle, Covina, CA.
91722-2199 (818) 915-5707, FAX: (213) 915-1379.
FREE CATALOG

CIRCLE 123

• PC plug-in or RS-232 boo,
• Pull-clown menus with full ',mom support, combined with
command-dnven User Interface
• Up to 16 MHz real time emulation
• No intrusions to the 68HCI1's resources,
• 48 bit wide 16K deep trace. AJI functions usable without
disturbing emulation. Tirne stamping. Two kwel trigger.
• Symbolic and C Source Level Debugging, including in-line
assembler and disassernbler
• Supports A. E. D. F. K and L parts.

slew
CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE DEMO DISK!
Call 408-378-2912
51 E Campbell Avenue

Prices: 64K Emulator end pod 52590: 4K Trace

noHau

Campbell. CA 96006
FAX (408) 378-7869
CORPORATION 14081 8664820

Nehavis 24-boil
informatkin Centel to
ream irdo ea riur FAX

SEE US AT EMBEDDED SYSTEMS CONFERENCE BOOTH #315
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QUAD FLATPAK

PROTOTYPING
IRONWOOD offers acomplete line of prototyping adaptors for QUAD FLATPAK devices for all sizes of EIAJ and
JEDEC QFP's. The line includes surface mount adaptors
for highest reliability or socketed adaptors for convenience. Parts sizes go from 60 to 208 pins and include all
EIAJ pin spacings. Parts are constructed with gold plated
soldertail or wirewrap pins and high quality sockets for
highest reliability. Most wirewrap and PGA patterns
available.

IRONWOOD ELECTRONICS
P.O. BOX 21151, ST. PAUL, MN 55121
(612) 431-7025; FAX (612) 432-8616
IRONWOOD ELECTRONICS

eSet
Intueco. Cup.. SPICE ...t Pr.•••••,

Schematic Entry •SPICE Simulation
Model Libraries

•Waveform Graphics

Intusoft has it all at an Affordable Price!
I
NTEGRATED, EASY

TO USE

SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT, FEATURING:

A powerful SPICE (IsSeics) simulator performing AC, DC,
Transient, Noise, Fourier, Distortion, Sensitivity, Monte Carlo,
and Temperature analyses,

Extensive model

libraries,

Schematic entry, and Waveform processing. Starting at $95for
„IsSeicE, complete systems are available for $815.
Your
CallFree
On Writs
DemoFor
and

kiff
eft1
3 .0.

Information Kid

Tel. 213-833-0710
INTUSOFT

Box 710 San

Pedro,

CA 90733-0710

Fax 213-833-9658
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SC/FOX' Embedded-System Computers
SC/FOX VISE SEC (Single Board Computed 18 MIPS, 60 MIPS burst, generalpurpose, slot-1 Master/Slave System Controller Up to 512K bytes 0-os
memory. 1SCSI. 1ptr. 2 serial ports Uses 16-but Hams ATO 2000.
SC/FOX PCS (Parallel Coprocessor System) 15 MIPS, 50 MIPS burst. general
purpose PC/AT/386 plug-in board. 32k to 1M byte 0-os static memory. multiple PCS operatron. SCSI option Uses Hams RTX 2000.
SC/FOX SEC (Single Board Computer) 18 MIPS. 60 MIPS burst, Stand-alone
operation. Eurocard size. 1pin 1serial port up to 512K bytes 0-ws memory.
2 50-pin user connectors. SCSI option Uses Harris RTX 2000,
SC/FOX PCS32 (Parallel Coprocessor System32) 15 MIPS to 70 MIPS,
general-purpose PC/AT/386 32-bit plug-in board with 64K to 1M byte 0-ws
static memory Uses 32-bit SC32 Forth microprocessor.
Ideal for embedded real-time control, data acquisition, or high-speed processing Forth software and utilities included. C optional. OEM pricing.

SILICON COMPOSERS INC. (415) 322-8763
208 California Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94306
SILICON COMPOSERS
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Black and White?
Or Full Color?
Now the choice is yours.
Simply send us your copy.
54 characters per line X 10 lines Max.
Plus ablack and white glossy, color print, slide, or
transparency and atwo-line headline, max. 30
characters per line. We'll do the rest. Or you can
do it all and send us your complete, 23/
16"w x
3"d Negatives (B/W or 4/C).
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PC Block Diagram Simulator

AMPLIFIERS AND
PROGRAMMABLE
ATTENUATORS

PAL/PROM Programmer Adapters

CIC TO 1 GHz

• Any EPROM programmer designed for DIPs can be
converted to accept LCC, PLCC, and SOIC sockets in seconds!
• To program, just insert an Adapt-A-Socket — between the
programmer's DIP socket and the circuit to be programmed.
• Designed to fd all types of EPROM programmers, including
Data I/0 120/121A, Stag, Logical Devices, etc.
• Quick turnaround on custom engineering services, if
needed. For afree catalog, contact:

Quad "C" and Hex "D" sizes
Also available: Rack Mt. w/GPIB
and RS-232C; CAMAC

CAL-AV LABS, INC.
515B WESTCHESTER DRIVE
CAMPBELL. CA 95008
(408) 371-0666

"Since 1959'

CAL-AV LABS, INC.
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Emulation Technology, Inc.
2344 Walsh Ave. Santa Clara, CA 95051
Phone:408-982-0660 FAX:408-982-0664
EMULATION TECHNOLOGY

CIRCLE 117

Módems, DSP, satcom, nay, controls...
Times are tough: shorter schedules,
Ir
moreébmplexity. TESLA can help you:
•Detect gotchas before breadboarding.
Find he best design alternatives fast.
nee the effects: filters on signals & loops,
e•nolse,hvitipath & adjacent channels.
•Simulife 'mired-signal ASICs & systems.
r.
•Put a lab on your desk for just $695!

41,

Demo disk-: 404-751-9785 Fax:404-664-5817
TESOFT Box 305, Roswell, GA 30077
TESOFT
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MIMIII/MIIMM

In"

IEEE-4*i
and
VXIbus
Control,
Data Acquisition.
,.=..; and Analysis
8.E

•TI(3-nm) & TI 3
4 )5mm)
/
•HIG-1 POWER
•470.4n
•MULT1CHIP

• V25 microcontroller Boards for Embedded Applications

•RECTANGULAR

e

• Prototyping Adaptors for POEPs, SOIC, PLCC, LCCs
• Microprocessor Emulator Accessories
• Programmer Accessories (PLCC, etc. to DIP Converters)
• PLCC Plugs, Wire-Wrap PLCC Sockets
• Socket Converters: DIP-PLCC, PGA-PLCC, OFP-PGA, etc
• Pin Isolators & Pin Monitors for DIPs, PGAs, PLCCs, LCCs
• Transmission Line Extension Cables for ICEs
EDI Corp., P.O. Box 366, Patterson, CA 95363
Tel: (209) 892-3270

Fax: (209) 892-3610

Australia: Electro Optics (02) 654-1873
Czechoslovakia: EDIC (0202) 2683
France: Logical Instrument (1) 39 89 9622
Israel: Aviv Interconnection (03) 544-7256/7
Japan: Motono International Co. (3) 344-5575
Sweden d Norway: Nohau Elektronik AB (040) 922-425
UK: Nohau UK (0962) 733 140

Toby El. (0295) 271-777

West Germany: i
-System GmbH (08131) 25083

EDI CORP.
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Instrument Control and Data Acquisition
Free 1992 catalog of instrumentation products for PCs, workstations, and more. Features IEEE-488.2 interfaces and software, plug-in data acquisition boards, VXIbus controllers.
DSP hardware and software, and signal conditioning accessories. Application software for complete acquisition, analysis, and presentation of data, including graphical interfaces.
Application tutorials and training classes also detailed.
National Instruments
6504 Bridge Point Parkway, Austin, TX 78730
(512) 794-0100 (800) 433-3488 (U.S. and Canada)
Fax: (512) 794-8411
NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS
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DOES THIS 1/9th
PAGE AD
GET ATTENTION?
Yes it Does.
You've just proved that.

FOR "SHOE BOX" POWER SUPPLIES,
NO ONE ELSE CAN FILL OUR SHOES.
SUPERMAX 1000 is an extraordinary 1000watt "shoe box" switching power supply of
revolutionary small proportions. Designed with
Power Factor Correction built in. The smallest
in its class. Includes Universal AC input; low
AC line distortion per IEC 555-2; high 1%4TBF;
system air or self-cooling. Part of the MAX
Series from 160 W. NY TEL: 516 231-3366.
800 223-TODD -- The 911 of power supplies.
TODD

CIRCLE 115 INFO
CIRCLE 116 EVALUATION UNIT

Increase your sales leads without
spending alot of money by advertising
your product or service in ELECTRONICS
DIRECT CONNECTION ADS.
For further information call:

BRIAN CERAOLO
(201) 393-6260

CLEAR OR DIFFUSED
AVAILABLE IN PCB PACKAGES
PCB ARRAYS. PCB BI-LEVELS
PANEL MOUNT. RELAMPABLES
VOLTAGES ARE 3V TO 21iti

LEDTRONICS, INC.
4009 PACIFIC COAST HWY. •TORRANCE. CA 90505
TEL:12131549-9995 •FAX, 12101549-4820 •TLX: 4945454

LEDTRONICS, INC.
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EPROM PROGRAMMER
'750

8ZIFs

20 Ke

20x4
LCD

Keypad

-Quick pulse pgms. eight 1Mbit EPROMs in 40 sec.
•Stand-alcne or PC-driver
.1 Megabit of ORAM
•RS-232, parallel in 8. OUI ports
-Made in USA.
"Binary, hiel hex. &Motorola Sformats *A9 Identifier
.100 user-definable macros
.2 year warranty
•Informaton. call (918)928-8037
•Single pgmr.S550

NEEDHAM'S ELECTRONICS
4539 Orange Grove Ave. •Sacramento, CA 95841
fie
(NI-F. 8-5 PST)
NEEDHAM'S ELECTRONICS
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Reduce Design Time with the X-Rommer
This compact, inexpensive device uses
your configuration
information, in a
standard EPROM, to
emulate a Xilinx
XC1736
Serial
PROM during debug
and verification.

Your EPROM

• V25

Your XC1736 Target Socket

Now the choice is yours.

• Eliminates the need for Xilinx programmer during debug

Simply send us your copy.

Works with the XACT software you already have. Can be used
with an EPROM emulator to create a downloadable setup.
Capacity 512K bits. Call, write, or FAX for info:

• Eliminates wasted serial PROMs and supply problems
• Simplifies the management of experimental designs

transparency and atwo-line headline, max. 30
characters per line. We'll do the rest. Or you can
do it all and send us your complete, 23/
16"w X

SPHERE DIGITAL

3"d Negatives (B/W or 4/C).

• Microprocessor Emulator Accessories
• Programmer Accessories (PLCC, etc. to DIP Converters)
• PLCC Plugs, Wire-Wrap PLCC Sockets

• Speeds development

Plus ablack and white glossy, color print, slide, or

microcontroller Boards for Embedded Applications

• Prototyping Adaptors for POEPs, SOIC, PLCC, LCCs

Black and White?
Or Full Color?

54 characters per line X 10 lines Max.

ADS

1057 Dovercourt Rd.
Toronto, Ont M6H 2X7
Tel:
(416) 949-1890
FAX: (416) 949-1102

• Socket Converters

DIP-PLCC, PGA-PLCC, OFP-PGA, etc

• Pin Isolators & Pin Monitors for DIPs, PGAs, PLCCs, LCCs
• Transmission Line Extension Cables for ICEs
EDI Corp., P.O. Box 366, Patterson, CA 95363
Tel: (209) 892-3270

Fax: (209) 892-3610

Australia: Electro Optics (02) 654-1873
Czechoslovakia: EDIC (0202) 2683
France: Logical Instrument (1) 39 89 9622
Israel: Aviv Interconnection (03) 544-7256/7
Japan: Motono International Co. (3) 344-5575
Sweden & Norway: Nohau Elektronik AB (0401 922-425
UK: Nohau UK (0962) 733 140

Toby El. (0295) 271-777

West Germany: I-System GmbH (08131) 25083

SPHERE DIGITAL
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EDI CORP.
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Interactive/Real-Time

Analog Circuit Simulation

Yes it Does.
You've just proved that.

ECA-2 Electronic Circuit Analysis offers: •AC,

DC,

Transient,

with

Nominal,

Fourier,

and

MonteCarlo

Temperature

Analysis

and/or Worst-Case

component

values •Interactive or batch modes • Full nonlinear simula-

Increase your sales leads without
spending alot of money by advertising
your product or service in ELECTRONICS
DIRECT CONNECTION ADS.

For further information call:

BRIAN CERAOLO
(201) 393-6260

6809 SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER

• Sine,

Pulse,

PWL,

SFFM,

and

Exponential

generators •IBM PC/Mac • Multiple plots • On-line real

6809 MPU, 2 serial ports, 4 parallel ports, RAM,
EPROM, real-time clock, watchdog timer, 44-pin
4.5X6.5" PCB.
EXPANSION MODULES: RAM,
EPROM, CMOS RAM/battery, analog I/O, serial I/O,
parallel I/O, counter/timer, IEEE-488, EPROM programmer, floppy disks, cassette, breadboard, keyboard/display.
WINTEK CORPORATION,
1801 South Street, Lafayette, IN 47904-2993
(317) 448-1903 or (800) 742-6809
WINTEK CORP.

VOLTAGE SELECTABLE
INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM

tion

-2 to SO times taster than SPICE •Over
500 nodes •Advanced component parameters • Compotime graphics

nent optimization sweeping • Full editing, built-in or external • New detailed 424 page manual

Call for FREE DEMO!

JUT'

Tatum Labs, Inc.
3917 Research Park Dr. B-1, Ann Arbor, MI 48108
313-663-8810
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:DST') 320C10/15
In-Circuit Emulators

TATUM LABS
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SPOTLIGHT:

DESIGN &DEVELOPMENT 3

Finally. attendees determinml the most impressive product of the show
was (Al) Software's PADS.
Each vendoyakakdœ,...«.....

PE 91 News 0,90
on CAO Showdown Results

PADS SETS
THE STANDARD

3
al1111011111i1111111111111

for CAE/CAD design on Personal Computers

Complete thru-put logic capture and board design
functionality including:

Z-LINE TPC 884
The TPC, avoltage-selectable power distribution
and control system, can have either 120 or 240
volt input and output. Designed with IEC-, UL-,
CSA- and VDE- approved components, operating
up to 16 amps in Europe and 20 amps in North
America. Size: 19.0" x 1.75" xLO".
filtering, spike/surge suppression and overload
curcuit breaker protection are standard. Remote
on/off is optional.

Pulizzi Engineering, Inc.
3260 S. Susan St.,
Santa Ana, CA 92714
714/540-4229 FAX: 714/641-9062
PULIZZ1 ENGINEERING

CIRCLE 129

. Emulates 320C10/15/17 up to 25 MHz.
. IBM-PC/XT/AT/386 windowing interface
with EGA 43-line, color, and mouse support
.Complex Hardware real-time breakpoints
.Hardware Trace Buffer with filtering control
.Program performance analysis
.8level hardware sequencer, Pass Counters
.also: 8051/52, 80515/35, Super8, 8048/49

SIGNUM SYSTEMS

171 F Ihousand Oaks

(805) 371-4608
SIGNUM SYSTEMS

Bird.. Thousand Oaks, CA

91360

telex: 362439
CIRCLE 150

•A true multi-sheet database for Schematic capture with hierarchical design capability
•Both automatic and interactive PCB layout tools
•Most complete set of autorouters for Analog,
Digital and SMD designs
•Cam outputs including database ASCII In and
ASCII Out format
•NEW! PADS-2000, board designs with no system limits. 1micron database, copper pouring,
T-routing. Workstation capability at PC prices!
Call today for afree demonstration package, and
for your local Authorized PADS Reseller.

CAD

641)..1 -,1

Solt,ure,

CAD SOFTWARE

insole MA (506) 466_9929
OutsIde MA (800) 255-7814
119 Russell Slreet 1,10elon MA 01.
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Abbott Electronics

26

Orbit Semiconductor, Inc

24-25
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45

OrCAD

Coy III

AMP, Inc.

18-19

P-CAD

33a-b

Anritsu Corporation

36-37

Philips Industrial

Avantek Corporation

54-55

Automation

RELIABILITY PREDICTION
SOFTWARE
ARE YOUR ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS RELIABLE?
RelCalc 2automates MIL-HDBK-217E on your IBM PC!
Wry easy to use Try our Demo Package today for $25
T CUBED SYSTEMS
(8 18) 991-0057
FAX 1818) 991-1281
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Philips Semiconductors
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32A-32C**
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Signum Systems

86

Silicon Composers

84

Circuit Design & Development
Analog, RF, signal processing, power supply, A/D
and D/A interface circuit design for military industrial or commercial applications. Turn-key
development, from initial specs to production.

PEDA'

Tel. :519-837-1646

(9 to 5EST)

FAX YOUR ORDER!
To Advertise in
Penton Classifieds,

FAX: (216) 696-1267

Fujitsu Microelectronics
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Sphere Digital
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LAST WORD

WILL BUSH '92 PULL ANIXON '72?
F
rom all the evidence Ihave gathered so far,
it looks as if the 1992 presidential election
will be the hardest-fought, closest contest
since 1972. What's that? You say McGovern
carried only Massachusetts and Washington, D.C.,
in 1972? And as it stands now, Bush figures to do
at least that well against whatever hapless sad sack
the Democrats manage to draft?
Nonetheless—and this is the reason for bringing up this analogy—you may also recall that although Nixon had the election in the bag, he was
so dissatisfied with the performance of the economy that he ordered amassive pump-priming effort
that included higher spending, lower taxes, easier
money, and devaluation of the dollar. And the inflationary effects were all kept camouflaged until
after the election by wage and price controls.
Of course, Bush doesn't have all the options
that Nixon did. The dollar can no longer be unilaterally devalued; the other G-7 countries have
something to say about that. The authority for
wage and price controls has long since lapsed.
And Alan Greenspan isn't about to open the floodgates just before the election—since he has been
reappointed pending Senate confirmation, there is
no danger that some toady successor could be
named who would do just that. However, if the
administration does decide to stimulate the economy next year, it would almost certainly be in the
area of higher spending and lower taxes rather
than these other options.
As Isee it, the hike in spending and cut in taxes
next year will be astrong bipartisan effort. The
Democrats are getting desperate; assuming that
Bush wins next year, that means the Republicans
will have controlled the White House for 24 of the
past 28 years. It has dawned on at least some of
the opposition "leaders" that, although passage of
aquota bill may be life's highest calling, it won't
get them into 1600 Pennsylvania Ave. As aresult,
they have begun to cast their nets for alternative
ideas and have hit on two that appear to have
widespread appeal. First, a$1,000 tax credit per
child. The bill is profamily, appeals to those with large num-

EVEN
WITH THE
ELECTION IN
THE BAG,
BUSH MAY
PRIME THE
ECONOMIC
PUMP
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bers of children (read: certain ethnic groups that
have recently switched to voting GOP), and reduces taxes for those below the middle of the income scale. Second, some sort of universal healthcare benefits. Previously associated only with
helping the poor and unemployed, the bill has recently picked up support from alarge number of
middle-class Americans who are either self-employed or work for small companies, and who are
being priced out of the market.
As aresult, the Republicans will feel impelled
to counter with alternative legislation. Any healthcare bill they propose will rely less on the government and more on the private sector, but the net
result will be the same: bigger deficits.
Some will argue that the current budget represents aformidable roadblock standing in the way
of increasing the deficits. That is, of course, the
merest nonsense. Congress wrote that law, and
Congress can change it. Ihardly need remind
Washington watchers that the first Gramm-Rudman bill mandated abalanced budget by 1991.
I
nrger deficits, of course, always have their
economic consequences, reflected either in higher
interest rates or higher inflation—or both. Because
of lags inherent in the economy, it is invariably the
case that fiscal stimulus in any given year causes
higher inflation the following year—that is, in
1993. Because financial markets are now aware of
such political sleights of hand, long-term interest
rates will probably rise as soon as the latest budget scam is promulgated.
So here's my prognosis: look for higher spending in 1992, higher interest rates in 1993 as the bills
come due, and perhaps an untimely end to the recovery that is just
getting started.
MICHAEL K EVANS heads
Evans Economics Inc. and
Evans Investment Advisers
in Washington.

OrCAD simplifies the science of
product development
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Point A

Point B

Turn good ideas into better products. Speed
design-to-market time. And improve your
profitability. It can all happen with OrCAD

As always, OrCAD tools easily handle hierarchi-

EDA solutions on your side.

out dense printed circuit boards. And now that

cal designs; provide precise, timing-based digital
simulation; make logic synthesis asnap; and lay
OrCAD has ported to the Sun SPARC ® Station,

More than 10,000 companies have already
become more competitive in the race to get
products to market, thanks to OrCAD's suite of
electronic design automation tools. Your staff

you can choose to exercise the muscle of this
UNIX environment, or pack your DOS-based PC
with unprecedented power.

will find them versatile, easy to learn, and even
easier to use for design, testing, and layout of
complex PC boards.

Find out what OrCAD can do for your product

Equally attractive, they're priced to satisfy just

Call us today at (503) 690-9881 for the office

about any CFO.

nearest you.

development cycle. Our sales offices are in
major cities worldwide.

OrCAD ®
3175 N.W. Aloclek Drive •Hillsboro, OR 97124
(503) 690-9891 (FAX)
o

in

OrCAD offers afree demonstration disk for ahands-on evaluation of our
products. To receive one, call (503) 690-9881 or write today.
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AREVOLUTIONARY ADVANCE IN

SPARC MULTIPROCESSING.
The industry's first integrated SPARC
multiprocessing solution — the CY7C605
Multiprocessing Cache Controller/MMU.
High-performance systems designers have
migrated to RISC in arace for performance.
Just as rapidly, there is amovement to
multiprocessing, which represents the most
cost-effective way to load more power into a
single system.
Multiprocessing RISC design is not
simple. There are substantial technological
challenges, particularly in the area of
multi-level memory systems.
Now we offer abreakthrough to help you
implement multiprocessing systems rapidly.
Cache coherency without stealing processor
cycles — aleap in performance.
Maintaining cache coherency is one of the
biggest problems to solve in shared memory
multiprocessing systems.
This approach solves it.

CY7C605
SPARC Multiprocessing
Cache Controller I
MMU
Pin compatible with our CY7C604 Uniprocessing
Cache ControllerIMMU, this new device lets you
cascade to build cache size to 256K

(muMP

cache

SPARC multiprocessing is now enabled. Now you can design-in multiple high-performance SPARC
chipsets. Our revolutionary Multiprocessing Cache Controller and Memory Management Unit
(CMU-MPICY7C605) provides memory management facilities and aunique cache architecture
for higher performance. Our complete SPARC chipset solution shortens your time to market.

It is the only VLSI solution that performs
concurrent bus snooping and processor
execution.
Our unique dual cache tag directories
provide for simultaneous bus snooping and
processor access to cache. No other cache
management unit provides dual tags on-chip.
As aresult, your system maintains cache
coherency without stealing execution cycles
from the microprocessor.
You get multiprocessing with the most
efficient cache coherency protocol available,
allowing data to pass from CPU to CPU in a
single clock cycle. That translates directly to
higher performance systems.

An integrated part of the industry's
highest performance SPARC chipset.
Our chipset approach simplifies the
complexities of multiple CPUs working
together in ashared memory system.
This VLSI solution means you don't have
to design and pay for boards full of logic to
accomplish fast multiprocessing.
It is all available now.
For more information on the industry's
most complete multiprocessing solution,
please call for our literature package today.

SPARC
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M8us compliant.
MBus compliance means you have a
SPARC-standard, plug-and-play route to
even more powerful, higher rewing systems.

Multiprocessing
Information
Hotline:
1-800-952-6300.*
Ask for Dept. (9V.
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.
e CYPRESS
SEMICONDUCTOR

(32) 2-652-0270 in Europe. 0 1991 Cypress Semiconductor, 3901 North First Street, San Jose, CA 95134. Phone: 1(408) 943-2600, Telex: 821032 CYPRESS SNJ UD, TWX: 910-997-0753.
SPARC is aregistered trademark of SPARC International, Inc. Products bearing the SPARC trademark are based on an architecture developed by Sun Microsystems, Inc.

